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My study investigates how healthcare professionals use an information system to support task execution
in shift work. It contributes to existing theories of information system use, in particular the tasktechnology fit models by Goodhue and Thompson (1995) and the technology-acceptance model by Davis
(1989). My contribution to these models revolves around social dependencies that are not yet captured
by these two models. Traditionally, the models assume use and acceptance of information systems based
on “mechanical fit” 1 as well as people-centric beliefs about the information system. My findings show
another important factor in motivating or driving information system use across different work shifts,
namely social dependencies. I further contribute with a new type of change in organization design—
cyclic change—and outline the difference to the established understanding of what change is.
From a practical perspective, I contribute with insights into the use of an information system to support
task execution in a shift work setting and specify implications for practice. In particular, I emphasize the
need for information system designers to incorporate and account for social dependencies as motivation
or driver of information system use, as well as organizations experiencing cyclic change in their design
to incentivize organizational member in using an information system.
Literature on information systems use and its motivating factors or drivers for use has the underlying
assumption that the design of an organization is rather static and change follows an incremental path over
time. However, factors such as the rapid development of new technologies, as well as changing customer
1

I further outline “mechanical fit” in Chapter 7 when discussing my results.
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needs and demands, challenge this traditional view of the organization. Scattered evidence shows that
organizations in fact change their design swiftly and promptly, challenging the underlying assumptions
of established theories and models anticipating and predicting information system use. Møllekær et al.
(2014, 2018) show that in several cases, shift working organizations changed their design depending on
the work shift. As shift work experiences an increase as a means of organizing work to account for
changes in customer needs and demands, the question arises what the implications are for the use of an
information system in such settings. According to the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics (2005), 15 percent
of full-time employees engage in this type of work organization. Out of these, almost 55 percent do so
as it is “the nature of the job.” In Denmark, 9.3 percent of the workforce works shifts. The large
percentage of the population engaged in shift work renders it a topic of interest to scholars. Numerous
studies investigated the impacts shift work have on individuals and showed that impacts range from
psychological, through physiological, to social impacts. Examples of these impacts include higher risk
of acquiring cardiovascular diseases (Bøggild and Knutsson 1999), physiological exhaustion such as
burnout (Lindborg and Davidhizar 1993), and impact on social relationships such as marital life (Presser
2000).
I combine the two streams of literature outlined above to answer the research question of how the
execution of tasks and the design of shifts are implicated in the use of an information system. In carrying
out my project, I rely on a qualitative methodology in which I conduct interviews and observations with
main users of the information system of interest. In analyzing my data, I rely on organization design
theory. In particular, I am interested in the relationship between four mutually dependent elements,
namely Task, Coordination, People, and Information System. My case company is a mid-sized hospital
in Central Denmark Region with two emergency department units deploying the same information
system.
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DANSK RESUMÉ
Mit studie undersøger, hvordan sundhedspersonale bruger et informationssystem til at understøtte
opgaveudførelse i

skifteholdsarbejde.

Det

bidrager

til

eksisterende teorier om

brug

af

informationssystemer, specielt den såkaldte task-technology model af Goodhue and Thompson (1995)
og technology-acceptance modellen af (Davis 1989). Mit bidrag til disse modeller drejer sig om sociale
afhængigheder, som endnu ikke er indfanget af disse to modeller. Traditionelt antager modellerne brug
og accept af informationssystemer baseret på konceptet af ’fit’ såvel som brugernes mening om
informationssystemet. Mine resultater viser, at sociale afhængigheder fungerer som en motivation eller
katalysator for brug på tværs af forskellige arbejdsskift. Jeg bidrager yderligere med en ny type
forandring i organisationsdesign – cyklisk ændring – og skitsere forskellen til den etablerede forståelse
af, hvad forandring er.
Fra et praktisk perspektiv bidrager jeg med indsigt i brugen af et informationssystem til at understøtte
opgaveudførelse i skiftearbejde og specificerer konsekvenser for praksis. Især behovet for at designere
af informationssystemer inddrager og redegør for de sociale afhængigheder som motiverer til eller
påvirker brug, samt organisationer, der oplever cykliske ændringer i deres design for at skabe
incitamenter for organisationsmedlemmer til at bruge et informationssystem.
Litteratur om brug af informationssystemer har den underliggende antagelse, at et organisationsdesign er
statisk og forandrer sig inkrementelt over tid. Faktorer som den hurtige udvikling af nye teknologier samt
ændringer i kundens behov og krav udfordrer dog denne traditionelle opfattelse af organisationer. Enkelte
studier viser, at organisationer faktisk ændrer deres design hurtigt og derfor udfordrer de underliggende
antagelser og etablerede teorier / modeller med henblik på at kunne forudsige informationssystembrug.
(Møllekær et al. 2014, 2018) viser i flere tilfælde, at organisationer ændrer deres design afhængigt af
arbejdsskiftet. Da skiftearbejde oplever en stigning som en måde at organisere arbejde på for derved at
tage højde for ændringer i kundens behov og krav, opstår spørgsmålet, hvad konsekvenserne er for
brugen af et informationssystem i sådanne situationer. Ifølge U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics (2005)
beskæftiges 15 procent af fuldtidsansatte i denne type organisation. I næsten 55 procent skyldes dette, at
det er "jobbets art". I Danmark arbejder 9,3 procent af arbejdsstyrken i skiftehold. Den store andel af
befolkningen, der beskæftiger sig med skiftehold, gør det til et interessant emne for forskere. Talrige
undersøgelser viser påvirkningerne af skiftearbejde på individer og konkluderer, at de spænder fra
psykologiske, gennem fysiologiske, til sociale konsekvenser. Eksempler på disse påvirkninger omfatter
højere risiko for at erhverve sig kardiovaskulære sygdomme (Bøggild and Knutsson 1999), fysiologisk
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udmattelse (Lindborg and Davidhizar 1993) og indvirkning på sociale forhold som f.eks. ægteskab
(Presser 2000).
Jeg kombinerer de to litteraturstrømninger der er beskrevet ovenfor, for at besvare spørgsmålet om,
hvordan udførelsen af opgaver og brug af skiftehold er impliceret i brugen af et informationssystem.
I udførelsen af mit projekt baserer jeg mig på en kvalitativ metode, hvor jeg udfører interviews og
observationer med de primære brugere af det pågældende informationssystem. Ved at analysere mine
data, inddrager jeg endvidere organisationsdesignteori. Jeg er især interesseret i forholdet mellem fire
gensidigt afhængige elementer, nemlig opgaver, koordinering, mennesker og informationssystem. Jeg
udfører mit projekt på et mellemstort hospital i Region Midtjylland med to akutmodtagelsesenheder, der
anvender det samme informationssystem.
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IS Use Across Tasks and Shifts
1. Introduction
According to Woodruff Health Sciences Center (2018), Emory University Hospital (EUH) in Atlanta
and Royal Perth Hospital (RPH) will launch an initiative that includes relocating healthcare professionals
from EUH to RPH. The aim is to counter and alleviate two common issues associated with providing
healthcare 24/7, namely an under-representation of available specialists and the consequences of working
night shifts. As Woodruff Health Sciences Center (2018) states: “By placing [healthcare professionals]
in a time zone with a 12-hour time difference […] two of the largest drawbacks of critical care night
staffing [are alleviated]: a shortage of senior clinicians willing to cover the night shifts and the toll that
working nights takes on caregivers and their attention levels.” Through remote access to healthcare
professionals in RPH, EUH is able to provide intensive care services to patients during night shifts. In
2016, EUH pilot-tested the initiative in collaboration with a hospital in Sydney, and results showed that
healthcare professionals’ well-being and work efficiency increased due to working day shifts in Sydney
to provide intensive care services at EUH at night (Woodruff Health Sciences Center 2018).
The above example touches upon two issues central to my project, namely a possible change in the design
of an organization during night shifts, indicated in the example by the availability of certain healthcare
professionals, and the impacts shift work has on people engaged in this type of work organization. I use
these two issues as a vantage point in investigating how healthcare professionals use an information
system to support task execution in shift work. I rely on “organization-centric” and “people-centric”
measures in investigating the use of an information system in two hospital emergency department units
in Central Denmark Region. In particular, “organization-centric” measures relate to the task-technology
fit model (TTF) by Goodhue and Thompson (1995) postulating a link between level of utilization of an
information system and fit in terms of appropriate representation of organizational tasks in the
information system. The second concept of “people-centric” measures relates to the technologyacceptance model (TAM) by Davis (1989) linking users believes about an information system to
utilization of that information system.
Below, I outline in more detail my research domain following the generic structure of engaged
scholarship by Mathiassen (2017) to which my research approach pertains. I present an overview of the
motivation for my project, the literary background, the theoretical approach I chose for conducting my
study, a brief outline of the investigated emergency department, and expectations as to what results my
study reveals. I conclude with a structural overview of my dissertation.
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a. Research Domain
In the following, I outline my research domain. I adapt the framework by Mathiassen (2017) to outline
the real-world problematic situation (P), the area of concern (A), the conceptual framework I use to
analyze my data (F), the method of inquiry for conducting my study (M), my research question (RQ),
and expected contributions (C). The framework supports me in two ways. First, it offers a tool to anchor
my research in a real-world phenomenon as a defining characteristic of engaged scholarship (van de Ven
2007) and, second, it supports me in structuring my research in terms of how to conduct my investigation
of the use of an information system in two hospital emergency department units. Table 1. 1 presents the
framework.
Table 1. 1 Overview of research design components.
Component

P
real-world problematic
situation

A

Specification
Ongoing challenge for hospitals to organize work around the use of an information
system to support task execution 24/7.
Necessary alignment between tasks and information system. Two fundamental and
interrelated issues:
• The use of an information system across tasks
• The use of an information system across shifts
Hospital organizes work into shifts, constituting an even greater challenge in aligning
tasks and information system.
Information system usage across tasks and shifts.

area of concern in the
literature

F
conceptual framework

M
method of inquiry

RQ
research question

C
contribution

Adaption of organization design theory (Burton et al. 2015; Galbraith 1974; Leavitt
1965; Mintzberg 1983):
• focused on the relationships between technology, task, people, and coordination
• theoretically based on information processing view of organizations
• adapted to shift work environment (Konsynski and Stohr 1992)
Exploratory, embedded case study of two similar, but differently organized hospital
emergency units:
Integrated Unit and Specialized Unit.
These units use the same information system to support work. Rich data are collected
based on combinations of interviews and extensive field observations.
How is the execution of tasks and the design of shifts implicated in the use of an
information system?
Cp: Practical insights into the use of an information system to support task execution
across work shifts.
Ca: Empirical and theoretical insights into the relationship between work design and
information system usage in work shift organizations.

Adapted from Mathiassen (2017)
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As the table outlines, my real-world problematic situation (P) revolves around the continuous challenge
hospitals face of how best to organize the provision of healthcare services to patients on a 24/7 basis.
The above outlined case of EUH moving healthcare professionals to RPH exemplifies this real-world
problematic situation. It further shows that information systems constitute a crucial element in the
provision. For the information system to be able to support healthcare service provision in an effective
manner, the information system and the individual tasks have to be aligned or “in fit.” This alignment is
the essential underlying requirement for people to use an information system from an “organizationcentric” perspective as postulated by Goodhue and Thompson (1995). The organization can only reach
its goal with support of the information system when alignment is achieved. With the increase in which
hospitals rely on information systems to support task execution and the organization of work into shifts
to provide continuous healthcare services to patients, two fundamental and interrelated issues need to be
addressed. First, the use of an information system across different organizational tasks performed to reach
an overall objective and, second, the use of an information system across work shifts as a basis for
providing healthcare services 24/7. Both issues present important parts in how to design work related to
information system usage in a hospital setting. The individual tasks require coordination that forms the
basis for the provision of healthcare services and for alignment between the individual tasks and the
information system. In addition, as hospitals organize the provision of healthcare services into shifts, the
alignment of the information system with the individual tasks constitutes an even greater challenge to
the hospital. The need to consider how best to organize tasks and shifts related to the use of an information
system is not only relevant for hospitals, but also for many other types of organizations that operate 24/7.
With regard to the real-world problematic situation with its exemplary case of EUH moving healthcare
professionals to RPH to counter the outlined issues with regard to shift work, I found inspiration in
Møllekær et al. (2014, 2018), who investigated Danish emergency departments and the organization of
such and found that, in some instances, the design of the organization changed depending on the work
shift. Literature on information system use assumes rather static processes, structures, and routines in
which change unfolds on an incremental basis over time. This static view leaves out the possibility that
an organization changes its design swiftly and often. A change in the design of the organization may
create a misfit between the information system and the tasks found in the organization as the information
system was presumably designed to support a particular work shift. Once the design of the organization
changes, the information system is no longer able to adequately support task execution. Therefore, my
area of concern (A) revolves around information system usage across organizational tasks and work
shifts. I incorporate two streams of literature in my study, namely literature on the use of information
Konzag│Dissertation
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systems focused on motivational factors or drivers behind use and literature on shift work and the impact
shift work has on individuals to investigate my research question (RQ) of how the execution of tasks and
the design of shifts are implicated 2 in the use of an information system. As outlined above, I rely on the
task-technology fit model by Goodhue and Thompson (1995) to account for “organization-centric”
factors in anticipating and predicting the use of an information system and the technology-acceptance
model by Davis (1989) to incorporate a “people-centric” perspective as it is the users themselves being
the stakeholders in determining the use of an information system. The literature on shift work identifies
three main categories of impact that shift work has on individuals engaged in this type of work
organization: social, psychological, and physiological impacts. Out of these three categories, I focus my
analysis on the social dimension and adapt it to the particular work environment of a hospital organizing
work into shifts.
With regard to the conceptual framework (F), I adopt organization design theory as an analytical lens in
carrying out my investigation. Numerous models and theories have been developed that address how to
structure organizations to fit certain organizational factors and for the organization to be most effective
in performing its tasks to reach a certain goal. My research relies on models and theories that understand
an organization from an information processing point of view (Galbraith 1974; Tushman and Nadler
1978). I use the concepts of Task and Coordination by Galbraith (1973), Mintzberg (1983), and Burton
et al. (2015) and adapt them in order to analyze my data. I further adapt Leavitt’s (1965) concepts of
People and Technology. Using the concept of People serves the purpose of focusing on human actors
within the organization. I understand the concept of Technology more in the light of the conceptualization
of technology by Burton et al. (2015) as Information Systems. I found further inspiration in Konsynski
and Stohr (1992), who adapted the model by Leavitt (1965) in order to fit an information systems context,
in particular information systems design context. Konsynski and Stohr (1992) outline the organization’s
Environment as an additional crucial element. I use their use of Environment to highlight the particular
environment of shift working organizations.
As the method of inquiry (M), I chose a qualitative methodology in order to study how healthcare
professionals use an information system across tasks and work shifts. I rely on Yin (2014) and chose an
exploratory embedded case study approach as means of investigation. More specifically, my case study
constitutes a single-case, embedded case study, i.e., a single case with multiple units of analysis. I studied
2
I follow the definition by Merriam Webster (2018) in understanding “implicate.” The word is defined as “To involve as a
consequence, corollary, or natural inference.” The word implicated affords me the opportunity to leave the direction of the
relationship between the execution of tasks and the use of an information system open and leaves out the necessity to a-priori
define.
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the use of an information system in two hospital units (embedded units of analysis) within the same
hospital (single case). I used literal replication logic (Yin 2014) when selecting the case and, by
association, the two units in the hospital. I conducted my study in an emergency department of a midsized hospital in Central Denmark Region. The emergency department was founded in 2011 and consists
of two units, which I refer to as integrated unit and specialized unit. The hospital itself is equipped with
approximately 340 beds, employs about 2,300 full-time employees, discharged more than 51,000 patients
in 2016 (Hospitalsenhed Midt 2017a), and offers services across more than 20 different in- and outpatient
departments and associated sections and clinics (Hospitalsenhed Midt 2017b). 3 The two emergency
department units deploy the same information system to support task execution. The information system
constitutes a clinical logistics system (Getinge Cetrea A/S 2018a) and supports the healthcare
professionals in the throughput of patients through the two emergency department units. I collected rich
data based on interviews and observations. In total, I conducted 35 interviews and about 200 hours of
observations across different work shifts and the roles healthcare professionals occupy. I supplemented
my interviews and observations with internal documents used as background information about role
descriptions, organizational processes, and contextual specifications such as information about the
Danish healthcare sector in general or overall guidelines in the treatment of patients. My data collection
period spanned from October 2015 through July 2016.
With regard to the contributions of my research (C), my project offers empirical and theoretical insights
into the relationship between work design and information system usage in work shift organizations. I
contribute with the application of theories/models predicting and anticipating the use of an information
system from both “organization-centric” and “people-centric” measures. Applying these models in a
different context, results show that social relations play a major part in anticipating the use of an
information system in this particular context, which are not captured by the theories/models. In particular,
I substantiate previous findings by (Møllekær et al. 2014, 2018) and find additional explanations for why
people use an information system in the particular context of shift work not yet captured by current
models, in particular the task-technology fit model by Goodhue and Thompson (1995) and the
technology-acceptance model by Davis (1989). From a practical perspective, my project offers practical
insights into the use of an information system to support task execution across work shifts. I offer
suggestions to both information systems designers as well as organizations relying on shift work.

3

Facts and figures, unless indicated otherwise (reference to other sources, interviews, or observations), represent the first
quarter of 2016 as part of the time period during which I collected data and was present on-site.
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b. Research Approach
In my project, I rely on engaged scholarship (van de Ven 2007). Following this approach affords me the
opportunity to study “complex real-world problems based on the different perspectives and
understandings of key stakeholders [and] an opportunity to contribute to practical problem solving while
also developing new theoretical insights” (Mathiassen 2017, p. 17). I follow the statement by van de Ven
(2007) “that the knowledge of science and practice are different is not to say that they stand in opposition
or they substitute for each other; rather, they complement each other” (2007, p. 3). Van de Ven further
states that this approach to research “adopts a participant frame of references to learn about and
understand a subject through discourse with other stakeholders” (p. 14).
My philosophical approach in carrying out my project is critical realism (Bhaskar 1975). This approach
distinguishes between knowledge that is socially constructed and an objective reality that is independent
from cognitive believes of people about reality. The approach was developed as a response to counter
issues with realism and positivism (Acher et al. 1998; Bhaskar 1975).
Mingers (2004) argues for the relevance of critical realism in information systems research. The author
poses that critical realism addresses three key aspects pertaining to information systems research. First,
it enables scholars to take a realist stance and at the same time embrace the major critiques of naïve
realism. Second, critical realism addresses both natural and social sciences and hence encompasses the
main domain of information systems research. Third, critical realism fits well with information systems
research as an applied discipline (p. 97).
c. Dissertation Overview
The overall structure of my dissertation is as follows. In Chapter 2, I position my research by reviewing
the literature on information systems usage and motivational factors for actual use, and the literature on
shift work and the impact it has on people engaged in this type of work organization. I identified a lack
of research concerned with potential impacts that shift work has on the use of an information system and
take this as a vantage point in my study investigating how the execution of tasks and the design of shifts
are implicated in the use of an information system. Chapter 3 establishes the theoretical background. As
previously outlined in the framework by Mathiassen (2017), I rely on organization design theories and
adapt these to a shift work setting. I further present an integrated model with the four components of
Task, Coordination, People, and Information system. I use the integrated model to analyze my data. In
Chapter 4, I outline the research design underlying my investigation. I start out by establishing my
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methodology corresponding to an exploratory embedded case study. The chapter further contains a short
description of the organizational context, as well as a detailed outline of the data collection and analysis
process. Chapter 5 presents the case context with a general description of how work unfolds in a Danish
emergency department and a more in-depth overall description of the studied emergency department and
the two corresponding units. In Chapter 6, I present results from my data analysis using two within-cases
analyses and a cross-case analysis. Chapter 7 discusses the findings and contributions from my
investigation. I point out theoretical, methodological, and practical implications of my research as well
as the most prominent methodological and contextual limitations in Chapter 8. I conclude my dissertation
in Chapter 9.
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2. Theoretical Background
In the following chapter, I elaborate on and establish the literary background of my study, incorporating
different streams of literature. Appendix B outlines the literature search process. The first section deals
with the use of an information system and the design of tasks. It elaborates upon these two concepts from
different vantage points with a focus on the relation between tasks and information system usage. The
second section expounds upon the relation between the use of an information system and the design of
work shifts. It focuses on the organization and coordination of work shifts and the impact on individuals.
Moreover, the section outlines information systems usage in shift work. The last section positions my
study within the literature.
a. The Use of IS and the Design of Tasks
Studies on the relationship between the use of information systems and organization design offer a wide
variety of subjects under investigation. The design of an organization incorporates a number of factors.
These factors need to be aligned both with the overall objective of the organization and with one another.
Examples are the structure of the organization, its strategy to achieve the overall goal, its business
processes, and the related tasks performed by the people and their respective skills in the organization.
The most fundamental alignment is the fit between work processes and the respective tasks and the
information system. In the following, this fit will be elaborated upon.
i.

The Concept of Tasks in Relation to IS

According to Zigurs and Buckland (1998), research on the concept of task has a long tradition. In
organizational literature, March and Simon (1958) state that repeated tasks dominate organizational life
rendering the concept a fundamental aspect of organizing work. Defining the concept of task is, however,
not easy (Fuller and Dennis 2009) Several definitions exist. According to Oxford Dictionary (2017), a
task is “a piece of work to be done or undertaken”. The wording “a piece of work” leaves the question
open as to what a piece consists of. A piece indicates belonging or being part of a whole without which
the whole cannot be complete. In organizational terms, this whole can be the goal the organization sets
out to accomplish. In that sense, tasks are smaller work components each contributing to the whole. This
view is reflected in Fuller and Dennis (2009) who state that tasks are a way for an organization to put
work together in order to accomplish a goal. The focus is hereby on the activities or behaviors individuals
perform to accomplish a goal. In the end, a complete whole is produced.
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The question then remains what is meant by activities. According to Davenport (1993), activities make
up a business process. The author states, “a process is simply a structured, measured set of activities
designed to produce a specific output”. The author goes on by stating that a process is a “specific
ordering of work activities” (p. 5). Eventually, work can be organized by dividing business processes
into smaller sets of tasks, which in the end create a desired outcome. Davenport (1993) states further that
the definition of process is applicable in a broader sense. Processes can be large encompassing an entire
set of activities, or processes can be small focusing on only a selected number of activities or even a
single activity. Davenport (1993) gives the example of answering a letter of complaint constituting a
small process. Given the example and the previous definitions of the concept of task and process, the
question arises where the boundaries of both lay. A clear-cut distinction seems not possible. Instead, a
more fluent transition from one concept to the other seems apt.
From the above, the concept of task revolves around how to organize work to reach a stated goal. A task
can be seen as just a single step in executing work, or it can be seen as the purpose of the organization of
how to reach a stated goal (Leavitt 1965). A task can be divided into smaller sets of tasks or sub-tasks
(Burton et al. 2015; Leavitt 1965) which then need to be coordinated in order to complete a whole. The
terms task and process are interlinked with one another and the definitions of the two terms are dependent
on the context in which they appear. However, the concepts exhibit common attributes. Both tasks and
processes exhibit a beginning and an end, they contribute to complete a whole, and both are time-bound.
Zigurs and Buckland (1998) definition of task focuses on behavioral requirements that are needed to
accomplish a stated goal. The authors add that a goal is accomplished “via some process, given some
information” (p. 136). “Via some process” indicates that tasks are smaller units of work which, when
united, form a whole and accomplish a goal. Without some information, the responsible persons cannot
perform the tasks and accomplish the goals. To manage this information, organizations implement
information systems as inevitable parts of their design. The business processes are reflected in the
information systems with specific support for the individual tasks that need to be executed for the
organization to achieve its objective. Thus, information systems are designed with the intention to help
users perform tasks more effectively and efficiently (Mathieson and Keil 1998). As such, an important
aspect found in the literature of the relationship between tasks and the use of an information system is
the fit 4 between them. Particularly in the literature on information system implementation, the fit between

4

A more detailed elaboration of what fit is and how it is defined can be found in the subsequent sub-chapter 2.ii.
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the information system and the structure and processes of the organization has been investigated
extensively.
The literature offers suggestions, recommendations and guidelines on how best to implement an
information system, contingent on several factors. The decision of an organization to implement an
information system is motivated by several reasons. Legris et al. (2003) state the pressure to reduce
operative costs, pressure to increase productivity with a fix level of cost, or desire, driven by market
forces, to increase the quality of the service or product offered. Despite various reasons to implement an
information system, in order for the implementation to become successful 5, the organization and the
information system have to fit each one another. For example, van Everdingen et al. (2000) state that an
important criterion in choosing an information system, in this case an enterprise resource planning system
(ERP), is the information system’s fit with the organization. This holds true in particular for a
comprehensive information systems like ERP, since these systems are built on best practice, i.e., they are
generic standardized software packages that represent industry norms in terms of how work is
accomplished. In a review of factors that are contingent in the process of implementing an information
system, Weill and Olson (1989) came to the result that over 70 percent of organizations followed the
assumption that a better fit between the organization and the information system leads to an increase in
performance. The authors categorized these factors of interest to the implementation of an information
system into seven variables. Among these, task is seen as “the types of activities to be supported by
information systems” (p. 64).
ii.

The Impact of Fit between IS and Task

In information systems literature, the concept of fit is tacitly associated with an information system and
the structure and processes prevailing in an organization. From the outline above, it is then the tasks of
the organization that the information system is supposed to support, so that tasks are efficiently and
effectively executed. 6 According to Fuller and Dennis (2009) and Goodhue (1995), the concept of fit is
a normative construct. It represents “the match between prerequisite of a task and the capabilities of the
5

Please note, success is individually defined, i.e., whether an implementation is deemed a success depends on the individual
organization. A more general way of defining can be found in Robey et al. (1993): “[The] extent to which the project team is
productive in its task and effective in its interactions with non-team members” (p. 126) Success criteria are usually defined
beforehand, but experience adjustment during and after the implementation process. An example is the budget for the
implementation. The literature states that most implementation efforts exceed initially set budget, however, the
implementation can be deemed successful.
6
The logic here follows the logic presented by Fuller and Dennis (2009), in which the authors’ definition of performance
includes both effectiveness and efficiency. Both are seen as a trade-off for organizations: sacrifice quality for time and vice
versa (p. 4).
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technology to support task accomplishment” (Fuller and Dennis 2009, p. 4). In this context, technology
refers to computer systems with their hardware, software, and data (Goodhue 1995). This fit between
tasks and technology has gained a lot of attention. Different approaches of research investigating this fit
between information system and the organization have evolved in the literature. One approach can be
characterized as being organization-centered. This approach can be conceptualized as driver for use of
information systems. It represent the motivation for users to use an information system. The term tasktechnology fit (TTF) captures this match between prerequisites of a task and the capabilities of the
information system and represents the stream of literature investigating the phenomenon. The underlying
reasoning establishes that the tasks found in the organization have to be represented in the information
system in order for users to be able and willing to use the information system. These built-in tasks of the
organization drive and strengthen the acceptance and usage of the information system. Goodhue and
Thompson (1995) developed the task-technology fit model, which postulates the link between
information system and individual performance. It assumes that an information system has a positive
impact on individual performance only when users make actual use of the information system and the
system itself is aligned with the tasks it is meant to support. The authors state that “information systems
[…] have a positive impact on performance only when there is correspondence between their
functionality and task requirements by users” (p. 214). This illustrates the importance of the match or
alignment between the information system and the tasks, so that they form a consistent whole and drive
usage. Goodhue and Thompson's (1995) model became one of the most influential models in
contemporary information systems research. Another theory, which focuses on the actual usage of an
information system, is by DeLone and McLean (1992). In their theory, the authors seek to provide a
comprehensive understanding of information system success by identifying six components. When
evaluated, these six components aid comprehension of what constitutes information systems success.
The authors built on existing literature, out of which they created a taxonomy. One of the many measures
of information system success is task performance. DeLone and McLean (1992) list task performance
under the component “individual impact.” Borman and Motowidlo (1997) define task performance as
effectiveness with which people perform activities in the organization. As previously outlined, it is then
the tasks of the organization that the information system is supposed to support, so that tasks are
efficiently and effectively executed.
Another approach, or driver for use of information systems, found in the literature investigating the fit
between information system and the organization can be characterized as people- or user-centric as
drivers of use of information systems. Whereas the organization-centric approach focuses mostly on
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explaining actual usage applying objective measures, the people- or user-centric approach applies rather
subjective or individual-related measures. 7 One focus lays on the motivation of people to use an
information system. An example is the study of intrinsic and extrinsic motivation. Tasks can be created
in such a way that the person executing them receives both rewards and feedback when the task is
accomplished (Ryan 1982; Vallerand and Blssonnette 1992). As a result, intrinsic motivation is enhanced
(Vallerand and Blssonnette 1992). An example can be found in Fagan et al. (2008). The authors
investigated intrinsic and extrinsic motivation and people’s intention to use an information system. Their
results show significant positive relationships between the concepts. Besides extrinsic and intrinsic
motivation to use an information system, an extensive body of literature has evolved exploring the role
of two key concepts, namely perceived ease of use and perceived usefulness of an information system as
motivating factors for people to actual use an information system. The technology-acceptance model
(TAM) by Davis (1989) has become one of the most influential model in predicting and explaining the
use of an information system. Two theoretical constructs are essential, namely perceived usefulness and
perceived ease of use. The first construct refers to the “believe [an information system] will help [users]
perform their job better” (p. 320). The phrase “perform their job better” exhibits two components. The
first one relates to an improvement in performance, as outlined above. If a person believes the information
system to be useful to the job, job performance can improve. The second component relates to the job
itself. As outlined previously, a job consists of a number of tasks to be accomplished. In this sense, the
fit between tasks and information system is mediated by the belief of a person whether or not an
information system aids the accomplishment of the task. The second construct, perceived ease of use, is
defined as “the degree to which a person believes that using a particular system would be free of effort”
(p. 320). For a person believing that an information system decreases the effort to accomplish a task may
be able to allocate effort to remaining tasks or tasks that compete for attention and effort. In doing so, a
person may be able to increase both effectiveness and efficiency. Davis (1989) also called for additional
research

investigating

potentially

supplementing

factors

predicting

and

explaining

user

acceptance/utilization of an information system. A vast number of studies investigated supplementing
factors, replicated Davis's (1989) study, and adjusted it to different contexts. Adams et al. (1992)
replicated Davis's (1989) study in order to demonstrate the validity and reliability of the scales. The
results demonstrate reliable and valid scales for the measurement of the two constructs of perceived
usefulness and perceived ease of use. Further, their results suggest that perceived usefulness is an
7
This approach has received a lot of critique for applying more subjective or individual-related measures, which led to an
abundant body of literature of studies replicating these measures. In particular, Davis's (1989) TAM has been replicated in
numerous studies.
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important indicator for information system use. This extends Davis's (1989) model by directly linking
the two components. Hendrickson et al. (1993) used test-retest in order to demonstrate the reliability of
Davis (1989). The results show a high degree of test-retest reliability. The same holds true for
Subramanian (1994). The results of the construct measurement for perceived usefulness and ease of use
are consistent with the initial TAM. Venkatesh and Davis (1996) explored the antecedents of perceived
ease of use and found computer self-efficacy as one of the antecedents of perceived ease of use. Selfefficacy is “concerned with judgments of how well one can execute courses of action required to deal
with prospective situations” (Bandura 1982, p. 122). The second antecedent is objective usability.
According to Venkatesh and Davis (1996), objective usability has an impact on perceived ease of use
first after a person has had direct experience with an information system. In a study by Venkatesh (2000),
the author proposes determinants of perceived ease of use. General beliefs about an information system
were found to be the strongest determinant. As a result, the author points to the need to put more emphasis
on people-centric factors, rather than information system-related factors, as was the case in previous
studies of user acceptance and utilization of information systems. Gefen and Straub (2000) were more
explicit about the relationship between tasks and information system acceptance and utilization. In their
study, perceived ease of use was found to affect information system acceptance when the primary task
for which the information system was used was intrinsic to the information system. This means that the
task itself has to be part of the information system. In this case, acceptance is increased. Their results
show that perceived ease of use is a dynamic construct and acceptance is dependent on whether the task
to be accomplished is intrinsic or extrinsic to the information system.
iii.

Summary

The concept of task in connection with an information system has received great attention in the
literature. Two approaches of research have evolved. One of these approaches focuses on the fit between
tasks found in the organization and the information system implemented in order to support task
execution and accomplishment. The term task-technology fit (TTF) represents this stream of literature.
In particular, Goodhue and Thompson (1995) coined this term by introducing one of the most influential
models in information system research. The underlying reasoning establishes that the tasks found in the
organization have to be represented in the information system in order for users to be able and willing to
use the information system. These built-in tasks of the organization strengthen the acceptance and usage
of the information system. The task-technology fit model (Goodhue and Thompson 1995) postulates the
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link between information system and individual performance. It shows that a better fit between the
information system and tasks found in the organization increases individual performance.
Another approach sets out to predict and explain information system use by relying on two key concepts:
perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use. Davis's (1989) technology acceptance model became the
gold standard for predicting and explaining information system use, though the model has also received
a great amount of critique due to the self-reported measures of both constructs. In addition, a high number
of studies replicated, supplemented, and tested the model, resulting in a more comprehensive and
strengthened model. Davis's (1989) model is not explicit about the relationship between tasks and the
use of an information system. However, the way Davis (1989) defined perceived usefulness builds the
connection to the concept of task. Davis (1989) used the word job. A job can be seen as either one big
task or a number of smaller tasks which, when accomplished, finish the job.
Both approaches of research show the importance of the relationship between the concept of task and an
information system. It is the tasks of the organization that the information system is supposed to support,
so that tasks are efficiently and effectively executed.
b. The Use of IS and the Design of Work Shifts
Shift work has garnered attention both in academia and in institutional life. According to the U.S. Bureau
of Labor Statistics (2005), 15 percent of full-time wage and salary workers engage in shift work. 54.6
percent do so as it is the “nature of the job,” indicating that this type of work is prevalent in certain
industries, which would not meet and keep up with market requirements without such type of work.
Examples include public safety and transportation (Smith-Coggins et al. 1997), or manufacturing and
healthcare organizations (McMenamin 2007). A current trend to operate 24/7 can be observed. This socalled “24/7 society” (Colligan and Rosa 1997; Costa 1996, 2003a) is influenced by a number of different
reasons compelling people to organize work around the clock, all days of the week. According to the
U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics (2005), reasons for workers to engage in shift work include personal
preferences, better arrangements for family or childcare, or a higher salary as compared to a regular
daytime job. In Denmark, 9.3 percent of the workforce is engaged in shift work, out of which 48.4 percent
work rotating shifts, 34.7 percent work permanent shifts, and 7.5 percent work in daily split shifts. The
remaining 9.7 percent arrange work shifts differently. Among all shift-working employees, nurses belong
to the group of employees that engage most in irregular work shifts schedules (Eurofund 2009).
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Numerous scholarly works investigate various aspects of shift work and how to best organize work
around the clock, all days of the week. In the following, the concepts of shift work, its impact, and the
relationship between information system usage and shift work are in focus.
i.

Concepts of Shift Work Organization

Shift work organization captures a way of organizing work. Shifts are associated with concepts in the
literature that reflect related practices. The most prominent ones are shift work, work hours, work shift,
shifting work hours, and handoff, as summarized in Table 2. 1. In the following, I elaborate upon these
concepts and how I apply them in this study.
Table 2. 1 Overview of concepts related to shift work organization.
Concept
Definition
Source
• Working hours differing
• Costa (2003)
from the traditional diurnal
• Grosswald (2004)
work period
• Institute for Work
Shift Work
• A schedule other than the
and Health (2017)
standard workweek
• Working outside regular
daytime hours
• Time spent at work
• Bannai and
Tamakoshi (2014)
• The amount of time spent at
Work Hours
• Oxford Dictionary
work
(2017b)
• 24-hour period is divided
• Tasto et al. (1978)
into three time periods
• Axelsson et al.
Work Shift
• The night, evening and
(2004)
morning shifts
• Barton (1994)

Adapted Definition
Any organization of
work that covers
daytime and nondaytime hours all days
of the week

The amount of hours
spent at work

One particular divide
within a 24-hour
period: morning,
evening, or night

According to Costa (2003a), shift work “includes any organization of working hours that differ from the
traditional diurnal work period” (p. 264). Root and Rudd (2004) add that a “standard workday unfolds
during an 8–5 timeframe” 8 and Grosswald (2004) elaborates that shift work is characterized by “a
schedule other than the standard workweek” (p. 414).
The concept of work hours bears two meanings. First, it relates to the amount of hours a person spends
at work. The Oxford Dictionary (2017b, 2017c) defines the concept as the “part of the day spent at work,”
and Bannai and Tamakoshi (2014) similarly define it as “time spent on work” (p. 6). Second, it relates to

8

The time frame quoted can vary depending on the source. Usually, the variation amounts to around one to two hours, i.e., a
normal workday starts around 6 a.m. and ends at 6 p.m. (see: U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics
https://www.bls.gov/news.release/pdf/flex.pdf, accessed February 16, 2017).
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a work shift and may be used interchangeably with such. This meaning of work hours is not as common,
and most studies use work shift to refer to a specific section of work during a 24-hour period. In contrast,
the Oxford Dictionary (2017b, 2017c) definition does not refer to a specific time frame, such that work
can unfold at any point in time during a 24-hour period.
Work shifts are arranged within a 24-hour period with a start and end time and with varying duration.
The most common way of dividing a day into work shifts is in three consecutive eight-hour periods:
morning, afternoon or evening, and night, as illustrated by the studies of Albert-Sabater et al. (2016),
Axelsson et al. (2004), Barton (1994), and Bøggild et al. (2001). The distinction between an afternoon
shift and an evening shift appears to be more a matter of wording than an actual difference in the time
frame itself. The start and end time of each shift can vary. According to the U.S. Bureau of Labor
Statistics (2005), most people started work between 6:30 a.m. and 9:29 a.m. and left work between 4:30
p.m. and 5:29 p.m. These time ranges indicate the start and end of the day shift. Regarding the length of
a work shift within a 24-hour period, the literature offers a number of options. For example, Stimpfel et
al. (2012) categorize work shifts into four groups: 8–9 hours, 10–11 hours, 12–13 hours, and more than
13 hours. Other studies offer 16-hour and 24-hour work shifts (Barger et al. 2005; Landrigan et al. 2004;
Lockley et al. 2004).
The length of a work shift is one factor in determining how a person is scheduled for work. The literature
offers a number of procedures and considerations of how work shifts can be scheduled. As Costa (2003a)
states, “There are thousands of shift systems that differ widely with respect to […] if workers stay on a
given shift, or alternate between the different shifts (permanent /rotating); the speed (fast/slow) and the
direction (clockwise/counter-clockwise) of the shift rotation.” (p. 84). Examples of these procedures can
be found in Shamali et al. (2015) investigating burnout in nurses on fixed (permanent) or rotating
schedules, or Knauth (1993), who assesses the direction of rotation. Summarizing the different
procedures and considerations of how work shifts can be scheduled, the term shifting work hours captures
the essence of the numerous ways in which works shifts can be scheduled.
ii.

The Impact of Work Shift Organization

Studies were predominantly conducted in a healthcare context, in which two foci were prevalent, namely
the impacts of shift work on personnel and performance. As outlined in Table 2. 2, the impact on
personnel can be divided into three main categories: social, physiological, and psychological impacts.
Examples of each category are given, as well as exemplary sources.
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Table 2. 2 Categories of impact of shift work.
Category
Example
•
Job satisfaction
•
Social
•
Marital life
•
•
Burnout
•
Psychological
•
Fatigue
•
•
Heart disease
•
Physiological
•
Needle stick
•

Source
Stimpfel et al. (2012)
Todd et al. (1993)
Presser (2000)
White and Keith (1990)
Estryn-Béhar and Van der Heijden (2012)
Lindborg and Davidhizar (1993)
Barker and Nussbaum (2011)
Josten et al. (2003)
Bøggild and Knutsson (1999)
Knutsson et al. (1984)
Horwitz and McCall (2004)
Stimpfel et al. (2015)

Social impacts include a person’s work life as well as personal life. The relationship between shift work
and the concept of job satisfaction is one example. It has been investigated from different angles. One
angle focuses on extended work shifts of normal hours of work. 9 For example, Todd et al. (1993) find a
significant increase in job dissatisfaction with an increase in shift length from 8 to 12 hours. Stimpfel et
al. (2012) come to a similar conclusion. In their study, shift length correlates negatively with job
satisfaction and the effect follows a non-linear fashion. Ruggiero (2005) notes that the literature on
nurses’ job satisfaction shows that supplementary factors such as stress, workload, age, or shift schedule
may influence job satisfaction. The author posits that the relative importance of these factors to job
satisfaction has not been investigated, in particular the importance of shift schedules. According to the
author, the number of weekends off in a month is a crucial factor in nurses’ job satisfaction. More
specifically, control over shift scheduling had a self-reported small significant effect on job satisfaction.
Marital life is another example in the category of social impacts. Presser (2000) investigates marital
instability in couples working nonstandard work hours and finds that nonstandard work hours increased
the likelihood of marital instability, with night and rotating shifts constituting the group with the highest
likelihood of instable marriages.
The next category deals with psychological impacts of shift work. Examples include burnout and fatigue.
Burnout occurs due to prolonged exposure to stress, which can lead to both physical and psychological
exhaustion (Kandolin 1993; Wisetborisut et al. 2014). Studies of burnout predominantly used a

9

The term “normal hours of work” follows OECD’s definition: “Normal hours of work are the hours of work fixed by or in
pursuance of laws or regulations, collective agreements or arbitral awards, or the number of hours in excess of which any time
worked is remunerated at overtime rates” (see: https://stats.oecd.org/glossary/detail.asp?ID=4832, accessed February 21,
2017).
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quantitative approach to investigate the phenomenon. According to Lindborg and Davidhizar (1993),
burnout is a central subject in the nursing literature, indicating its relevance in a healthcare setting. It is
studied in a variety of situations—not only in relation to shift work or work hours, but also in connection
with other personal and organizational variables. Examples of these variables include individual
hardiness (McCranie et al. 1987), job demands (Estryn-Béhar and Van der Heijden 2012), and work
scheduling practices. Although the literature suggests other variables as cause of burnout in a healthcare
setting, burnout seems to occur more frequently among healthcare professionals who engage in shift
work (Wisetborisut et al. 2014). The concept of fatigue is closely related to burnout. One part of the
literature on fatigue treats the concept as a precursor of burnout (e.g., Maslach and Jackson 1981).
Another stream focuses solely on the concept and investigates it as a possible result of a number of
environmental factors, such as being engaged in shift work. In general, fatigue is characterized as being
a subjective, multifactor and -dimensional phenomenon affecting both the mind and the body (Soh and
Crumpton 1996) and restricting a person’s ability to perform tasks (Tiesinfga et al. 1996). Barker and
Nussbaum (2011) distinguish between different dimensions of fatigue. Levels of physical fatigue differed
across hours of sleep at night, work schedules, and the length of shifts. Healthcare professionals reported
higher levels of physical fatigue when rotating between day/evening shifts as compared to following a
fixed (permanent) shift schedule. Acute fatigue—according to (Aaronson et al. 2003), a temporary state
that is experienced by healthy people during their workday as well as private life activities—scored
significantly lower for fixed (permanent) day and night shifts as compared to fixed (permanent) evening
shifts. Fixed (permanent) night shifts scored significantly lower as compared to rotation between day and
evening shifts.
iii.

IS Usage in Work Shift Studies

According to Goh et al. (2011), studies of information systems conducted in a healthcare context focused
predominantly on productivity and efficiency in work processes. Most studies were not explicit about
shift work itself and simply stated the context in which the study was conducted. Study results were
reported omitting individual work shifts, thus consolidating results across different work shifts assuming
a universal utilization of the findings. Some cases investigated work hours and the relation to an
information system. Examples of work hours range from the amount of duty hours in connection to worklife balance to productivity and efficiency levels of work hours. An example of work-life balance can be
found in Bardoel and Drago (2016). The authors investigated whether information systems affect worklife balance of Australian physicians. Their results showed that the quality of information systems support
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is positively correlated with work-life balance for work hours. Supporting the statement by Goh et al.
2011) about productivity and efficiency, Wormer et al. (2015) find that the implementation of an
electronic health record results in a more effective work flow of residents. Even though residents tend to
spend more time on documenting in the electronic health record as compared to paper charting, both the
amount of time spent at work and the number of tasks remain the same. Wormer et al. (2015) indicate
that residents adapt to a more efficient workflow with the support of the electronic health record. Ham et
al. (2016) present a similar linking. In their study, they investigated a rounds report system and its effect
on surgical residents. Their findings show higher productivity, as the rounds report system saves time in
gathering relevant data, thus increasing time available for patient care. Additionally, it increases
efficiency, as residents are able to perform tasks more quickly.
Even though a great number of studies investigate the relationship between tasks and information systems
and their use, no studies could be identified that examine that relationship in the context of shift work.
iv.

Summary

Shift work is not new a phenomenon for either practitioners or scholars. It has long been the primary way
of working in several industries and professions. Retail and service organizations are the ones currently
adapting more and more to operating outside the traditional view—longer opening hours, 24/7 service
hotlines, etc. These departures from the traditional way of working are driven by customer demand. For
a retail organization, this change is dependent on the shopping habits of customer or on the delivery of
goods from suppliers. The same holds for service organizations like banks or customer services, in which
the trend of customers or clients being able to get in touch with a representative at any point in time is
increasing. According to the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics (2005), 15 percent of full-time wage and
salary workers engage in shift work. From a personal perspective, reasons for workers to engage in shift
work included personal preferences, better arrangements for family or childcare, or a higher salary as
compared to a regular daytime job (U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics 2005). For hospitals, shift work can
be seen as the traditional way of providing services to its customers. It has become even more relevant
as technology plays an increasingly important role in the delivery of care. From above, it is evident that
shift work matters in every aspect of both organizational as well as private live. By taking a closer look
at the impact of shift work on private life, the extent to which shift work influences a person’s life seems
undeniably enormous. The extend ranges from a person’s social life, through physiological well-being,
to psychological health. For example, shift length correlates negatively with job satisfaction, and nonstandard work hours increase the likelihood of marital instability. In particular, night workers and
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workers on rotating shift schedules constitute the group with the highest likelihood of instable marriages
(Presser 2000). Burnout seems to occur more frequently among healthcare professionals who engage in
shift work (Wisetborisut et al. 2014). The same holds true for heart disease: shift work increases the
likelihood of heart disease (Bøggild and Knutsson 1999).
Studies of information systems conducted in a healthcare context focused predominantly on productivity
and efficiency in work processes (Goh et al. 2011). Most studies simply reported in which context they
were conducted and did not explicitly state a focus on shift work and the individual shifts. Results were
reported omitting individual shifts and the implicit assumption was made that results hold true across
individual shifts. Examples can be found in Wormer et al. (2015) and Ham et al. (2016), who investigated
time efficiency of healthcare professionals after the implementation of an information system. I could
not identify studies focusing directly on individual shifts in connection to an information system.
c. Positioning of Research
In order for an information system to exhibit a desired outcome in terms of utilization and performance,
tasks found in the organization need to be adequately represented in the information system. If this is not
the case, a mismatch is created and the information system may fail to fully execute its potential in
supporting the organization to accomplish its tasks effectively and efficiently. The literature assumes that
processes, structures, and routines—thus the tasks of the organization—are rather static and do not
change promptly and often over time, giving the information system the opportunity to adjust to
incremental change. This static view of an organization leaves out the possibility of an organization
changing in terms of how work is done swiftly and often. Scattered evidence supports this possibility
that organizations may in fact not be stable over a longer period of time. Møllekær et al. (2014) show
that in several cases, organizations change how work is done depending on the time of day. Different
cases exhibit changes over a very short time period. Some of the cases change swiftly and promptly
within 24 hours, depending on the time of day.
Shift work and its consequences for people engaged in such type of work lead to impacts ranging from
social, through psychological to psychological challenges. An extensive body of literature evolved
around these impacts explaining and predicting how people are affected by shift work. The sheer number
of studies focusing on these impacts indicates the importance of understanding phenomena around shift
work. The assumption is made that the impacts of shift work on how people accomplish their tasks has
a possible effect on the way an information system is used in when working shifts. However, studies on
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the impact of the use of an information system in a shift work setting could not be identified in either
information systems research or in studies on shift work, constituting a gap in the literature.
Taking both streams of literature into consideration, the project intends to fill this gap by investigating
the use of an information system in a shift work setting. It follows Møllekær et al.'s (2014) finding that
an organization deploying shift work changes promptly and swiftly, and the assumption that the
information system implemented in these organizations is meant to support one particular work shift.
When the organization changes promptly, a possible mismatch between the tasks and the information
system is created. Thus, the project intends to answer the following research question.
RQ: How are the execution of tasks and the design of shifts implicated in the use of an information
system?
My results offer empirical and theoretical insights into the relationship between work design and
information system usage in work shift organizations. In particular, I offer empirical evidence of a new
type of change – cyclic organization change – as well as empirical evidence of how healthcare
professionals use an information system across wok shifts. I call for the extension of the task-technology
fit model by Goodhue and Thompson (1995) and the technology acceptance model by Davis (1989) to
incorporate additional factors anticipating and predicating the use of an information system, namely
social dependencies. I draw attention to possible contextual factors that dominate the prediction and
anticipation of the use of an information system, in my case hospital, the need for patients to rest.
In addition, my project intends to give practical insights into the use of an information system to support
task execution across shifts in a hospital unit and offers practical implications to information system
designers as well as shift working organizations to alleviate potential reductions or omission of
information system use in certain work shifts.
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3. Theoretical Framing
I adopt organization design theory as an analytical lens in this research. The concept of organization
design has a long-standing tradition and has been a focus of scholarly activities over several decades.
Numerous models and theories have developed that address how to structure organizations to fit certain
organizational factors and for the organization to be most effective in performing its tasks to reach a
certain goal. My research relies on models and theories that understand an organization from an
information processing point of view (Galbraith 1974; Tushman and Nadler 1978). This choice of
theoretical lens is particularly appropriate as my focus is on the use of information systems in
organizations. In the following, I will outline the field of organization design as well as essential elements
central to my research. The last section presents the model I use in order to analyze my data.
a. Theory on Organization Design
The origin of organization design dates back to the mid-20th century, during which the study of
organizations emerged (Scott 2003). At that point, the topic of how to structure an organization most
effectively given a particular set of internal and external factors pertaining to a specific organization
gained a great amount of scholarly attention. The topic spawned two streams of literature on organization
design, which have developed in parallel. Whereas one stream focuses on certain organizational factors
and organizing mechanisms, the other stream deals with human agency and decision-making processes,
as well as the information processing domain. Alongside this co-development of streams of literature,
perspectives on organization design have evolved. Appendix A 10 shows an overview of the codevelopment of the different perspectives and streams of literature.
According to Van de Ven et al. (2013), research in organization design has experienced an evolution in
perspectives. 11 Initially, a contingency perspective in which the idea of the concept of fit appeared,
prevailed. The primary focus was on structuring organizations to fit the environment in which they
operate. The previous notion of “one best way” to structure organizations was challenged. As Morgan
(2006) points out, there is not a single best way of organizing, but a multitude of options depending on
the kind of task or environment for the organization. Randolph and Dess (1984) propose that the
underlying proposition was that this fit leads to higher organizational performance. During this initial

10

Examples are provided to illustrate the field of organization design. They do not represent a systematic literature review.
In order to maintain a reader-friendly depiction, I present the evolution as a linear process, during which each evolutionary
step replaces/succeeds the previous perspective. In the literature, however, research pertaining to a particular perspective did
not necessarily vanish, but rather co-existed and continued in parallel.
11
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phase, the primary focus was particularly on the external fit, i.e., an organization’s fit between its
structure and its environment. Following this original notion, the field moved on to configuration and
complementary perspectives (Van de Ven et al. 2013). These perspectives applied a more holistic and
all-encompassing view of organizations in order to incorporate previous critiques (e.g., Woodward
1965). In doing so, these perspectives aimed at finding ideal types of organizations. The concept of fit
was carried over to incorporate both internal and external fit (Burns and Stalker 1961; Lawrence and
Lorsch 1967; Thompson 1967). In order for an organization to exhibit a higher performance, the allencompassing fit had to be achieved (Ketchen et al. 1993). At the same time, complementary perspectives
sparked the idea of a path-dependent view on how to design an organization. At its core, the essential
elements to an organization are interdependent to one another and configured accordingly, leading to a
higher performance (Van de Ven et al. 2013). A common critique that arose was that of a static view on
organizations and the fit that was to be achieved.
As a result, the field of organization design moved on to the perspective of complexity. Perspectives
pertaining to complexity adopt a more dynamic view of organizations. They can be seen as a
generalization of the complementary perspectives, adding a focus not only on beneficial
interdependencies between essential elements, but also on unfavorable ones between these elements (Van
de Ven et al. 2013). Another perspective evolved from the initial contingency perspectives is the multicontingency perspective (Burton et al. 2015). Similar to the configuration and complementary
perspectives, multi-contingency perspectives apply a more holistic and all-encompassing view on the
organization design process. According to Nissen (2014), in a multi-contingency perspective, internal
and external contingencies have to be aligned in order for the organization to achieve high performance.
Achieving a fit is accomplished by aligning multiple internal and external organization-related factors
(Burton et al. 2015; Nissen 2014). Probably the most recent evolution in the field of organization design
focuses on human constructionism. As compared to the previous perspectives, creative perspectives
move away from perceiving the process of designing an organization in a strict scientific way, but rather
embrace a more artistic path (Van de Ven et al. 2013) .
The concept of fit is fundamental in a variety of research fields (Aldrich 1979; Thompson 1967;
Venkatraman and Camillus 1984), including organization design (Venkatraman 1989). In all different
perspectives along the evolutionary process, the underlying idea relates to this concept of fit between a
set of organization-related factors. It serves as a mechanism for aligning certain organizational factors in
order to reach a higher performance. Over time, the organization accumulates deviations from this fit
between the individual factors before commencing a re-organization in order to alleviate these deviations
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(Burton et al. 2015). Donaldson (2001) offers a definition of the concept of fit. The author describes fit
as congruence and says “that fit is a combination of the levels of the contingency and structure that
produce higher performance” (p. 186). As outlined in the previous chapter, the concept of fit in
information systems literature is tacitly associated with the degree to which the information system
incorporates the prevailing structures and processes, thus the tasks, of the organization. Both literatures
follow the same underlying logic, where fit represents a normative construct. In IS literature, Weill and
Olson (1989) advocate the application of qualitative methodologies 12 in the context of a contingency
theory approach and the accompanying concept of fit.
During the evolution of different perspectives, a wide range of organization-related factors and
organizing mechanisms were subject to investigation. Shortly after scholars began to focus on the study
of organizations, a number of decisive publications appeared. One of these can be found in Chandler
(1962). The author investigated the relationship between an organization’s structure and strategy. The
work arrives at the conclusion that the design of the organization (structure) is contingent on the longterm goals and objectives of the organization (strategy). As such, organizations need to reevaluate and
adapt their design in order to fit new strategic conditions. Chandler's (1962) work has led to a great deal
of research drawing on both the findings as well as the logic of how goals drive the design of
organizations. Numerous scholars have investigated different forms of strategic positions. Another
prominent example is Miles et al. (1978). The authors developed a typology in which they outline four
strategic ways an organization can respond to organizational adaption. The authors state that “entire
organizations can be portrayed as integrated wholes in dynamic interaction with their environments” (p.
30). Thompson and Bates (1957), Woodward (1965), and Perrow (1965) looked more specifically into
the relationship between technology and an organization’s structure. Thompson and Bates (1957) look
into the relationship between technology and administrative processes. They argue that technology with
a particular purpose limits the way in which organizations can be structured. As a result, the authors
advance a set of general propositions. The propositions point into the direction of technological
advancements ranging from specialized technology and technological flexibility to new technology and
technological developments. The authors postulate that all advancements lead to increasing complexity
of the organization. Woodward (1965) states that “sociologists […] took a different point of view in
theory, assuming that the technological circumstances […] was a major variable in the determination of
its structure” (p. 36). The author concludes that organizations with similar technological circumstances

12

Chapter 4 provides a detailed description of the approach used in this study.
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seemed to exhibit similar organizational structures. The greater the technical advancement of an
organization, the more hierarchical its structure. Perrow (1965) discussed the relationship between
technology and an organization’s structure. The author reviewed studies pertaining to hospital settings
in which hospitals are characterized as complex systems. The author suggests that “structure is one part
of technology” in which tasks are integrated. Further, “technology influences […] structure—the
arrangement to implement goals” (p. 914). According to Child and Mansfield (1972), scholars “working
with bureaucracy as a major point of reference” (p. 201) are concerned with the size of an organization
and the relationship of such to organizational structure. Examples can be found in Pugh et al. (1969),
Blau (1970), and Blau and Shoenherr (1971). Pugh et al. (1969) investigated organizational size in
relation to its structure using multivariate regressions. The authors intend to “not test […] hypotheses
about processes […], but [the study] affords a basis for generating such hypotheses” (p. 92). Blau and
Shoenherr (1971) posit that formal organizational structures exhibit certain patters that account for
organizations’ members’ behavior. The authors state that “increasing [organizational] size generates
structural differentiation in organizations along various dimensions at decelerating rates” (p. 301). Blau
(1970) set out to develop a theory on of “the formal structure […] organizations deliberately established
for explicit purposes and composed of employees” (p. 201). They propose that an increase in
organizational size leads to differentiation and thus to administrative processes in order to facilitate
coordination among different organizational units. Ashby (1956) postulates that organizations have to
develop adequate information as well as decision-making capacities in order to cope with complexity
(uncertainty) of the environment in which they operate. Mintzberg's (1983) synthesis of the literature on
organization design adds to the discussion of how to structure an organization so that tasks are executed
in an effective manner by adding the concept of complexity. Simon (1962) had already introduced the
concept and discussed how complexity unfolds in a hierarchical form in organizations, its structure, and
the coordination in the light of “complex systems” (p. 467). The focus is on a more general application
of the term, whereas Mintzberg (1983) specifies complexity in the light of an organization by introducing
a set of organizational forms best suited for achieving “…internal consistency or harmony, as well as a
basic consistency with the organization’s situation” (p. 3). Burns and Stalker (1961) posit that an
organization needs different kinds of structure in order to control its tasks allowing it to react and adapt
to uncertainty in its environment. The authors describe differences between organic and mechanistic
organizations. Organic organizations “are adapt to unusable conditions, when problems and
requirements for action arise which cannot be broken down and distributed among specialist roles within
a clearly defined hierarchy” (pp. 5–6). The uncertainty in their environment is high and tasks are
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performed without a detailed or highly formal definition. In addition, tasks have to continuously be
redefined depending on the people co-performing the tasks. A mechanistic organization presents the
opposite in which each of the organization’s members “pursues his task as something distinct from the
real tasks of the concern as a whole” where “tasks […] are broken down into specialisms” (p. 5). This is
possible due to the stable environment with low uncertainty. Lawrence and Lorsch (1967) describe an
organization as an open system that needs to balance differentiation between the individual
organization’s units and the integration of such given uncertainties in the organization’s environment.
Different units of the same organization might be confronted with different environmental demands. The
authors sate that “data indicated that the differences among departments were in direction that could
reasonably be related to environmental certainty” (pp. 31–32). They concluded that differences in
structures among organizations’ units subscribe to “the nature […] of the environment with each unit
was dealing” (p. 32).
According to Wilson (1997), understanding how searching for, gaining access to, and using information
occurs is an area of concern to a vast number of academic disciplines. Information plays a key role in
how organizations operate. Chandler (1962) refers to structure as the design of an organization in which
information travels through lines of authorities and communication essential to effectively performing
the tasks of the organization in order to reach stated goals. Simon (1955, 1957, 1976) presented the
concept of bounded rationality, which placed information and its flow and distribution in the foreground.
The author postulates that “rational behavior […] is compatible with the access to information and the
computational capabilities that are actually possessed by organisms […] in the kind of environment in
which the organisms exist” (1955, p. 99). This sparked the idea of the information processing view
(Galbraith 1974), in which the fundamental aspect lies in the uncertainty an organization faces when
performing a task. Galbraith (1974) states that “the greater the uncertainty of the task, the greater the
amount of information that has to be processed” (p. 10) in order to perform the task in the most efficient
and effective way. Arrow (1974) defines uncertainty as “an incomplete picture of the world” (p. 34). The
word incomplete indicates a need of the organization to search for, gain access to, and use information
in such a way that the organization is able to make task-relevant decisions by eliminating uncertainty to
the greatest extend possible. This uncertainty can stem from a number of different sources. For instance,
Thompson (1967) gives the example of an organization’s environment. Depending on the source(s) of
uncertainty, an organization exhibits a demand for task-relevant information and the processing of such.
At the same time, an organization possesses a certain capacity to process task-relevant information. In
order to most effectively and efficiently perform a task, these two attributes need to exhibit a fit.
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Organizations face a trade-off once the demand of processing information and the capacity to do so
diverge and are not “in fit” any longer. Galbraith (1974) offers two options as to how organizations retain
the fit. One option focuses on the demand to process information. This demand can be reduced, and by
such demand and capacity are in fit again. The other option is to increase the capacity to process
information.
Both the concept of fit and the information processing view are at the center of a vast number of models
and theories aiming at describing, explaining, and predicting how to design organization contingent on a
number of organization-related factors. As indicated above, Burns and Stalker (1961) offer an example.
In their work, the authors outline different approaches to structuring organizations. They argue that
uncertainties in the environment require organizations to create different kinds of structures. In a stable
environment with relatively low uncertainty, organizations benefit from establishing a “mechanistic”
structure in which “each individual pursues his task as something distinct from the real tasks of the
concern as a whole” (p. 5). In a more dynamic environment in which uncertainty is high, organizations
benefit from an “organic” structure in which “individuals […] perform their special tasks in the light of
their knowledge of the tasks of the firm as a whole” (p. 6). Another example can be found in Lawrence
and Lorsch (1967). The authors postulate that different environments place different requirements on
organizations. Their theory focuses on how an organization adapts to best meet its environment. They
describe an organization as an open system that needs to balance differentiation between the individual
organization’s units and the integration of such.
b. An Integrated Model
The literature on organization design has sparked the development of a number of models and theories
aiming at describing, explaining, and predicting certain aspects of how to structure organizations to fit
certain organizational factors in order for the organization to be most effective in performing its tasks to
reach a certain goal. Waterman et al. (1980) offer an example. The authors identified seven elements
crucial to organizational adaption. They argue that, besides strategy and structure, another five elements
have to be considered. The model embraces the complexity identified by scholars (e.g., Ashby 1956;
Simon 1962) organizations face. Further, the model embraces “the interconnectedness of the variables—
the idea that it is difficult, perhaps impossible, to make significant progress in one area without making
progress in the others as well” (Waterman et al. 1980, p. 18) This represents the development of the
various perspectives as outlined above. The model represents a more dynamic view of an organization.
The interconnectedness of the variables outline interdependencies by Van de Ven et al. (2013) between
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essential elements. The model resembles the so-called ‘star model’ by Galbraith (1995), in which the
author advocates the alignment of five essential organizational elements with the organization’s strategy.
Using a systemic approach in which attention is paid to all five elements aids the organization in
operating in its given environment. Nadler and Tushman (1980) introduced a model that is similar to a
production model with input, throughput, and output. The authors offer an analytical tool to identify fit
or misfit between essential organizational elements and state that their model is based on “how well
components fit together […], the effectiveness of the model is based on the quality of these fits” (p. 39).
Looking at different theories and models intended to support the design of an organization to fit certain
organizational factors in order for the organization to be most effective in performing its tasks to reach a
certain goal, a number of essential elements are present, either implicitly or explicitly, in all of them. For
example, Galbraith (1995) and Mintzberg (1983) consider two fundamental questions related to
designing any organization. Both authors address how to structure an organization’s work into tasks and
how to coordinate among its tasks in order to achieve the overall goal of the organization. A more
contemporary approach can be found in Burton et al. (2015). The authors define the design of tasks as
“decomposing work into sub-tasks while considering coordination among [them]” (p. 131). I follow the
concepts of task and coordination by Galbraith (1995), Mintzberg (1983), and Burton et al. (2015) and
adapt them in order to analyze my data. In doing so, I follow the previously introduced organizationcentric approach in IS literature. Furthermore, I adapt the concept of people and technology by Leavitt
(1965). Following the concept of people serves the purpose of focusing on human actors within the
organization. It is the people in the organization who perform the different tasks in order provide services
to the organization’s customers. This relates back to the previously mentioned people-centric approach
in IS literature. Further, I understand the concept of technology more in the light of the conceptualization
of technology by Burton et al. (2015). The authors introduce systems, which may be computer-based and
provide meaningful information. The technology supports the people in the organization to perform the
various tasks as well as coordinate among these.
Additionally, I found inspiration in Konsynski and Stohr (1992), who adapted the model by Leavitt
(1965) in order to fit an information systems context, in particular information systems design context.
Konsynski and Stohr (1992) outline the organization’s environment as an additional crucial element. I
use environment by Konsynski and Stohr (1992) and adapt it to shift work organizations. This illustrates
two aspects. First, the adapted element highlights the context in which I conducted my study and thus,
defines the area of concern (A), and second, it assumes the potential change in the design of an
organization engaging in such type of work organization.
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I chose the above outlined elements as they are central to the project and to answering my research
question in the context of shift work. I keep remaining organizational factors constant 13.
Figure 3. 1 presents the model I use to analyze my data. The model focuses on four central elements:
tasks, coordination, people, and information system. 14 In particular, it focuses on the intertwining of the
four elements and clarifies the relationship between them. The arrows indicate the dynamic interaction
of all four elements, meaning that any element affects the others as the organization unfolds. As such,
the model pertains to multi-contingency theory (e.g., Burton et al. 2015) in which the concept of task and
coordination speaks to the previously outlined organization-centric perspective. The elements of people
and information system pertain more to the previously outlined people-centric notion.
Figure 3. 1 Model to analyze data depicting interdependencies between different components.

Table 3.1 offers an overview of the different concepts of the model as well as definition for each of them.
I understand the concept of task as a certain piece of work that has to be done. This certain piece of work
contributes to an overall activity or goal in an organizational context. (Leavitt 1965; Oxford Dictionary
2017a) An example of such a task is admitting a patient to the hospital. This task follows a certain process
and can be seen as a single step in the overall process of treating patients. Another example of task is the

13

Factors such as strategy or structure do not change in this context and therefore I treat remaining factors as constant.
The element of information system can be seen as the successor of the element of technology, whereas technology in a more
traditional way is the production machinery/tools (see: https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/technology).

14
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actual treatment of the patient. As before, the task of the actual treatment of the patient can be seen as
another step in the overall process. In order to complete the overall task and process of treating the patient,
the last step is to discharge the patient. Discharging the patient represents another distinct task with a
certain process. Together, all three tasks contribute to the overall task of offering healthcare services to
the patient. I understand the concept of coordination as the organization and interaction of interdependent
pieces of work, uniting them so that they work effectively as a whole (Leavitt 1965; Malone and
Crowston 1994). Interdependent pieces of work refers back to the individual tasks. Coordination ensures
that the individual tasks and the corresponding processes form a whole that works effectively together.
An example of coordination is the update of the information system about a patient’s treatment process
by the coordinating nurse. 15 This gives the other healthcare professionals something to follow and act
upon where the patient is in the process of being treated. Looking at different tasks and the coordination
of such, an example can be seen in transferring a patient to another department and sending a note to the
receiving department in the information system. I understand the concept of people as human actors and
the roles they occupy in an organizational context. These people occupying certain roles then perform a
certain piece of work (Burton et al. 2015; Leavitt 1965). Each role is assigned a number of specified tasks
to be performed. For example, a nurse might hold the role of “coordinating nurse.” In this role, the nurse
is tasked with assigning other healthcare professionals to certain tasks to be performed, such as admitting
a new patient. I understand information system as an information-processing entity, which collects,
processes, stores, and disseminate information (Burton et al. 2015; Laudon and Laudon 1994; Zwass
1992). An example is the different computer screens hanging on the wall, or printout of these screens.
One way people use the system can be seen in the coordinating nurse who assigns other healthcare
professionals to patients in the department using the information system displayed on screens hanging
on a wall.

15

I give a more detailed description of the different roles found in the emergency department in sub-chapter 4.b.i.
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Table 3. 1 Overview model components with respective definitions.
Component
Definition
Examples Components
A certain piece of work that has to be
done, contributing to an overall
activity or goal in an organizational
context.

Admitting, treating, transferring, or
discharging a patient.

Coordination

The organization and interaction of
interdependent pieces of work,
uniting them so that they work
effectively as a whole.

A nurse checking and updating the
information system in order for other
healthcare professionals to be able to
follow and act upon where the patient
is in the process of being treated.

People

Human actors and the role they
occupy in an organizational context,
executing certain pieces of work.

A nurse in the role as a “coordinating
nurse”, assigning colleagues to
certain tasks to be executed, such as
admitting a new patient.

Information
System

An information-processing entity,
which collects, processes, stores, and
disseminate information.

Computer screens hanging on the
wall, printout of these screens,
scribbles.

Task
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Case Examples
Transferring a patient to
another department and
sending a note to the
receiving department in
the information system.

Adapted from
• Leavitt (1965)
• Oxford Dictionary
(2017a)

• Leavitt (1965)
• Malone and Crowston
(1994)

Coordinating nurse who
assigns colleagues to
patients using the
information system in
the department.

• Burton et al. (2015)
• Leavitt (1965)

• Burton et al. (2015)
• Laudon and Laudon
(1994)
• Zwass (1992)
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4. Research Design
I use a qualitative methodology in order to study how healthcare professionals use an information system
across tasks and work shifts. Using a qualitative approach gave me the opportunity to obtain an in-depth
understanding of the context in which actions took place and of the individuals involved in these actions
(Myers 2013). In the following, I elaborate on and argue for the choice of methods. In addition, I outline
both the organizational context in which the study was conducted and the data collection and analysis
process.
a. Case Study Design
I chose an exploratory case study approach as the means of investigation, conducting interviews and
observations. 16 More specifically, my case study constitutes a single-case, embedded cases study, i.e., a
single case with multiple units of analysis. I studied the use of an information system in two hospital
units (embedded units of analysis) within the same hospital (single case). I used literal replication logic
(Yin 2014) when selecting the case and, by association, the two units in the hospital. In doing so, I
addressed potential drawbacks of having a single case, and I opened up the opportunity for a more indepth investigation of the phenomenon. A case study approach is useful in investigating phenomena that
are at a stage in which understanding, discovering, and describing the phenomena is the main concern,
in particular in emerging areas (Bandara et al. 2005; Lee 1989; Stuart et al. 2002; Yin 2014). In chapter
2, I argued that this pertains to my project as it intends to fill a gap between literature on shift work and
literature on the use of information systems by combining these two streams.
i.

Case Study Theory and Application

According to Yin (2014), a case study “investigates a contemporary phenomenon in depth within its reallife context, especially when the boundaries between phenomenon and context are not clearly evident”
(p. 16). The author adds two supplemental criteria for deeming a case study approach the appropriate
choice. First, the type of research question asked provides guidance on which qualitative methodology
to pursue. Choosing a case study approach is appropriate when the research question is either a how or a
why question. As this way of posing a question leads to a more explanatory answer, Yin (2014) argues
for choosing a case study approach. Second, Yin (2014) points to the extent to which the investigator can

16

A more detailed description of the process of interviewing as well as observation process are outlined in chapter 4.
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exert control over actual behavior or events happening in the environment in which the study unfolds.
Table 4. 1 outlines these criteria and contrasts them to this study.
Table 4. 1 Criteria for choosing a case study.
# Criterion
/× Remark
1 Contemporary phenomenon 
Investigating occurring use of the IS by healthcare
professionals in the emergency department (ED)

2 Real-life situation
Conducting the study in an existing ED without any
intervention or manipulation of individuals or events taking
place

3 Type of research question
How is the execution of tasks and the design of shifts
implicated in the use of an information system?
4 Control over actual behavior 
Neither control over patients coming into the ED and the
or events by investigator
resulting treatment process, nor the occurring use of the IS
by healthcare professionals
As outlined in Table 4. 1, all four criteria were fulfilled. I studied a contemporary phenomenon by
investigating the use of an information system by healthcare professionals in two hospital units that
occurred as a result of fulfilling the tasks the individuals were charged with. The situation constituted a
real-life situation (as compared to, e.g., experiments or simulations), because the context was an existing
emergency department. My research question constitutes a how question. Finally, I had no control over
and could not manipulate events happening, e.g., patients arriving at the emergency department, the
resulting treatment process, or the actual behavior of the healthcare professionals involved, including the
use of the information system.
In addition to the above criteria, Yin (2014) sets out five research design components: 1) research
question, 2) (possibly) propositions, 3) unit(s) of analysis, 4) logic linking data and propositions, and 5)
interpretation criteria. As outlined above, in terms of research question, how or why types of questions
are appropriate. In terms of propositions, specific aspects of the case are outlined, and theory-specific
issues are raised. For exploratory case studies, a purpose statement substitutes for propositions. In terms
of unit(s) of analysis, two steps have to be considered. The first step is to define the case with a time
period, thus a beginning and an end. The second step consists of determining the boundaries of the case,
i.e., who is included in the case. In terms of the logic of linking data and propositions, Yin (2014) offers
a number of analytical techniques. Examples are pattern matching and cross-case synthesis. 17
As already mentioned, the research question constitutes a how question, deeming a case study approach
the preferred means of investigation.

17

Data analysis techniques and process will be outlined and explained in sub-chapter 4.
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“How is the execution of tasks and the design of work shifts implicated in the use of an information
system?”
The research questions aims at clarifying three things: 1) the relationship between tasks, information
system usage, and shift work, 2) the direction of the relationship between tasks and information system
usage in a shift work setting, and 3) how these three concepts influence and affect one another.
As the case study is an exploratory case study in nature, no propositions were developed. Instead, a
purpose statement replaced the propositions:
“The purpose of this case study is to explore how tasks are executed with the support of an information
system in a shift work setting.”
My research question as well as the purpose statement guided me in both the collection of data and data
analysis. For the collection of data, it was particularly helpful when deciding on the interview questions.
For the data analysis, it was particularly helpful in relation to my attention to particular instances
described and statements made by interviewees, or certain events that happened during the observations.
With regard to the units of analysis, two hospital units were included. In these two units, the investigation
focused on the use of one of the information systems deployed. The two units were sufficiently similar,
though slightly differently organized, for a comparison to be possible and meaningful.
In terms of the logic linking data and propositions, no steps were taken as the nature of the case study
was exploratory and no propositions were developed, but replaced with the above stated purpose
statement.
For interpretation criteria, please see sub-chapter 4. d.
Yin (2014) suggests developing a case study protocol in order to increase the reliability of the research,
and to guide the researcher in collecting data. I developed a case study protocol that was used for both
hospital units, as the two units were sufficiently similar. This decision was further reinforced by the fact
that both units used the same information system. The case study protocol can be found in
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Appendix C. It helped assure methodological robustness and credibility by ensuring that the developed
interview questions and the case study design were well matched. Further, I developed an interview guide
in order to ensure rigorous data collection, which helped assure analytic generalization by providing
comparable data. The interview guide can be found in Appendix D. 18
b. Organizational Context
I conducted the study in the emergency department of a mid-sized hospital in Central Denmark Region.19
The hospital is part of an association of five hospitals with a common management. The association was
founded in 2011, is equipped with around 540 beds, and employs approximately 4,400 employees. More
than 370,000 outpatients are treated and approximately 45,000 inpatients are discharged after treatment
each year (Hospitalsenhed Midt n.d.). The hospital itself is equipped with approximately 340 beds,
employs about 2,300 20 full-time employees, discharged more than 51,000 patients in 2016
(Hospitalsenhed Midt 2017a), and offers services spanning over 20 different in- and outpatient
departments and associated sections and clinics (Hospitalsenhed Midt 2017b).
The choice to conduct the study at this hospital is based on several reasons. First, due to the distinctive
physical setting of the emergency department, I had the unique opportunity to study the use of the
information system in two different units that are sufficiently similar for a comparison to be possible.
Even though the two units are similar, variations in their organization of work are large enough to argue
for the opportunity of arriving at a higher level of analytical abstraction and therefore countering in part
critique of a single case study design.
Another reason for the choice of conducting the study at this hospital is the way in which patients enter
the hospital system. The emergency department is the first point of contact for most newly arriving
patients 21 (Danske Regioner; Sundhedsstyrelsen; Sundheds- og Ældreministeriet 2016). As the
emergency department is the first point of contact for the majority of patients, the way healthcare
professional in the two units use the information system may raise an important issue. Departments
receiving patients from the emergency department also receive the information provided in the

18

Both the development of the interview guide and the process of conducting the interviews are outlined further in sub-chapter
4.c.i.
19
In Danish: Region Midtjylland. Central Denmark Region is one of five administrative regions established in 2007, when
the Danish Municipality Reform took place.
20
Facts and figures, unless indicated otherwise (reference to other sources, interviews, or observations), represent the first
quarter of 2016 as part of the time period during which I collected data and was present on-site.
21
In the case hospital, only certain patients enter the hospital through other departments. This includes children (except in the
case of accidents/injuries) and patients with cardiac diseases.
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information system. Data entered into the information system 22 travels alongside the patient when the
patient is moved within, across, and out of the emergency department. The future treatment processes
and the preceding use of the information system may be impacted by initial emergency department’s use.
A third reason to conduct the study in this setting is that the information system is common to a large
number of departments in various hospitals (Getinge Cetrea A/S 2018b) in Denmark. This makes it a
unique opportunity for research to investigate and understand the ramifications of such setting on a
number of factors ranging from the design, through implementation, to usage of the information system.
Investigating the use of the information system in such a setting offers two levels of generalization. The
first level relates to healthcare facilities and the sector-wide employment of shift work. As shift work is
the industry standard in the healthcare sector, findings can be generalized to other healthcare facilities
and their unique organization of work into shifts. On a higher level of abstraction, findings speak to shift
working organizations in general. Findings can be carried over to other industries, organizations, and
work settings in which work is organized into shifts.
A fourth reason lies in the coordination of patient flow. In order to provide and ensure a high quality of
care, the Danish healthcare sector employs a proxy for measuring the quality of care by measuring patient
flow. Certain measures are included, such as the time interval required to assess the severity of a patient’s
illness or injury (triage) or the time interval within which a patient has to be seen by a physician.
Exceeding these time intervals negatively affects the quality of care. These proxies are obtained through
certain information systems. The information system of interest in this study offers a tool that supports
healthcare professionals in both coordinating patient flows and providing an overview of such.
c. Data Collection
According to Eisenhardt (1989), case studies combine different data collection methods such as
interviews and observations. While interviews and observations were my main source of data, I had
access to internal documents through a database 23 used by Central Denmark Region’s healthcare
departments. I used these three sources of data to investigate the use of the information system in the two
units of the emergency department. I perceive the different sources of data as complementary in nature,
giving me the opportunity not only to increase the reliability of the results, but also to uncover nuances

22

The information system is one of two main information systems used across departments and hospitals. The other
information system is the electronic patient journal (EPJ), which collects patient data in a more systematized way, as compared
to the real-time overview of patients flow and treatment processes.
23
The intranet is called e-Dok and contains material pivotal to professionals working in the healthcare sector in Central
Denmark Region.
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and aspects that would have been undetected without combining data sources. The data collection period
spanned from October 2015 through July 2016. All observations and interviews were carried out on-site.

i.

Interviews

The interviews took place over the entire data collection period. The interviews in October and November
2015 served to gather background information about the emergency department as well as the
information system in order to get a first understanding of the setting. These two interviews were not
transcribed but used in their raw form as audio recording. In addition to the audio recording, I took notes
on the most important aspects. Particular questions were not outlined beforehand, but topics of interest
were noted. These interviews can be classified as exploratory in nature, and the conversation was guided
by questions regarding aspects that appeared in the course of the conversation.
For the purpose of the actual study, I chose to include permanent staff (senior roles) in my interviews.
An overview of the interviews including date, role, and unit can be found in Appendix G. The interviews
were semi-structured (Kalve and Brinkmann 2009) and were conducted face-to-face. I followed Patton's
(2002) interview guide approach. The interview guide helped me in collecting data in a more systematic
way as the beforehand outlined topics and respective questions steered me throughout the course of the
interview. When deciding on the content of the interview guide, I grounded my decision in three
considerations. First, I wanted to acquire an understanding of how a regular work shift is organized.
Second, I was interested in understanding how coordination took place and for which purpose. Third, I
wanted to investigate the use of the information system. My interview guide was therefore divided into
three categories: 1) work shift, 2) coordination and communication, and 3) use of the information system
of interest and interaction with other information systems in the unit. All my questions were open-ended
(Kalve and Brinkmann 2009) and framed with two purposes in mind. First, the questions were to reflect
a particular role, and second, the framing was exploratory, giving the interviewee a wide scope in
answering. With regard to work shifts, my questions aimed at uncovering work processes with particular
tasks and the execution of such. By asking general questions about a regular work shift, interviewees had
the chance to openly explore answer possibilities and reflect on their work. This gave me the opportunity
to acquire a holistic view of the everyday activities in the work environment. Questions regarding
coordination targeted the means of coordination and communication and how these means are used. The
use of the information system was investigated by asking questions directly aimed at the actual use, but
also by indirectly by asking about data acquisition. In following these three categories, I gained a
52
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comprehensive overview of work processes, patterns, and routines in connection to the use of the
information system.
Though I followed Patton's (2002) interview guide approach, I was open to exploring interesting and
possibly relevant topics that appeared in the course of the conversation. As mentioned previously, my
questions were rather exploratory in nature. When an interviewee’s response contained an interesting
and possibly relevant aspect, I followed up on it by asking more questions. In this way I gained a more
detailed understanding on the three categories. I recorded all of my interviews for the purpose of
transcribing and analyzing them at a later point in time. During the interviews, I took notes in order to
capture certain behaviors of interviewees. For example, I took notes when an interviewee seemed timid
when responding to a certain question, or responded in a rather vague way. I conducted 35 interviews
and on average, an interview lasted 52 minutes.
The selection of interviewees was based on the roles interviewees could occupy. The head nurses of each
of the units helped me in finding the nurses to be interviewed. Due to the environment of a hospital, the
head nurses pointed out time slots most suitable for conducting interviews, when the nurses were able to
hand over their responsibilities to a colleague and thus free time for an interview. I sent an overview of
the different roles with potential dates for an interview to the respective head nurse, who then sent an
updated version back containing names of nurses for the interviews. In some cases, I had to either
postpone an interview due to sickness, or interviewed a different nurse than initially planned. Regarding
the physicians, I interviewed all permanent senior physicians formally employed by the emergency
department. Interview dates were agreed with each of the physicians directly. The interviews itself took
place either on the second floor in one of office spaces or in a neighboring office building. Before each
interview, I met the respective interviewee at the respective unit. We then walked together to the
interview location. On the way, interviewees usually asked about the background of the interview. I took
notes of information I gather from these informal conversations either right before we started the actual
interview or right after the interview finished.
All audio recordings of the interviews were transcribed in order to facilitate data coding and analysis.
The transcription guide can be found in Appendix H. All interviews were conducted in Danish.
ii.

Observations

The observations started around the same time as the interviews and were conducted in parallel to such.
I decided to included observations as Bernard (2011) points out that “people are inaccurate reporters of
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their own behavior” (p. 184). In order for me to investigate the actual use of the information system, I
needed to observe actual behavior. I see the interviews and observations as complementary, aiding me in
both understanding the context itself as well as the action unfolding in the context.
One observation at the beginning of the data collection period aimed at getting an understanding of the
information system. I had the chance to follow the digital pathway of a newly arriving patient through
the hospital. This gave me a first understanding of both the process of how a patient digitally travels
through the hospital and the administrative process behind it. For this observation, I did not follow a
particular role, but went back and forth between roles depending on which role was involved in the
process from the arrival of the patient to discharge. I gave my attention to the information system as it
displayed the patient and respective information.
For the actual study, I decided to include permanent staff (senior roles) in my observations. An overview
of the observations showing dates, unit, and roles observed can be found in Appendix I. I followed
Spradley's (1980) participant-observer approach. The observations can be classified as both moderate
and active participation. Due to the study’s context, active participation was limited to particular
instances, such as helping a nurse to move a patient from one room to another, or helping to serve food
to patients. Most of the time, my observations can be classified as moderate participation in which I
followed nurses and physicians during different work shifts corresponding to the time periods outlined
above. I arrived about half an hour before the work shift started in order to get an understanding of the
situation. I then started observing the nurse or physician by following him or her throughout the work
shift. Due to the vibrant environment, however, I had the chance to not only observe one particular role,
but also other roles present during the particular work shift. For each of the observations, I took on-thespot notes in a notepad. Additional thoughts were written down when I went through my notes afterward.
When the work shift ended, I stayed about half an hour more and observed the work shift change. This
gave me insights into behaviors of roles outside their stated work hours.
The selection of roles to observe followed the same procedure as the selection of interviewees.
iii.

Other data sources

In addition to interviews and observations, I had access to a database used by healthcare departments in
Central Denmark Region. The database contains documents with guidelines and instructions of daily
operations, their processes, and structures. Examples range from documents outlining the people
responsible for quality assurance, to how to clean ultrasound equipment, to specific clinical procedures.
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While some of the documents were publicly available, others could only be access by logging into the
database. Since the database contains a vast number and diverse set of documents, I searched for relevant
material in a systematic way. In doing so, I filtered out all relevant documents available. The database is
organized so that it lists healthcare departments. Under each of them, relevant information to the
particular department can be found. As a first step, I went through documents listed under the department
where I conducted the study. From these documents, I filtered out all material containing information
about roles, processes, and tasks. I used this material as background information and contextual
knowledge in order to get a first understanding of the department. As a second step, I looked for
documents containing information regarding the information system. To find potentially relevant
documents, I used the search function in the database, as I could not identify any relevant documents in
step two. My search terms included a number of synonyms 24 for the information system. I could not
identify any documents specifically outlining how to use the information system or only a description of
the system itself, its purpose, or in which context the information system is to be used. A number of other
documents, however, either contained a reference to the information system as to what competences a
certain role has to have, or simply named the information system in connection with a certain process or
responsibility. Throughout the data collection process, I periodically searched the database for additional
relevant documents. During the course of time, some relevant documents were updated and the updated
version was then taken into account. Updated versions that appeared after the data collection period
ended were not taken into consideration. I decided to not take these into account simply due to the fact
that these versions might include considerations that relate to processes and the structural context of the
setting, which might have changed after the data collection period ended.
Regarding the information system, I met with the supplier of it. This meeting served the purpose of
obtaining a more detailed understanding of the information system in general from a supplier side. The
focus was on its intention of use, aim, and purpose, as well as demonstration of the general interface 25 of
the information system. In addition to this information, I obtained screenshots of the individual screens
hanging in the emergency department. Central Denmark Region, which bought access to the information
system, provided these screenshots.

24

Synonyms included: information system (in Danish: informationssystem), Cetrea, clinical logistics (in Danish: klinisk
logistik).
25
Please note, the interface is customized to fit the need of the individual department deploying the CLS. Departments can
choose from a number of standard interfaces and visualization options.
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I gained further contextual knowledge about the case company through accessing relevant websites such
as the homepage of the hospital, the emergency department, and Central Denmark Region.
d. Data Analysis
As outlined above, all interview recordings were transcribed using the transcription guide found in
Appendix H. All field notes written by hand on a notepad were typed into Microsoft Word 2016. Internal
documents were downloaded. During the initial meetings and observation, I took notes capturing the
most essential aspects. I used these notes in their raw form without editing. This decision was based on
the fact that these encounters were solely aimed at obtaining contextual knowledge before embarking on
the actual data collection process. In this, these data become the groundwork for carrying out the project.
For the purpose of analyzing the data, I used the software tool NVivo 11 Pro. All interview transcriptions,
field notes, and internal documents were imported into NVivo.
The data analysis is based on Miles and Huberman (1994). For the purpose of coding the data, I created
a list of start codes. The list containing all codes used can be found in Appendix J. The start codes were
based on both the theoretical model developed in chapter 3 and my research question. Examples of parent
nodes in NVivo are work shift with the corresponding child nodes day, evening, night, or organizational
unit as parent nodes and the corresponding child node integrated and specialized. In addition to these,
some codes emerged through my contextual knowledge. Examples are shift change or other departments
Coding the data was an iterative process in which not only additional codes emerged, but the coding
process itself evolved through the application of check coding (Miles and Huberman 1994). As Miles
and Huberman (1994) point out, “what you ‘see’ in a transcription is inescapably selective. A critical
theorist sees different things than a deconstructivist or a symbolic interactionist does” (p.56). In order to
counter in part the subjectivity of the coding process, I used check coding to counter my bias toward the
data and the coding process. This step served two purposes. I intended to ground my analyses and
interpretations empirically, but also take my personal bias originating from the close interaction with
interviewees and my role as a moderate and active participant observer into account. I enlisted the help
of a third person to carry out check coding. Before embarking on this, the purpose, context, and aim of
the project was discuss in order for a meaningful check coding to be possible. My check coder and I
coded the same data sub-set in parallel and discuss issues, difficulties, and variances in coding of the
data. We repeated this process until the 90 percent range, as stated by Miles and Huberman (1994), was
reached. This process helped in clarifying not only the meaning of the codes themselves, but also to focus
the coding itself guided by the research question. The discussion of the meaning of the individual codes
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helped me in defining each of the codes more precisely leading to a more reliable outcome of the coding
process.
As a first step in my coding, I coded my data using the first layer of codes as outlined in Appendix J. I
used the parent nodes (listed under component in Appendix J) each time I coded any of the first layer
codes. This gave me later the opportunity to retrieve all quotes related to a particular component, so that
I could get a holistic overview of each of the components of my integrated model. While applying the
first layer of codes to my data material, I noted down possible additional codes that were potentially
relevant. In the process, I added comments to some of the coded material. A comment was added when
the coded material extended several lines of text and included both the interviewees and my speech as
part of the dialogue during the interviews. The comments helped me in later identifying the exact purpose
and content of the quote. I used an inclusive approach in my coding, meaning I coded material that I
could not identify as doubtlessly relevant. I added a comment to these quotes as well indicating the exact
reason why I included the coded material in the first place and how it could be relevant in informing me
in how the healthcare professionals use the information system during shift work. Once I coded the entire
material with the first layer, I randomly looked at different quotes by asking NVivo to show me for
example all quotes that relate to day, patient admission (practice), nurses, and integrated unit in order to
get a feeling for the quality of my coding. In instances in which I was unsure about a quote, I went to the
particular material and recoded 26. Once I finished this step, I used the second layer of codes (Appendix
J) and coded the material with these codes. I follow the same procedure as before with the first layer and
added comments when the quote contained several lines of speech from both the interviewee and myself.
I coded material that I could not doubtlessly identify as irrelevant and added a comment to why I included
the quote. After having finished the second layer of codes, I again randomly looked at different quotes
by asking NVivo to show me for example day, emergency room, coordinating nurse, and patient
admission to determine the quality of my quotes. I went back to particular material in case I was unsure
about a quote and recoded.
After having completed the coding process, I started sorting the quotes by asking NVivo to group certain
quotes. I used these groups of quotes as the basis for my analysis. As some material was coded so that it
belonged to more groups, I made it a decision about where to place the quote in terms of the four
components. I based my decision on the definitions given in Table 3. 1. In some instances I could not

26

Recoding mostly related to extending the quote in terms of lines of text to capture more of the essence of what has been aid
during interviews, or I observed during my stay on-site.
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place quotes exclusively to one component. I added a comment to these quotes indicating first, that the
quote belongs to two component and second, how the quote informs the respective component.
The interpretation of the coded data followed a three-step process. First step included data presentation.
As I used NVivo, the program supported me in creating tables with all quotes belonging to one of the
four components. I sorted the quotes according to the individual component’s purpose. For the
component of People, I sorted according to the different roles. I then sorted according to a second layer.
For example I asked NVivo to sort all quotes that relate to day in the People component, so that I could
see all quotes that are relevant for the individual roles during a particular shift. Once I completed this
step, I went over to the next step. The second step of data interpretation process was a within-case analysis
for the two emergency department units 27 Eisenhardt (1989) outlines that this type of analysis includes
“detailed case write-ups […] however, there is no standard format for such analysis” (p. 540)
Throughout the write-up of my within-case analysis of the two emergency department units, I repeatedly
edited the case description. Each write-up of within-case analysis gave an account of how the four
individual components of my integrated mode outline din chapter 3. In cases where I encountered gaps
in information, I went back to my coded material and searched for missing pieces. During one instance,
I could not identify any relevant quotes, interview passages, or observation notes 28 that helped me in
filling in the missing piece. In order to overcome the shortcoming, I sent an email to my case hospital
asking for the piece of information. I filled in the missing piece of information and moved on with the
write-ups of the two within-case analyses. The third step of my data interpretation process included a
cross-case analysis. I search for patterns cross the two within-case analyses and listed them, so I could
compare and similarities and outline difference. From these similarities and differences I wrote my crosscase analysis.

27

I further outline the emergency department and the two units in chapter 5.
The instance revolved around additional information the main responsibilities of the medical secretaries. Neither the
interviews with the secretaries, nor my observations and internal documents could give some indication of the needed
information.

28
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5. Case Context
In the following, I provide background information about the Danish healthcare sector and give a general
description of how work unfolds during a 24-hour period in an emergency department. In addition, I give
a more detailed description of the emergency department in which I collected my data. I further outline
the information system of interest to my study. I describe how the information system was built and how
the interfaces were configured to fit the individual requirements of the emergency department.
a. Emergency Departments in General
In 2007, the Danish healthcare sector underwent a reform that reduced the number of emergency
departments. At that time, about 40 hospitals hosted emergency departments, and according to
Sundhesdsstyrelsen (2007), the aim was to reduce that number and to ensure that all acute care patients
received the same quality of care irrespective of time and location. In some cases, hospitals received
acute care patients at different locations, so the number of departments offering acute care was even
higher. The reform resulted in a single emergency department at each of 21 hospitals throughout the
country (Møllekær et al. 2018). This consolidation had several consequences. First, the number of wards
and departments receiving acute care patients was reduced. Second, due to the reduction in numbers, the
emergency departments increased in size, often patching together departments that previously received
acute care patients. Third, competencies necessary to treat acute care patients are now gathered in one
physical location (Duvald 2018). Fourth, the majority of acute care patients now enter the hospital
through the emergency department as a single entry point, reorganizing how acute care patients travel
through the hospital. Graversen and Niemann (2012) outline a framework for these emergency
departments that describes different instances of how acute care patients travel through them, related
staffing with respective responsibilities, and certain processes and measures related to quality of care
(Figure 5. 1).
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Figure 5. 1 Framework of an emergency department in Central Denmark Region 29

29

Legend: ovals=actors; rectangles=processes; dashed lines=
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As depicted, the work processes can be divided into three distinct but interrelated phases (Duvald 2018).
Input refers to “any condition, event, or system characteristic that contributes to the demand of
[emergency department] services” (Asplin et al. 2003, p. 175). The demand of a patient for emergency
department services is routed to the pre-admission. According to Graversen and Niemann (2012), the
pre-admission works closely with alarm centers, general practitioners (GP), and out-of-hours GPs. These
actors initiate contact and manage the demand for emergency department services for the patient. Preadmission nurses, acute care nurses, and emergency physicians crew the pre-admission. The framework
offers guidelines and advice to the admitting authority and forwards information pertinent to actors
involved in the admission of the patient. In addition, the pre-admission is responsible for releasing
different calls such as trauma calls. 30
Throughput succeeds Input and is the actual physical contact with the patient. According to Asplin et al.
(2003), Throughout consists of two parts. The first includes assessment of the patient in the form of
triage, assignment to a room, and the initial evaluation of the patient by a healthcare professional. The
second phase includes “diagnostic testing and [emergency department] treatment” (Asplin et al. 2003,
p. 177). An emergency physician has the overall responsibility for the patient throughout the two phases.
Beside emergency physicians, the admitting authority involves triage nurses. Once the patient physically
arrives, an emergency physician and a triage nurse triage the patient, i.e., determine the severity of the
illness or injury. In case of a trauma call, a full team of healthcare professionals awaits the arrival of the
acute care patient. According to Central Denmark Region’s guidelines for the determination of illness or
injury severity, patients can fall into five categories (Table 5. 1).

30

During my observations I saw the pre-admission scores—certain values on a so-called scorecard. Once a certain score is
reached, pre-admission is required to release a trauma call. Whereas for medical patients pre-admission is required to release
the call at all events, for surgical patients pre-admission can correspond with the caller (only a physician) that a trauma call is
not released even though the patient qualifies for that.
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Table 5. 1 Triage categories with respective descriptions.
Patient
Description
category
Red
Critically ill. To be treated immediately.

Orange
Yellow
Green
Blue

Critically ill. To be seen by physician before yellow, green, and blue
patients and within 15 minutes of arrival.
Not critically ill. To be seen by a physician within one hour of
arrival.
Not critically ill. To be seen by physician depending on regional
service goals. 31
Not critically ill. Minor injuries.

Priority/
Urgency
High/
Lifethreatening
High/Urgent
Low/Less
urgent
Low/Not
urgent

An emergency physician together with a triage nurse conduct the triage process and determine the
category into which the patient falls. A patient categorized as red is evaluated to be critically ill and in
danger of death. In this case, the patient is to be treated immediately. A patient categorized as orange is
evaluated to be critically ill and the situation is classified as urgent. The patient is to be seen by a
physician within 15 minutes of arrival and is to be prioritized over green and yellow patients. Patients
categorized as yellow and green are evaluated as not critically ill. Yellow patients’ situation is less urgent,
and a physician is required to see these patients within an hour of arrival. Green patients’ situations are
not urgent, and the time window for these patients to be seen by a physician is set by the different regions
in Denmark (Antonsen 2011; Graversen and Niemann 2012). For Central Denmark Region, Graversen
and Niemann (2012) state that green patients have to be seen by a physician within one hour of arrival.
Blue patients, who suffered minor injuries, differ from the previous patient categories in that they do not
go through the same process of triage as other patient categories. Whereas the four previously mentioned
patient categories include the measure of vital parameters as well as documentation of symptoms the
patient displays, blue patients are separated from other categorized patients. According to Antonsen
(2011), a medical secretary separates blue patients from the remaining patients. This separation happens
right at the time of arrival of the patient. Blue patients’ treatment is carried out continuously without any
interruptions regardless the arrival of other categorized patients’ arrival and patients in the waiting room
(Graversen and Niemann 2012). Minor injuries can be attended to by a nurse specifically educated in
treating blue patients (Antonsen 2011). Once the emergency physician and the triage nurse have
determined the severity of the illness of the acute care patient and triaged accordingly, overview screens
are to be updated with the respective triage color as well as other information relevant to treatment

31

Regional service goals vary. For Central Denmark Region, a green-triaged patient is to be seen by a physician within one
hour of arrival; however, for other regions, the service goals may be different.
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process/flow. Clinical data are entered into the electronic patient journal (EPJ) (Graversen and Niemann
2012).
The second phase of Throughput commences once the emergency physician initiates initial diagnostics
and creates a plan for further treatment. In this process, examinations focus on revealing the cause of
symptoms and the reason for why the patient is categorized respectively (Graversen and Niemann 2012).
As outlined in the introduction, quality measures relate to the flow of patients through the emergency
department and the time windows associated with the individual patient categories. The treatment of the
individual patients does not serve as a quality measure and is therefore not further drafted. As such, the
treatment process is rather individual depending on the patient’s illness or injury.
Asplin et al. (2003) depict Output as the movement of the patient out of the emergency department to
another care facility. Graversen and Niemann (2012) state that the aim of the emergency department is
to complete the treatment process within the department and discharge the patient once the treatment
process is complete. According to Duvald (2018), a patient may stay in the emergency department for
up to two days, if the emergency department believes the treatment process can be completed within the
department. The adjusted Output phase commences once the patient is either discharged from the
emergency department or relocated to another department for further treatment.
With respect to staffing an emergency department in Central Denmark Region, Graversen and Niemann
(2012) outline requirements regarding competencies to be present. One requirement demands the
presence of consultants at any point in time. In case the emergency department’s staff pool 32 is incapable
of fulfilling this demand, the emergency department has the option of making local cooperation
agreements with other departments in order to overcome this shortcoming. In addition to consultants, an
emergency physician is to be present at all times. The overall responsibility of the treatment process with
respect to admission, triaging, and actual treatment lies with this role, which works in close connection
with consults from other departments. As before, in case the staff pool does not allow for an emergency
physician to be present, local cooperation agreements can be made in order to fulfill this demand. Besides
the different physicians, nurses with specific competencies in attending to acute care patients have to be
present at any time as well.

32

Healthcare professionals are usually employed by the respective department and therefore belong to a certain staff pool. If
healthcare professionals work across different departments, work agreements have to be made.
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b. The Studied Emergency Department
As outlined above, the emergency department is part of a mid-sized hospital in Central Denmark Region.
It is one of several departments found in the hospital and the entry point for most acute care patients
(Graversen and Niemann 2012). It consists of two units, which I call the integrated unit and the
specialized unit. A layout of the two units can be found in Appendix E.
The integrated unit consists of two hallways, which not only split the physical environment, but also
separate the kind of patients the unit receives. One side of the unit receives patients with a diverse set of
health impairments, whereas the other side constitutes a more classical emergency room for patients who
suffered injuries. The unit is located on the second floor of the hospital building and has a common
waiting area that is directly reached from the street. The unit has eight 33 beds situated as single-bed
rooms, four beds and one dedicated patient chair in the emergency room area, as well as two chairs in
the room for blood transfusion. The emergency room area is one large room in which curtains separate
the beds from one another. There is a smaller waiting area outside the emergency room. One room is
dedicated to blood transfusions (chair room with two chairs). Besides patient rooms, several rooms are
used by the healthcare professionals for various purposes. Besides actual office space, both hallways
have dedicated computer spaces. One side has a room in which desktop computers are located (command
room). Besides the desktop computers, one big screen hangs on the wall displaying the information
system. 34 The screens displaying the information system 35 within the unit are placed strategically in such
a way that people who are not authorized to acquire or see information about current patients would need
to actively and purposefully try to get access to the screens. This way, patient sensitive data such as social
security number, diagnosis, and treatment process are protected, but healthcare professionals can easily
and swiftly access needed information about individual patients. Desktop computers are also found in
almost every patient room, the office spaces, and at the admittance desk in the common waiting room.
The emergency room area has seven desktop computers, a station with a desktop screen mostly used for
displaying radiographs, and three big screens displaying the information system hanging next to each
other on one of the walls. The unit has two trauma rooms, which are located on the emergency room area
side. One trauma room is right next to the entrance through which patients enter who are brought in by

33

The layout of the integrated unit in Appendix E shows a ninth bed (marked with an asterisk). This room is mostly used for
deceased people. As seen on the respective screenshots, this room is labeled differently (US 0) than the remaining eight
rooms/beds.
34
A more detailed description of the interfaces can be found in Chapter 5.c.
35
Healthcare professionals do not need to log in to the information system displayed on the screens hanging in the department,
but they have to do so when using the desktop computers.
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ambulance, whereas the second trauma room is located further down the hallway. In both of these rooms
one bigger screen hangs on the wall displaying the information system. One room is used as a break and
meeting room. Another room hosts the pre-admission team (pre-admission hereafter) which receives all
phone calls and allocate patients either the integrated or the specialized unit, depending on their
symptoms. Besides patient and employee rooms, a number of rooms are used for operation-related
purposes such as storing of medical equipment and refuse and cleaning and hygiene equipment.
As compared to the integrated unit, the specialized unit consists of a single hallway and is located on the
fourth floor in the same building as the integrated unit. The specialized unit has 29 rooms, of which 15
are patient rooms with a total of 31 beds. Out of the 15 patient rooms, 9 are single-bed rooms. The
remaining six patient rooms are multi-bed rooms with up to four beds. Six rooms are used as office space.
All of these rooms are equipped with desktop computers. In addition to actual office space, one room is
a dedicated conference room. One room hosts the information system displayed on five big screens
hanging on the wall (command room). This room is located directly across the entrance to the unit. One
room is a dedicated break room for employees located in the back part of the unit. In case relatives or
patients experience wait time, the unit has an open waiting area located near the entrance of the unit. The
unit can only be reached through the internal staircase of the hospital.
As seen in Appendix E, both units have a command room. This room can be seen as the power center 36
of each unit. It serves the purpose of supporting work and workflow by offering a space for healthcare
professionals to meet and interact. Both command rooms host the information system displayed on one
screen or more hanging in a strategic location so that they are easily accessible for healthcare
professionals, but protected from people who are not authorized to acquire or see patient and employee
sensitive data.
The emergency department employs a number of different roles in order to provide healthcare services
to its patients. Both units draw from their own pool of nurses, but physicians switch between the two
units. In total, 111 nurses work in both units. Out of these, 60 nurses work in the integrated unit and the
remaining 51 in the specialized unit (as of May 2016). In addition to the nurses, 30 medical secretaries
work in the emergency department (as of May 2018). Twenty-one of these are affiliated primarily with
the integrated unit, and the remaining nine work mostly in the specialized unit. Seven 37 physicians work

36

Power center relates to the mathematical concepts used as a metaphor in order to indicate the location in which healthcare
professionals see a “go-to point.”
37
The emergency department has cooperation agreements with a number of physicians from other departments. These
physicians are either physically present in the emergency department during particular shifts, or on call when being physically
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across the two units (as of June 2016).Table 5. 2 38 shows the different roles and their responsibilities/tasks
in and across the two units.
Table 5. 2 Roles and their main responsibilities/tasks.
Unit
Role
Description
ER Coordinating nurse
Triaging newly arrived patients
(ER)
Bed Team leader
Assigning nurses to patients
Integrated
side Intake nurse—
Responsible for newly arriving patients.
unit
integrated unit
ER Emergency room
Specialized in emergency room patients.
nurse
Coordinating nurse
Manages patient flow of both units
Intake nurse—
Responsible for newly arriving patients
Specialized unit
specialized unit
Primary nurse
Responsible for treating already admitted patients
Pre-admission nurse
Answers phone calls; responsible for patients being
received at the appropriate unit
Medical secretary
Responsible for writing patient journals
Emergency
Responsible for all patients with a high-priority triage
physician—
(red and orange patients). Overall responsibility of
integrated unit
patient flow in integrated unit
Across two
units/sides of unit
Emergency
Responsible for all patients with a high-priority triage
physician—
specialized unit
Flowmaster
Responsible for coordination of patient flow; treats
all patients with a high-priority triage 39
Senior physician
Cooperation agreement
The integrated unit employs two roles that act in the form of a coordinator. The emergency room side of
the unit employs a coordinating nurse (ER). This nurse is mainly responsible for the coordination of
receiving new patients to the emergency room area by triaging the new patients and continuously
informing patients in the waiting room about wait time. Additionally, the coordinating nurse (ER) is
responsible for updating the information system, i.e., ensuring that the location of the digital patient
represents the physical location and that each patient has the assigned healthcare professionals
represented in the information system. At the end of the shift, the coordinating nurse (ER) is responsible
for handing off the current patients to the new shift. The main workspace for the coordinating nurse (ER)
present in their home department. In addition, the emergency department hosts a number of residents, which are not accounted
for here.
38
For the purpose of this study, only roles that were included in the interviews and observations are described here. Besides
the described roles, the two units employ several other roles. Argumentation for the inclusion of these roles is presented in
subchapter 4.d.
39
The triage system consists of five stages: blue and green = not urgent; yellow = less urgent; orange = urgent; red = life
threatening. High-priority triage refers to orange and red triage.
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is in the emergency room area. The team leader is the second role employed in a coordination role in the
integrated unit. The team leader is responsible for the bed side of the unit, and the role’s main
responsibilities are similar to the one of the coordinating nurse (ER) on the emergency room side. This
role’s main workspace is in the command room of the integrated unit. The intake nurse is responsible for
newly arriving patients and follows them throughout the process of being treated. The intake nurse is
located on the bed side of the unit with the primary workspace in the command room. Another role in
the integrated unit is the one of the emergency room nurse. This nurse is specialized in treating the
particular kind of patients arriving at the emergency room area. As compared to the intake nurse, this
role requires an additional education as well as a two-year work experience in an emergency room. As
on the bed side, the emergency room nurse is responsible for receiving new patients.
The specialized unit employs a single role that acts as a coordinator. The coordinating nurse is responsible
for the patient flow of both units by acquiring and maintaining an overview of both unit’s admissions,
the distribution of patients, and occupancy rates within and across the two units, and well as the
cooperating departments. In order to satisfy these responsibilities, the coordinating nurse works in close
collaboration with the flowmaster/flow-responsible physician and the coordinating nurses at the integrate
unit. This role can be characterized as stationary and has its main workspace in the command room of
the specialized unit, in particular one of the desks across the screens displaying the information system
(see Appendix E). Besides the coordinating nurse, the specialized unit employs two roles responsible for
patient reception and treatment. Whereas the intake nurse has the main responsibility of receiving new
patients, the primary nurse treats already admitted patients.
The organization of work into shifts requires that healthcare professionals that have their primary
affiliation with either of the two units occupy some roles that serve both units. The role of the preadmission nurse is one such example. The main responsibility of the pre-admission nurse is to answer
incoming phone calls from GPs, out-of-hours GPs, ambulance units, and mobile intensive care units
regarding prospective patients and to allocate them to the appropriate unit. The pre-admission nurse is
located in the pre-admission room in the integrated unit. One-third of the nurses occupying this role have
their primary affiliation with the integrated unit. The remaining two-thirds come from the specialized
unit. Beside answering phone calls and allocating patients to the appropriate units, the pre-admission
nurse releases trauma and cardiac arrest calls. Similar to the pre-admission nurse, medical secretaries
work primarily in either of the two units. Their main responsibility is to typewrite patient journal entries
into the respective patients’ journals for either of the two units. Depending on the work shift, medical
secretaries leave their home unit in order to work at the other unit.
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As mentioned above, physicians work across both units by rotationally occupying different roles
pertaining to the two units. The integrated unit employs an emergency physician whose main
responsibility is to treat patients with a high-priority triage (red or orange patients) on both sides of the
unit. Additionally, this role has the overall responsibility of the patient flow through the integrated unit
by ensuring an optimal flow of patients throughout the treatment process. For the pre-admission the role
acts in a consultative function with regard to referring patients to the appropriate unit. The role’s primary
workspace is in the command room of the integrated unit. The specialized unit employs two different
physician roles. The flowmaster acts as a coordinator, similar to the role of the coordinating nurses in
both units. The flowmaster’s main responsibility is to coordinate the in- and outflow of patients to and
from the unit by closely following patients currently on the way to the department, ensuring that patients
are categorized and triaged correctly according to the nature and severity of their illness, and ensuring
that patients are actually referred to the appropriate unit. The workspace of the flowmaster is in the
command room of the specialized unit, in particular one of the desks across the screens displaying the
information system (see Appendix E). The emergency physician of the specialized unit is responsible for
going on ward rounds and treating already admitted patients. An additional responsibility is to ensure
that ward rounds proceed as planned by updating the information system so that outdated treatment plans
are deleted, a ward round activity is created, and each patient is assigned the corresponding physician.
The primary workspace for the emergency physician is an office space farther down the hallway of the
specialized unit (see Appendix E). The senior physician is a locum role occupied by either physicians
from cooperating departments or a physician provided by locum services. Depending on the work shift
and role, the senior physician assumes the responsibilities of the respective role.
Besides the physical differences in the layout of the two units, its location, and the roles and respective
healthcare professionals, the major difference between the two is the kind of patients each unit receives.
The integrated unit receives all orthopedic patients as classical emergency room patients. The bed side
of the unit receives patients that fall under the following sub-categories: urology, neurology, general and
vascular surgery, internal medicine, and gynecology. The specialized unit receives surgical patients as
well as the remaining medical 40 patients.

40

According to several interviewees, patients expected to have a longer stay are allocated to the specialized unit. The bed side
of the integrated unit is not meant for extended stays.
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c. The Clinical Logistics System
The information system of interest to my study can be classified as a healthcare information system (HIS)
that supports healthcare professionals in executing their everyday work. The HIS was termed Clinical
Logistics Systems (CLS) due to its particular features of providing essential information about patients,
staff, treatment processes and plans, and facilities. Cetrea A/S, as the provider of the CLS, states clinical
and technological features essential to a CLS. It offers healthcare professionals a real-time overview of
patients and their status within the emergency department and the respective units, as well as across the
hospital. It aids healthcare professionals in their communication by providing a messaging platform as
well as coordination of patient flow by offering a common platform when transferring patients between
departments. Healthcare professionals get an up-to-date overview of treatment processes independent of
the location of the treatment itself, and the CLS helps healthcare professionals to utilize and manage
resources such as beds, equipment, and staff (Getinge Cetrea A/S 2018a).
The CLS is built on a generic organizational structure as well as processes 41 distinctive to a healthcare
setting offering services to acute care patients. Figure 5. 2 shows the generic four-step process on which
the CLS is built and outlines the individual steps in the CLS as well as the patient’s location.
Figure 5. 2 Four-step process of patient traveling through a healthcare facility

As depicted, the generic process consists of four discrete steps through which a patient travels. The
characteristic distinction lies in the physical and digital location of the patient, which are not always
congruent. Notification represents the initial contact of the patient with the healthcare facility. Usually
this constitutes a phone call to the healthcare facility in which the acute care patient’s demand for
admission is placed. At this point in time, the patient is physically located outside the healthcare facility.
The patient’s digital entry point constitutes the creation of the patient’s profile in the CLS. Once the
41

This generic process does not represent the actual work processes present in the emergency department under investigation.
The actual work processes and ways patients travel through the emergency department are depicted in Chapter 5.b.
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patient has digitally entered the healthcare facility, the patient’s profile is forwarded to the receiving
department. The second step consists of the arrival of the patient at the healthcare facility. The patient
enters not only the hospital digitally but also physically. The differences between digital “entry point”
and “digital arrival” lies in the action taken by a healthcare professional to announce the admission of
the patient. Treatment constitutes the third step. This step contains the actual treatment process during
which the patient might physically travel to the location of the treatment. The digital location 42 of the
patient does not change. The last step, discharge/relocation, represents the patient’s physical departure
from the receiving department. The patient is either discharged from the healthcare facility or is relocated
to another department. In both cases, the patient digitally departs from the CLS.
The interfaces of the GLS can be found in Appendix F. 43 As previously mentioned, screens displaying
the CLS hang in different locations in the emergency department. 44 Depending on the location of the
screens, the interfaces of the individual screens are designed differently. The integrated unit has a total
of eight screens distributed across the two hallways. The bed side of the integrated unit has one large
screen hanging in the command room. Two more screens hang in two office spaces respectively. One of
these is used by a number of medical secretaries, whereas the other office space has a single desk used
by one healthcare professional. The emergency room side has six screens hanging in different locations.
Three of the screens hang in the emergency room area, placed next to each other. One screen can be
found in each of the two trauma rooms and one screen hangs in front of the entrance to the break room.
The specialized unit hosts five screens all located in the command room of this unit. Three screens are
placed next to each other with the remaining two hanging on top. Three out of the five screens display
patients and healthcare professionals in the unit, one shows patients currently admitted to the bed side of
the integrated unit, and the last screen displays patients who are currently not in the hospital but are
planned to return at a later point in time.
Figure E. 1 shows the interface of the screen hanging in the command room of the integrated unit. It
consists of four parts displaying a number of different features within and across units. Part E.1-1 45 gives
an overview over the different healthcare professionals at work during a particular shift for both hallways

42

The CLS offers the possibility of moving patients on the individual screen from, e.g., the waiting room to a room, or from
a room to “in transit” in order to signal the physical location of the patient. Changing digital location would then refers to the
patient being digitally sent to either another department or healthcare facility, or the discharge of the patient, in which case
the patient leaves the CLS permanently (until next admission).
43
For the sake of completeness, Appendix F shows all screens found in the two units. I will, however, only describe the ones
that I have actually seen and that are central to the study.
44
Please see Appendix E. All screens hanging in the unit are depicted and highlighted in red color.
45
I describe all screens from left to right. Within different parts: start left side and down, then to the left and down again.
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of the integrated unit. In addition, it displays the nurses in pre-admission, medical secretaries, as well as
the coordinating nurse and flowmaster/senior physician in the specialized unit. For each healthcare
professional, the respective telephone number is displayed. Besides this information, the CLS offers a
messaging and notes function. 46 Below this function, the CLS shows a list of patients currently at the
integrated unit. Different tabs sort patients according to the duration of stay, awaiting ward rounds,
patient’s journal update, follow-up on test results, and journal entry notations. The remaining section of
part E.1-1 displays the two trauma rooms, as well as a notification or request field. 47 This field displays
patients that another unit or department would like to send to the integrated unit. Part E.1-2 shows the
emergency room side of the unit. The first sections lists patients on the way to the emergency room, as
well as patients currently in the waiting room. The second part shows patients located in the hallway
outside the emergency room area, as well as patients in transit. The last section gives an overview of the
beds in the emergency room area (leje 48 1–5, where leje 5 is a chair). Part E.1-3 shows the bed side of
the integrated unit. As before, the CLS displays a list of patients on the way, patients in the waiting room,
and patients in the hallway. In addition, one field is dedicated to patients that are currently not present in
the unit, but to be expected at a later point in time (orlov 49). The last section displays the individual rooms
(St 50 1–10b, where 10a and 10b are the two chairs used for blood transfusions in the chair room). Part
E.1-4 gives an overview of patients currently admitted to the specialized unit. Another tab offers
healthcare professionals to acquire an overview of patients currently on the way to the specialized unit.
Figure E. 2 shows an example of a patient’s information displayed on the CLS. Across the different
interfaces, the layout of a patient’s information, once digitally allocated to a bed in one of the two units,
is identical. The only difference is the location label itself, which changes according to the unit, as well
as which hallway. In the example, the left-hand side shows the actual physical location of the patient
(here, bed 4 in the emergency room area). The top displays basic information about the patient, such as
full name, gender, social security number, age, and to what kind of category the patient belongs. One
row below the basic information is additional important information such as special dietary
considerations. For each patient, a short initial report about the patient’s condition can be read. Next to
that report, the responsible nurse as well as physician assigned to the patient are displayed. The next row
shows the time of arrival, duration of stay to date, the triage color, a field for additional comments, and

46

This feature is partly new. During my observations, the CLS offered only a messaging platform through which healthcare
professionals had the opportunity to send messages across different hospital units.
47
In Danish: Advis.
48
Danish: leje; English: bed
49
Danish: orlov; English: leave/leave of absence.
50
“St” stands for stue. In English: room.
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the notification or request field used by healthcare professionals to request a transfer of a patient to
another department. This request pops up on the interface(s) of the receiving department. Once the
receiving department accepts the transfer in the CLS, the icon turns from gray to blue on the interface(s)
of the requesting department. The last row shows a process bar with individual activities. Different colors
indicate where in the process the individual activities are. Gray indicates a just-created activity. Whereas
blue indicates that an activity is in process, green symbolizes the completion of the activity. Red indicates
a delay in the completion of an activity. Next to the process bar, an activity tracker and status symbol
show how many activities have been created, as well as how many of these have been completed.
The three interfaces hanging in the emergency room area are shown in Figure E. 3. As in part E.1-1, the
first part of the screen displays healthcare professionals in their respective roles during particular work
shifts. In addition, part E.3-1 offers healthcare professionals a messaging and notes function and shows
the request function in the bottom. Part E. 3-2 shows two tabs. The first tab shows a list of patients
currently on the way to the emergency room area. The second shows patients on the way to the bed side
of the integrated unit. The two trauma rooms of the unit are displayed at the bottom of part E.3-2. The
last part of the screens contains two tabs. One tab shows a list of patients in the waiting room to be
received in the emergency room, and the second tab shows patients in the waiting room to be received
on the bed side of the unit. Both tabs refer to the waiting room 51 that is reached directly from the street;
however, the CLS distinguishes the physical location according to each patient’s allocation. The second
screen is dedicated to the individual beds in the emergency room. Part E.3-4 gives an overview over the
five beds in the emergency room and the two trauma rooms in the unit. In addition to this, the CLS offers
two tabs showing patients in the hallway on the emergency room side, as well as patients in the hallway
on the bed side of the unit. Part E.3-5 shows patients in transit and the ones located in the small waiting
room outside the emergency room. The last screen hanging in the emergency room is dedicated to the
bed side of the unit. Part E.3-6 shows the individual patient rooms as well as the two chairs in the chair
room. Part E.3-7 offers a list of patients that are currently not present on the bed side of the unit, but
expected to return at a later point in time.
As shown in Appendix E, the specialized unit cumulates the screens displaying the CLS in the command
room. A total of five screens hang on one of the walls. Figure E. 4 52 shows the different interfaces. As

51
The smaller waiting room in front of the emergency room is labeled “lille venteværelse” (English: small waiting room) as
seen in part E. 3-5.
52
Figure E. 4 only shows four of the five screens. The fifth screen displays patients on “orlov” (English: leave/leave of
absence). During my data collection period, this screen has not been actively used by the healthcare professionals, neither as
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depicted, Part.4-1 displays all healthcare professionals in the integrated unit during a particular shift. In
addition, it displays some roles present in the integrated unit. Telephone numbers of each of the roles are
displayed below each role. Below the different roles are three tabs distinguishing the three dominant
work shifts, namely day, evening, and night shift. For each of each shift, different teams with respective
members of each team 53 are displayed. Part E.4-2 shows a number of tabs. The first one lists patients on
the way to the integrated unit. Healthcare professionals are further able to see patients on the way to the
integrated unit, and a number of different specialties sorting the individual patients accordingly. Part E.43 shows the request function and offers healthcare professionals a messaging and notes function. Part
E.4-4 contains a number of different tabs. Whereas the first one show all current patients in the unit, the
second lists all patients awaiting ward rounds. The remaining tabs relate to administrative tasks, such as
patient journals or discharge summary entries awaiting updates. The second and third screen are both
dedicated to displaying the individual rooms with respective beds. Part E.4-5 and E.4-6 list all the rooms
and beds from left and down to right and using the patient overview interfaces (see Figure E. 2). The
forth screen hangs on top of the previous three screens and is dedicated to the integrated unit. Whereas
Part E.4-7 shows the emergency room side of the unit with the individual beds, Part E.4-8 displays the
bed side.
Each of the individual screens are touch screens. The top of each screen offers a writing and
administration function, which are used to either move patients or healthcare professionals around on the
screens or when updating/writing information about patients (see Part E.3-4). If necessary, the screens
can be operated using a regular keyboard and mouse.

a tool in order to acquire an overview – mostly no patients listed – nor in the process of work, e.g. relocating patients. In some
instances, the screen was turned off. The screen only displayed one tab comparable to Part E.3-7.
53
I will present in more detail how healthcare professionals work in the two units in chapter 6.
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6. Case Analyses
In the following, I present the results from my analysis of the use of the CLS within the two units using
the integrated model. I present the analysis with a high level of detail, corresponding to the concept of
thick descriptions by Geertz (1973) and Walsham (1995), to demonstrate that my interpretations are
logical and coherent and to allow the reader to validate my conclusions. The case analysis progresses
from an overview, to within-case analyses of the two units, and finally to a cross-case analysis.
The overview reveals how the hospital followed the suggestions by Graversen and Niemann (2012) to
organize the emergency department as a whole. 54 The two units share the pre-admission as the first
contact with the patient, and I show that there is little variation in its use of the Information System during
day and night shifts. The within-case analyses emphasize the Information System and the Task, People,
and Coordination components of the integrated model for both day and night shifts, including an analysis
of each component 55 and the interrelationships 56 between the Information System and the other
components. The cross-case analysis then compares the findings between the two units with a focus on
night shifts.
To meet the suggestions by Graversen and Niemann (2012), the hospital formed an emergency
department that brought together and merged existing resources and physical locations. As a head nurse
said:
“The emergency department is […] a new department […] established in 2013.
Previously, [the specialized unit] was part of the medical department and [the integrated
unit] was part of the orthopedic surgery department. The [emergency room side] has
not changed. The work on the [emergency room side] has not changed since the
establishment of the emergency department.” (1:6)
Figure 6. 1 presents a general overview of a patient’s path through the emergency department. The figure
incorporates the three phases outlined by Asplin et al. (2003). As depicted, before the patients physically
arrive at the emergency department, the pre-admission receives all demands for emergency department
services, signified by a call to the pre-admission. Once a demand is made, the pre-admission informs the

54

I refer back to Figure 6.1 later in the chapter and use it in more detail.
In order to present each component, the description contains some aspect of other components without which I would not
be able to present each component. However, the focus of the presentation is on one component at a time.
56
I do not visibly distinguish within the text but rather in how I write the text, as it is difficult to draw an exact line between,
for example, People and Task. In presenting results for People, I need to write about their Tasks. The same holds true for the
other components.
55
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respective coordinating nurse that a patient is on the way. The coordinating nurse in each unit then assigns
an intake nurse to the patient and decides in which room and bed the patient is to be placed. Once the
patient arrives at the appropriate unit, a secretary provides the patient’s information to the intake nurse.
Whereas the coordinating nurse triages the patient on the emergency room side of the integrated unit, the
intake nurse of the bed side of the integrated unit and the specialized unit triages the patient. Depending
on severity/urgency, the patient is seen by the appropriate physician. After treatment the patient is
discharged from the hospital or, if necessary, relocated to another department for further treatment. If the
patient stays for further treatment, the patient awaits ward rounds and is either discharged or relocated to
another department at a later point in time.
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Figure 6. 1 Patients’ path through the emergency department 57

Whereas the emergency room in the integrated unit receives all orthopedic patients who suffered injuries,
the bed side receives patients that fall under the following sub-categories: urology, neurology, general
and vascular surgery, internal medicine, and gynecology. The specialized unit receives surgical patients
as well as the remaining medical 58 patients.
The demand for the different healthcare services is reflected in the number of assigned employees. To
provide healthcare services 24/7, the emergency department staffs both units with varying numbers of
people.
Table 6. 1 shows the number of people in both units for each individual role for all three work shifts. In
addition, the table shows roles and the respective number of people working across the two units.
57

Key: diamonds=decision points; ovals=actors; rectangles=processes; dashed lines=options/proceeds; black lines=actions
with direction in which the action unfolds; blue lines=separating individual phases as outlined by Asplin et al. (2003). Red
lines/text=actions in/with the CLS.
58
According to several interviewees, patients expected to have a longer stay (up to two days) are allocated to the specialized
unit. The bed side of the integrated unit is not meant for extend stays.
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Table 6. 1 Number of roles within and across both units.
Unit
Role
Day shift
(07.00 a.m. –
03.00 p.m./
08.00 a.m. –
03.30 p.m.)
Work shift
Coordinating nurse
1
Team leader
1
Intake nurse –
2
Integrated
integrated unit
unit
Emergency room
4
nurse
Emergency physician
1
– integrated unit
Coordinating nurse
1
Intake nurse –
5
specialized unit
Specialized
Primary nurse
5
unit
Flowmaster
1
Emergency physician
2
– specialized unit
Pre-admission nurse
2
Medical secretary
8
Across 59
Flowmaster
(Senior physician)
#
Healthcare
33
professionals

Evening shift
(03.00 p.m. –
11.00 p.m./
03.30 p.m. –

Night shift
(11.00 p.m. –
07.00 a.m./
08.00 a.m.)

1

1

1

1

2

2

1
4

1
2

4

1

2
6

1
2

1

1

23

12

-64%

As depicted, the integrated unit employs one coordinating nurse all day long. The role of team leader is
present only during the day and evening shifts. During the day, two intake nurses receive new patients
on the bed side of the integrated unit, and four emergency room nurses attend to patients on the
emergency room side. During the evening and night shifts, the numbers reduce to a single intake nurse
and two emergency room nurses. The integrated unit employs a single emergency physician during day
shifts. The role does not exist during evening and night shifts.
The specialized unit staffs the role of the coordinating nurse with a single person during each of the three
shifts. Five intake nurses and five primary nurses cover the day shift. The evening shift is staffed with
four intake nurses and four primary nurse. Two intake nurses and a single primary nurse work during the
night shift.

59

The role of the pre-admission nurse is staffed with nurses with primary work association in either of the two units. Medical
secretaries are associated with the emergency department as a whole and therefore with both units.
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Roles working across both units include the pre-admission nurse, medial secretary, and the senior
physician. During the day and evening shifts, the pre-admission hosts two nurses. Only one nurse
occupies the role of the pre-admission nurse during the night. Nurses affiliated with both units assume
this role. One-third are primarily affiliated with the integrated unit, and the remaining two-thirds are
affiliated primarily with the specialized unit. Eight medical secretaries work during the day. Of these,
five are affiliated with the integrated unit and the remaining three sit in the specialized unit. During the
evening, this number reduces to six – four in the integrated unit and two in the specialized unit. Two
medical secretaries cover the night shift. Twenty-one out of 30 medical secretaries have their primary
affiliation with the integrated unit, while the remaining nine work mostly at the specialized unit. The role
of the senior physician exists during evening and night shifts. The senior physician takes over the
responsibility of the flowmaster that is present during the day. I distinguish between flowmaster and
senior physician as the emergency department brings in physicians from either cooperating departments.
Depending on the work shift and role, the senior physician assumes the responsibilities of the respective
role.
The number of healthcare professionals decreases from day through night shifts from a total of 33 during
day shifts, to 23 during evening shifts, to 12 during night shifts. This constitutes a reduction of the number
of people at work by almost 64 percent.
Pre-admission
As depicted in Figure 6. 1, pre-admission is shared by both units and separates the Input phase from the
Throughput phase. The pre-admission is the first step in patient admission. Pre-admission is not involved,
or not directly involved, in the remaining tasks of patient treatment, patient admission, and patient
discharge. Table 6.2 summarizes the results from the analysis for each component and their relationships
in the pre-admission during day and night shifts.
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Table 6.2 Results day and night shift in the pre-admission.
Component

Result

People

Reduction in numbers of people
at work; additional options
(tasks).

Task

Coordination

Information
System

Relationship
Execution of
referring patients to
appropriate unit and
forwarding relevant
information remain
the same.

Tasks of answering the phone,
referring patients to the
appropriate unit, and forwarding
relevant
information/notification remain
the same.
Change in coordination
Using the CLS to
mechanisms: from vertical to
inform respective unit
horizontal coordination.
that a patient is on the
way and supporting
this by sending a text
message to respective
actor remains the
CLS, supported by
same.
telecommunication system and
EPJ, remains the same.

The use of the CLS does
not change during the
night shifts:
•

•

Change in
coordination
mechanism not
reflected
Change in number
of healthcare
professionals and
additional option
(task) not
reflected.

In the following, I present the individual components of my integrated model for the pre-admission and
outline in more detail the results shown in Table 6.2.
People
During the day, two nurses occupy the role of the pre-admission nurse. As previously outlined, the main
responsibility of the pre-admission nurse is to answers phone calls and ensure that patients are received
at the appropriate unit. As visualized in Figure 6. 1, forwarding relevant information to the appropriate
unit and actors appears to be a main responsibility, as well. Pre-admission nurses reported that sending
patient information in the CLS and a text message to the appropriate unit and actor was a part of their
responsibilities.
“[…] I don’t have any other function when I sit in there [the pre-admission]. And so we
just answer phone calls during the day. […] I type into [enter the patient’s information
into the CLS] and send a text message [to the respective coordinating nurse informing
her about the patient being on the way to the hospital].” (1:8)
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Another nurse states:
”Well, when you sit in the pre-admission, then it’s a lot ‘Well, now I have registered this
patient, now I’ll send a text message to [the appropriate] unit that he is on the way, and
then I am ready for the next patient.’” (1:5)
During night shifts, a single nurse sits in the pre-admission and answers phone calls. The main
responsibilities of referring patients to the appropriate unit and forwarding relevant information to the
appropriate actor remain the same. However, during the night, the pre-admission nurse has the option of
helping out in the integrated unit. A nurse describes:
“[During] night time you are out [in the integrated unit 60] to help. For example, I run
the out-of-office GP’s [office]. That is, I take care of it while at the same time I run the
pre-admission.” (1:5)
Another nurse describes:
“[…] if they are pressured in the [integrated] unit, they come and ask if I want to come
out and help.” (1:8)
In summary, the number of nurses in the pre-admission reduces in the night. The nurse in the night has
the option of joining the integrated unit and helping out in the out-of-hours GP’s office or helping other
nurses in the treatment of patients. The main responsibilities of referring patients to the appropriate unit
and forwarding relevant information to the appropriate actor remain the same.
Task
The pre-admission is involved in the task of admitting patients to the hospital. It is the first step in the
process of admission and prepares for the actual admission of the patient by referring the patient to the
appropriate unit and forwarding relevant information about the patient. Depending on the caller, the preadmission nurse carries out the sub-task of referring a patient to the appropriate unit differently. Once a
phone call from alarm centers, external/acute clinics, or an ambulance reaches the pre-admission, the
nurse answers the phone and corresponds with the caller about the patient. The nurse exchanges
information about the patient, including the reason for emergency department services demand,
symptoms, and social security number. The nurse registers the information in the CLS. Based on the

60

As the pre-admission is located in the integrated unit, the physical environment suggests that the pre-admission nurse helps
out in this unit and not in the specialized unit (see Appendix E).
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information received, the nurse decides which unit will receive the patient and informs the respective
coordinating nurse about the patient. A nurse describes:
“[The caller] tells me a social security number and I type it in [the CLS], and the patient
appears automatically. […] I can say ‘That is Hans Hansen who suffers this and that’
and [the caller] says ‘Yes’ and I ask ‘What is Hans Hansen’s reason for emergency
department services?’ And then I can go in [the CLS] and write an [initial report of the
patient’s condition].” (1:5)
Another nurse adds:
“[…] and then I go and send a text message on the other computer.” (1:8)
Once a phone call comes in from a GP, the pre-admission nurse follows the same steps as described
before, with a difference in how the nurse retrieves the initial report of the patient’s condition. As the GP
has to send a referral to the hospital, the pre-admission nurse accesses the referral in the EPJ by using the
patient’s social security number. A nurse describes:
“But your GP has to send a referral. I write a bit [in the CLS], but they have to send a
referral […] which lies in the EPJ. […] We can retrieve it; they write what they would
like to have examined. These few lines cannot sometimes contain it all. It is possible that
[the GP] would like to have more [tests and examinations done than the line spaces on
the referral can contain].” (1:5)
During the night out-of-hours GPs replace GPs. Due to the location of the out-hours-GP’s office, the
physician often walks over to the pre-admission and hands over the referral for a patient.
“[Out-of-hours GPs] have to write a referral under all circumstances. They just come
in [the pre-admission] and place them [the referrals on the table] and leave again right
away. […] Then I can write in [the CLS].” (1:5)
As indicated by the quote, the pre-admission nurse types the referral manually into the CLS as compared
to the day, during which the nurse copies the referral from the EPJ to the CLS and adds additional
information about the patient in the initial report of the patient. After this, the pre-admission nurse sends
a text message to the respective coordinating nurse.
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Coordination
The pre-admission serves as a coordination unit or a hub between the outside and inside environment of
the hospital. Coordination unfolds in the form of the interaction between the phone call, the acquisition
of patient information, and the forwarding of such to the appropriate unit and actor. During the day, preadmission nurse works individually. In case the pre-admission nurse is in doubt about which unit should
receive the respective patient, the nurse confers with the emergency physician working in the integrated
unit. A nurse states:
“During the day, I call [the emergency physician] in the [integrated unit].” (1:5)
During the night, coordination mechanisms change. The pre-admission nurse does not confer with the
senior physician. A nurse states:
”Then I don’t call… I mean during the night. It happens that I don’t confer with the
[senior] physician, well if I am in doubt […] I talk with my [nurse] colleagues about it
and then we decide which unit the patient goes to.” (1:8)
Information System
The pre-admission represents the digital entry point of the patient as depicted in Figure 5. 1and Figure 6.
1. In the pre-admission, Information System consists of the CLS on desktop computers, which is
supported by hospital’s telecommunication system used to answer phone calls and send short automated
text messages, and the EPJ. During the day, the pre-admission nurse enters data received from the caller
into the CLS. The social security number opens the patient’s profile in the CLS under which all data is
stored. If a general GP calls, the pre-admission nurse opens the EPJ and types the patient’s social security
number into the EPJ in order to find the patient and the respective referral previously uploaded by the
general GP. The nurse then copies the text from the EPJ to the CLS and adds additional information
about tests, examinations, and case-necessary personal information. The nurse decides which unit the
patient goes to, based on a number of criteria. Once the pre-admission nurse has completed this and ended
the phone call, the nurse forwards the patient information in the CLS to the respective unit and sends a
text message to the respective unit informing about the patient on the way. Once these steps are
completed, the pre-admission nurse awaits the next call.
During the night, the CLS, the telecommunication system, and the EPJ remain the same. The preadmission nurse enters data about the patient into the CLS. If a patient is referred to the emergency
department by the out-of-hours GP, the pre-admission nurse types the referral from a paper copy into the
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CLS. The nurse might add additional information about the patient in case the out-of-hours GP talks
about the patient when coming into the pre-admission room to hand over the paper copy of the referral.
In case one of the other actors calls in, the pre-admission nurse enters the patient’s data as during day
shifts. Once the pre-admission finishes entering data of the patient into the CLS, the nurse sends a text
message to the respective unit informing the coordinating nurse 61 about a patient on the way. Once the
pre-admission nurse has completed this process, the nurse awaits the next patient’s demand for
emergency department services.
The above analysis shows that the use of the CLS remains the same during day and night shifts. The
change in the number of people, the change in responsibilities, and the change in coordination
mechanisms are not reflected in how healthcare professional in the pre-admission use the CLS depending
on the work shift. The consistency with which healthcare professionals in the pre-admission use the CLS
on different shifts offers a common starting ground not only for the two units but also for day and night
shifts in both units. In the following, I present the results of my analysis of the two units during day and
night shifts.¨
As outlined in chapter 2, different perspectives drive the use of an information system. These include
organization-centric, people-centric, and social perspectives. From an organization-centric view as
outlined in chapter 2, during the day pre-admission nurses perceive a fit between the task of admitting 62
patients and the functionality the CLS offers to perform this sub-task. The willingness to use the CLS for
admitting patients stems from two sources. First, pre-admission nurses continuously stated their
satisfaction with the CLS regarding its functionality facilitating the continuous use of the CLS. At the
same time, ability to use was perceived to be high due to the representation of the sub-task of admitting
patients in the CLS and thus supported the continuous use. Second, pre-admission nurses were willing
to use the CLS as other healthcare professionals depended highly on the information forwarded to them
in the CLS in order to continue with the admission of patients. The notification forwarded in the CLS,
supported by a text message, became an essential element for the two units to plan ahead of time and
thus create patient flow through the emergency department.

61
The integrated unit does not host a team leader during night shifts. I go into more detail about healthcare professionals at
work in the following sub-chapters.
62
Pre-admission is the first step a patient goes through when being admitted. At this point in time, the patient is still physically
outside the hospital.
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As outlined in chapter 2, a number of drivers case the use of the CLS. In the following, I elaborate on
these drivers and outline how these impact the use of the CLS during day and night shifts in the preadmission.
From a people-centric view, once the pre-admission nurse forwarded the patient information in the CLS
and sent the text message to the appropriate unit, the task was completed. Completing the sub-task created
satisfaction. Motivation stemmed from the completion of the sub-task as well as the support the CLS
offered the pre-admission nurse in doing so. On several occasions, pre-admission nurses states that the
interface is easy and straightforward to use. This perception supported the use continuous use of the CLS.
As compared to a pen-and-paper approach, 63 the CLS supported pre-admission nurses in decreasing the
effort to complete the sub-task of admitting a patient. The CLS was perceived highly useful in admitting
patient resulting in a high motivation to use the CLS.
From a social point of view, as performing the overall task of offering emergency department services to
patients represents a team effort that includes a diverse set of healthcare professionals in a number of
different roles, using the CLS not only continuously but consistently increases both the motivation and
willingness to use. The most prominent driving force in using the CLS is the dependency of other
healthcare professionals on the information provided by the pre-admission in the CLS.
During night shifts, all three drivers for use remain. From an organization-centric perspective, the
perception of fit between the task and CLS remains. The change in coordination mechanism as well as
change in number of people and their respective responsibilities at work as an organizational impact is
not reflected in the perception of how the sub-task of admitting patients is performed. The same holds
true for both motivation and willingness to use the CLS.
The same holds true from a people-centric perspective. During night shifts, the sub-tasks remained the
same and pre-admission nurses performed these in the same way as compared to day shifts.
Argumentation follows the same logic as for day shifts.
From a social point of view, pre-admission nurses during night shifts were highly motivated to
continuously use the CLS. The dependencies of nurses in the two units was the main driver behind the
use from a social point of view.

63
During my interviews I specifically asked what the backup system was in case the CLS was not working. Throughout the
interviews, all interviewees reported a pen-and-paper approach supported by the EPJ to find admitted patients. A popular
perception was that a pen-and-paper approach was very cumbersome and resulted in a much higher need for coordination and
organization.
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As the analysis showed, all three drivers were present during day and night shifts in the pre-admission
leading to a continuous and consistent use of the CLS. This consistent use offers a common starting point,
not only across the two units but also across day and night shifts.
In the following, I present the results from my analysis of the use of the CLS in the two units starting
with the integrated unit.
a. Integrated Unit
In the following, I briefly outline a patient’s way through the integrated unit, distinguishing between the
path through the bed side of the unit and the emergency room side during day shifts. I then present my
results obtained for each the individual components of my integrated model. Following this, I briefly
highlight the major differences in the integrated unit as they unfold during night shifts and present
variations in the use of the CLS during night shifts. Figure 6.2 shows the integrated unit during day and
night shifts.
Figure 6.2 Patients’ path through the integrated unit, day and night
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As outlined previously, once the patient is on the way, the pre-admission nurse forwards the initial report
of the patient’s condition in the CLS to the integrated unit. 64 On both sides, a coordinating nurse/team
leader assigns an emergency room nurse/intake nurse to the arriving patient. The medical secretary
supplies the emergency room nurse/intake nurse with information about the newly arrived patient.
Whereas on the emergency room side of the unit, the coordinating nurse triages the newly arrived patient,
it is the intake nurse on the bed side of the unit who does the triage. Once the patient is triaged and located
in one of the beds in the emergency room or a room on the bed side of the unit, a physician treats the
patient. On the emergency room side, the emergency physician treats the patient. 65 On the bed side,
depending on the illness, it is either the emergency physician or a physician from a collaborating
department 66 treating the patient. If a patient remains in the integrated unit, the patient awaits ward
rounds. 67 The emergency physician conducts the ward rounds. If the patient’s injury/illness demands
continuation of treatment, 68 the patient is relocated to the appropriate department. If the treatment process
is completed, the patient is discharged.
i.

Analysis of System Usage Based on Integrated Model

In the following, I present the results for each of the components of my analytical model, namely People,
Task, Coordination, and Information System. As work unfolds, the components inevitably interact with
one another in order to provide emergency department services to patients. Thus, each of the components
contains and includes some aspects of the others. However, I present the results from the particular
perspective of each component and present the relationship between them after the individual
components. Table 6 .3 summarizes the results for each of the individual components and shows their
relationship with regard to the CLS.

64

As previously described, the CLS allows both sides of the integrated unit to view all patients on the way to the integrated
unit. The screens of the CLS offer tabs to choose in order to see the respective sides. Additionally, the figure pictures the
secretary as receiver of the notification in the CLS. This is due to the perspective I use to describe the emergency department.
It is the secretary that admits the patient in the EPJ and uses the information in the CLS to do so. The notification is displayed
on the screens hanging in the command room and the emergency room. I outline in more detail which role performs which
tasks later in the chapter.
65
The emergency department hosts a number of residents. A resident sees and treats patients to the extent that the emergency
physician evaluates reasonable; the physician also accompanies the resident in the process. The emergency physician holds
the overall responsibility for the patient.
66
The emergency department has collaboration agreements with a number of in-house departments to treat patients received
at the emergency department.
67
Ward rounds are conducted during the day, starting in the morning.
68
Patients in the emergency room typically leave after treatment or are moved to the bed side of the unit for further treatment
and observation. As a general rule, the emergency department keeps patients if the treatment process is likely to be completed
within 48 hours. If necessary, the orthopedic surgery department receives patients from the emergency room. Patients on the
bed side typically go to the urology, neurology, or orthopedic surgery departments.
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Table 6. 3 Differences between day and night shift in the integrated unit.
Component

People

Unit

Result

ER

Reduction in the number
of people.
Integration of team
leader and coordinating
nurse role.
Perception of ‘one team’.
Boundaries between the
different roles merge.
Responsible attending
physicians on call.
Only residents present;
Emergency physician not
physically present.
Remains the same.
Some sub-tasks pushed
to next day shift.
If possible, patient goes
through full treatment,
however, in some cases
certain sub-tasks are
postponed to next day
shift.
Depends on situation of
individual patient. In
some instances, patient
remain in ER until the
next morning (to sleep).
Remains the same.
Extended treatment
postponed to next day
shift.

Bed
side

Admission

Treatment
ER

Task

Discharge
Relocation
Admission
Treatment

Bed
side

Discharge
Relocation

Information System

From structural division
of work to functional:
more individual work as
compared to team work.
The execution of subtasks changes:
•

Sub-tasks do
not strictly
remain to a
particular role
any longer

The use of the CLS changes
during the night shifts:
•

•

•
•
•

CLS updated on an
ad-hoc basis; does
not follow any
structural approach
when to update,
when time permits.
Organizational
pressure to use
decreases
Routine task carried
over from day shift.
Habitual use as
compared to goal
oriented use.

Omission of discharge
and relocation
ER

Coordination

Relationship

Bed
side
ER
Bed
side

Morning conference
omitted.
Need for coordination
reduces.
Bottom-up-fashion.
Remains the same: CLS,
EPJ, pen-and-paper,
telephones.

Triage used in a
strategic manner.
Using the CLS to
coordinate different
sub-tasks changes due
to:

In the following, I present the individual components of my integrated model for the integrated unit and
outline in more detail the results shown in
Table 6. 3.
People
During the day, the emergency room side employs a single coordinating nurse whose main
responsibilities are to acquire and maintain a general overview over the emergency room, to triage newly
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arrived patients, and to manage patients’ pain. In addition, the coordinating nurse is responsible for
informing patients in the waiting area about wait time. The coordinating nurse predominantly stays in
the reception area/waiting room. A nurse states:
“It is me [in the role of coordinating nurse in the emergency room] that has to have an
overview over it all; patients are assigned a nurse; no patient is laying forgotten.” (1:12)
Another nurse supplements:
“As a coordinating nurse in the emergency room, I triage patients […]. People who
come here are usually in pain; the injury they suffered usually hurts. So, [I] score the
pain, how much pain are they suffering. […] It’s this treatment that forms the basis,
further treatment follows after this. […] My role is also to keep patients informed [about
wait times].” (1:10)
Further responsibilities include the assignment of an emergency room nurse to the triaged patients. The
coordinating nurse pays particular attention to the care intensity of already admitted patients with the
help of the triage color and assigns emergency room nurses accordingly to newly arrived patients. As a
nurse confirms:
“You distribute patients among the different [emergency room nurses], so that the
overall care intensity is evenly distributed. Not that one [emergency room nurse] takes
care of many patients and another one doesn’t have any to look after. That’s also the
responsibility of the coordinating nurse in the emergency room.” (1:10)
The bed side of the unit employs a single team leader during day shifts. The role’s main responsibilities
are similar to the ones of the coordinating nurse in the emergency room. The team leader is responsible
for an overview of patients and nurses on the bed side of the unit and for ensuring newly arrived patients
are assigned an intake nurse and a room. The team leader also receives new patients. A nurse states:
“The team leader’s responsibility is primarily to have an overview. She’s responsible
for the [patient] flow […] It’s mostly practical things that ensure [the bed side of] the
unit operates well. […] The team leader also ensures that the newly arriving patients
are received.” (1:3)
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Another nurse adds:
“[In my role as a team leader] it is my responsibility to divide patients between us
[nurses on the bed side of the unit]. The team leader says who receives the next arriving
patient. I also receive new patients.” (1:4)
It is the team leader who joins the morning conference 69 held among a set of nurses from other in-house
departments in order to share their anticipation about the number of patients to be relocated and
discharged.
In general, both the coordinating nurse and the team leader have the responsibility of acquiring and
maintaining an overview of the two sides respectively. However, it is the coordinating nurse that has the
responsibility of having an overarching overview of both sides of the unit. 70 A nurse states:
“It is the coordinating nurse that decides [if necessary what to do]; with regard to work
processes, that these are performed.” (1:7)
The difference between the two coordinating roles is mainly the overarching responsibility of creating
and maintaining a patient flow through the integrated unit by ensuring healthcare professionals 71 perform
the respective work processes in such way that patients move through the integrated unit in a steady and
continuous manner. Both roles are responsible for creating and maintaining an uninterrupted patient flow
on the respective side of the unit. However, the coordinating nurse in the emergency department holds
the responsibility for the entire integrated unit. A nurse states:
“Generally, you [as a coordinating nurse] are only in the emergency room […] but you
still have the responsibility for it all [the integrated unit].” (1:7)
As the role of the team leader is rather new, it offers an explanation for this difference between the two
coordinating roles. Another difference is the reception of new patients. Whereas the coordinating nurse

69

The morning conference is held in the command room of the specialized unit and headed by the coordinating nurse of the
specialized unit. I describe the morning conference in more detail under Task for both units.
70
The role of the team leader had just been introduced when I collected by data. Before the introduction of the role, the
coordinating nurse in the integrated unit was responsible for both sides, thus the entire integrated unit. It is the understanding
of the nurses occupying the roles of the team leader and coordinating nurse that each of them is responsible for the respective
side of the integrated unit; however, the coordinating nurse is consulted if necessary and makes decisions (usually a mutual
decision with the team leader).
71
The team leader/coordinating nurse is responsible for nurse colleagues; physicians work more independently with regard
to the responsibility of patient flow. Formally, the flowmaster in the specialized unit has the overall responsibility of patient
flow through the entire emergency department.
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in the emergency room triages new patients and assigns them to emergency room nurses for further
treatment, the team leader continues treatment after the triage process.
Besides the two coordinating roles, both sides employ nurses that receive patients once they arrived at
the integrated unit. On the emergency room side, the emergency room nurse receives patients after the
coordinating nurse has completed the triage process. During the day, the emergency room hosts four
emergency room nurses. The emergency room nurse is responsible for initiating the treatment process
and following the patient through that process. If a patient has arrived during the night shift and is still
located in the emergency room, the emergency room nurse is also responsible for completing the
treatment process. 72 Some of the emergency room nurses are specialized in treating the injuries and are
able to perform some additional tasks in the treatment process. A nurse explains:
“I work as an emergency room nurse and that means that I can start some [treatment
procedures] myself […] that means, we [as emergency room nurses] can stitch up small
wounds within the range of our competencies, we can examine injuries within the range
of our competencies, and we can refer [a patient to radiology department] to take Xrays.” (1:11)
Intake nurses work on the bed side of the unit. During the day, this side of the unit employs two intake
nurses. The main responsibility of the intake nurse is to receive new patients. Receiving new patients
happens in the form of triage and the initiation of opening treatment. A nurse describes:
“We bring the patient to a room and the intake nurse, who receives the patient, does the
triage.” (1:4)
As indicated above, the team leader acts additionally in the role of an intake nurse. The nurse occupying
these two roles bears the responsibilities of each of the roles simultaneously. The role responsibilities
merge and the nurse performs tasks pertinent to the two roles. A nurse states:
“It can sometimes be the team leader [receiving new patients] and other times it is just
one of the other [intake] nurses. It can be any of us. It is about who has time [to receive
the new patient].” (1:3)
As mentioned before, the hospital draws from one pool of medical secretaries who work across both
units. During the day, eight medical secretaries cover both units. The main responsibilities of the medical
72

If a patient requires surgery, the emergency room nurse is responsible for following the patient through the treatment process
until the patient is moved to the orthopedic surgery department.
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secretaries in the integrated units are to write admission journals for new patients and to admit patients
to the integrated unit by entering patients’ data into the EPJ. A medical secretary states:
“During the day, we [the medical secretaries] write admission journals for [the
integrated unit].” (1:2)
One emergency physician 73 is present in the integrated unit during the day. The main responsibilities
include conducting ward rounds, assigning physicians and residents to the different patients awaiting
ward rounds, and treating all high-priority patients on both sides of the unit. An emergency physician
states:
“I take care of dividing [patients awaiting] ward rounds among the physicians on [the
bed side of the unit]. And I am regularly called into the emergency room to see orange 74
[high priority] patients over there. […] And you can say that orange- and red-triaged
patients have to be seen by a specialist and that means the emergency physician. That
applies to the [bed side of the unit].” (3:1)
Additional responsibilities include making a treatment plan for patients and creating a patient flow
through the integrated unit. An emergency physician adds:
“And I can take part in ensuring [patient] flow, that means I can say ’There are three
patients on the way, we need three available beds, who do we send up [to the other
department]?’” (3:3)
The emergency physician and the team leader work in close connection in order to create and maintain a
patient flow through the unit. A nurse states:
“Together with the emergency physician, I am responsible for creating flow so to say
‘Well, we have to move some patients up to other departments, what do we do? What
can we do? And then there are some patients that are to be discharged, but where to we
place them in the meantime? Is it in the hallway? Or where should they be moved to?’

73

The integrated unit hosts a number of residents and senior physicians from a variety of specialties who are either physically
present in the integrated unit or on duty and return to the integrated unit upon request by healthcare professionals, in particular
on request by the different nurses.
74
Patients in the emergency room are usually not triaged higher than orange. Since the pre-admission nurse has to score the
patient’s values before the patient physically arrives at the emergency department, a patient with red triage to the emergency
room requires a trauma call, which is released by the pre-admission nurse. A particular team of healthcare professionals then
gathers awaiting the arrival of the patient.
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Besides this, it is about moving patients up to other departments […] It is the emergency
physician that decides in the end, but I am a part of it and see to get it done.” (1:4)
Task
The overall task of the integrated unit is to provide emergency department services to patients. As the
integrated unit is one part of the emergency department, it contributes with performing certain sub-tasks
in order to provide emergency department services by receiving certain kinds of patients. 75 The overall
task is divided into sub-tasks, namely patient admission, patient treatment, and patient discharge and
relocation. Every sub-task contains a number of steps taken to perform these sub-tasks as a whole
contributing to the overall task.
As outlined above, the pre-admission is a part of patient admission. The initial demand of a patient to
receive emergency department services is placed upon the pre-admission. Once the patient places the
demand, the pre-admission accepts 76 the demand by initiating the next step in patient admission. The
pre-admission nurse collects all necessary information about the patient, decides which unit will receive
the patient, and forwards the demand with the patient’s information to that unit. If the patient goes to the
emergency room of the integrated unit, the coordinating nurse receives information that the patient is on
the way to the emergency room. The nurse then decided which emergency room nurse will receive the
new patient. Once the patient arrives, a medical secretary is the first point of contact with the patient. A
nurse states:
“[…] It is the [medical] secretaries that actually receive the patient [as the very first
contact] when patients arrive in the waiting room.” (1:12)
The medical secretary then informs the coordinating nurse about the arrival of the patient. The
coordinating nurse goes out to the waiting room and triages the newly arrived patient. After the triage of
the patient, the emergency room nurse follows the patient to the emergency room, where the patient is
allocated a bed. The emergency room nurse orders blood tests and, depending on the triage color of the
patient, informs the respective physician to initiate treatment. A nurse states:

75

I previously outlined the kinds of patients that the integrated unit receives. The emergency room side receives patient with
injuries and the bed side receives patients suffering from a number of different illnesses in the categories of orthopedics,
urology, gynecology, and medical patients that are not received at the specialized unit. It is the pre-admission nurse deciding
to which unit medical patients go. As a rule of thumb, medical patients with a potential lighter progress of their illness go to
the integrated unit.
76
In rare occasions, the pre-admission nurse would reject the demand and suggest other healthcare facilities. During my
observations, I experienced this once. The actors calling in do so with the intention of transferring the patient to the hospital
for further treatment/examination. The pre-admission is not used as a consulting tool for, e.g., the primary care sector.
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“Every time [the medical secretaries] have a patient [in the waiting room], they call
[the coordinating nurse].” (1:10)
If a patient arrives by ambulance, the first point of contact is the nurse that receives the newly arrived
patient. Instead of going through the waiting room and being triaged by the coordinating nurse, the patient
goes directly to the emergency room and the emergency room nurse does the triage. A nurse states:
“Some patients come in by [ambulance]. It is the nurse that takes care of the patient that
does the triage.” (1:10)
If the patient goes to the bed side of the unit, the pre-admission nurse informs the team leader and
forwards the patient’s information to the bed side of the unit. As the coordinating nurse, the team leader
assigns an intake nurse to the patient and decides in which room the patient is to be located. Once the
patient arrives, the medical secretary informs the team leader about the arrival of the patient. The team
leader informs the respective intake nurse, who then brings the patient into the assigned room and triages
the patient. A nurse states:
“They call me from where the medical secretaries sit and say ‘One patient has arrived
to the [bed side of the unit].’ If I myself have time to take in the patient, I go out [to the
waiting room] and receive the patient. Else, I tell one of my nurse colleagues, ‘Could
you go out [to the waiting room] and receive [the patient].’” (1:3)
Another nurse adds:
“[When I receive patients] I ask them for the reason why they came here, and then I
measure their blood pressure, pulse, and temperature. These kinds of things. After that,
I triage them […] and call for the physician.” (1:1)
When a patient arrives by ambulance to the bed side of the unit, the patient is directly brought into a
room. The first point of contact is then the intake nurse that receives the patient.
Depending on the triage color, the patient is to be seen by a physician. In case the patient has a high
priority triage, it is the emergency physician that does an initial consultation in order to diagnose the
patient and create a treatment plan. A physician states:
“[When] a patient is triaged orange or red, [the patient] has to be seen by [the
emergency physician].” (3:1)
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Patients with a lower priority are shared by the emergency physician and the residents with respective
specialties. As the residents work under direct or indirect supervision of a senior physician, in this case
the emergency physician, the resident sees all low-priority patients and reports back to the emergency
physician. During the initial consultation, the emergency physician/resident create a treatment plan
indicating how the treatment process unfolds for the particular patient. A physician states:
“At 10 a.m. a resident joins the integrated unit and is here from 10 a.m. through 10 p.m.,
and they are typically assigned to receiving acute patients. Well, we go together to these
things [the resident] cannot handle alone, but otherwise [the resident] should see the
patients alone. Else it is a bit difficult [for the resident to gain experience] if I have
answered all the questions quickly. [The resident] should also be allowed to try to see
some patients.” (3:1)
Once the emergency physician/resident has created a treatment plan, the physician informs the
emergency room nurse/intake nurse as to how to proceed with the treatment of the patient. A nurse states:
“[…] If it is my patient, well, then I ask the physician what should happen [in regard to
the treatment of the patient]. Otherwise, I take a look into the EPJ and read the journal
entry. So I can see there what the plan is. There is always a journal entry. Physicians
always create a journal entry.” (1:1)
The patient moves to patient treatment after the emergency physician/resident has created the treatment
plan and the respective nurse is informed about the plan. The emergency room nurse/intake nurse
proceeds with the treatment of the patient. Patient treatment is an individual process that depends on a
number of factors. Patients are categorized depending on their illness or injury. For example, pre-existing
conditions influence the course of treatment with regard to what medicine to administer and how to
proceed with the actual treatment. Within each of the patient categories, an overall treatment process
exists containing regulations as to what has to be included in the treatment process; however, each
treatment plan is individually created and aimed at the respective patient. An example of such regulations
is the evaluation of the patient’s condition 77 on a regular basis. Depending on the severity of the illness

77

In Danish: TOKS= Tidlig Opsporing af akut opstået Kritisk Sygdom, in English= Early Detection of Acute Critical Disease.
TOKS includes the measurement of respiration rate, oxygen saturation, blood pressure, pulse, level of consciousness, and
temperature.
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or injury, the emergency room nurse/intake nurse evaluates the patient after certain time intervals. 78
Another example is the ordering of X-rays in case the physician suspects a fracture.
If a patient remains in the integrated unit overnight, the patient awaits ward rounds in the morning as part
of patient treatment. During ward rounds the emergency physician follows up on the patients with the
help of a resident. The emergency physician assigns other physicians (residents) to the different patients
awaiting ward rounds. Gynecological and neurological patients await ward rounds conducted by
physicians with these specialties respectively. A physician states:
“I make sure to divide ward rounds among the physicians [in the integrated unit]. And
I try to divide it so that I as emergency physician go with [a particular] resident. We
take care of the medical and urological patients. Gynecologists usually do their own
ward rounds [on the bed side of the unit] for the gynecological patients […] They come
down [to the integrated unit] from another department. And the neurologists also come
down and see the neurological patients.” (3:1)
Once the treatment process is either completed or is being continued in another department, the patient
is discharged or relocated. The decision for relocation is made by the emergency physician. If the
emergency physician believes the treatment process can be completed within 48 hours of admission, the
patient remains in the integrated unit. In other cases, 79 the patients are relocated to respective in-house
departments for further treatment.
During the day, work in the integrated unit follows a structural division. The different people performing
the tasks of admission, treatment, and relocation and discharge with the corresponding sub-tasks stay
within the boundaries of their respective roles. The work of the roles can be characterized as individual.80
In order to provide emergency department services, the different roles are highly dependent on one
another. For example, the intake nurse depends on the team leader to assign the intake nurse a newly
arrived patient, and the intake nurse must register the newly arrived patient in the EPJ before the patient’s
triage color registered. The medical secretary is dependent on the pre-admission nurse to forward the
initial report of the patient’s condition in the CLS. If a patient arrives by ambulance, the medical secretary

78

Usually, the frequency of conducting the TOKS decreases the lower the patient’s priority is. High-priority patients’ time
interval for being evaluated is shorter.
79
Orthopedic patients that require surgery are always moved to the orthopedic surgery department. Beside these patients,
other patients are relocated in case the emergency physician believes the treatment process will take longer than 48 hours. In
some instances, patients are moved out of the integrated unit in order to free up beds for newly arriving patients.
80
Even though people stay within their respective roles, if the situation requires, healthcare professionals help out with
performing the different tasks.
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is dependent on the team leader or coordinating nurse to inform the medical secretary about the arrival
of the patient before having the opportunity to register the patient in the EPJ. Physicians 81 wait for the
triage color of the patients in order to decide which patients to treat and how to prioritize them. The
intake nurse awaits the treatment plan for the patient issued by the physician before the nurse can continue
the treatment process. The physician, in turn, awaits initial test results ordered by the intake nurse to have
the opportunity to issue the treatment plan. The individual tasks with corresponding sub-tasks are
performed sequentially. In carrying out their responsibilities, the nurse roles remain on the side of the
unit to which they were assigned. The emergency physician covers both side of the unit and treats patients
in the emergency room if the situation requires.
Coordination
The integrated unit applies a number of coordination mechanisms in order to ensure that the overall task
of providing emergency department services to patients is performed. As described above, the overall
task is divided into sub-tasks, namely patient admission, patient treatment, and patient discharge and
relocation, with respective steps taken to perform the different sub-tasks.
One coordinating mechanism is to assign healthcare professionals to roles they occupy during a work
shift. Roles determine who is responsible for which sub-tasks. For each of the role, a formal description
is available, giving healthcare professionals the opportunity to both distinguish between different roles
and stay within the boundary of the role itself. When healthcare professionals come to work, a schedule
shows which healthcare professional occupies a certain role for that particular work shift. An observation
gives an example:
“The emergency physician goes down to the integrated unit. Once the physician arrives,
the physician checks the CLS to see which nurse is assigned to the particular patient.”
(Observation, senior physician, May 24, night shift)
The example shows that assigning healthcare professionals to roles supports the coordinating within the
different sub-tasks performed to provide emergency department services. In addition, it supports
healthcare professionals in determining who to consult, interact with, and talk to in performing the
different sub-tasks.
The integrated unit coordinates patient admission is a number of ways. The first coordination mechanism
in patient admission the emergency department has implemented is the pre-admission. At previously
81

In any case, every physician awaits the triage color of the patient before being able to decide both which patients the
physician has to see/treat and how to prioritize the different patients.
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outlined, it serves as a hub where all demands for emergency department services are placed. The preadmission coordinates the inflow of patients to the integrated unit 82 by allowing only specific kinds of
patients to enter the integrated unit. As the pre-admission regulates which patient enter the integrated
unit, it is the first step patients travel through and contributes to an interrupted inflow patients as well as
patient through flow. Another coordination mechanism is the employment of the aforementioned
coordinating roles, namely the coordinating nurse on the emergency room side and the team leader on
the bed side of the unit. Both roles coordinate with their nurse colleagues in admitting patients by
assigning patients to nurses and rooms.
A prominent coordination mechanism in patient treatment is the triage color each patient is assigned as
part of patient admission. The triage color supports healthcare professionals in determining the sequence
in which healthcare professionals treat patients as well as which physician treats the patients. As outline
above, the emergency physician treats all high-priority patients on both sides of the integrated unit.
Lower-priority patients are treated by residents, under the supervision of the emergency physician, and
specialists from collaborating in-house departments. For patients awaiting ward rounds, the integrated
unit employs a morning conference in order to get an overview of currently admitted patients. The
morning conference serves healthcare professionals to get a general overview of current patients, their
progress in the treatment process, and their expected further treatment plan. As healthcare professionals
gather in one physical location, it aids them in acquiring an overview of who is at work and who is
assigned which role.
To aid coordination between the different roles during different stages of patient admission, treatment,
and discharge and relocation, the integrated unit employs a number of tools, namely personal interaction,
telephones, and the CLS.
Due to the vibrant environment of the integrated unit in which healthcare professionals physically move
back and forth and are very mobile, personal interaction to coordinate different sub-tasks is a mechanism
used when the opportunity arises. During several observations following different roles, I observed
healthcare professionals interact with one another face-to-face exchanging information about a variety
of things related to patients.

82
As outlined preciously, the pre-admission decides where each of the patients goes according to a number of criteria. The
most prominent criterion is the kind of illness the patient suffers from. All patients who suffered injuries go to the emergency
side of the integrated unit.
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An observation exemplifies:
“The emergency room nurse goes over to the command room and informs the emergency
physician about the patient that just came in. The patient is triaged orange (high
priority) and needs to be seen by the emergency physician. The emergency room tells
me, she would usually call the emergency physician, but since she was on the way
anyway to the waiting room, she could just tell the emergency physician.” (Observation,
emergency room nurse, May 5, day shift)
Among nurse colleagues, personal interaction with regard to patient information stays mostly within each
side of the unit. Intake nurses interact with one another and exchange information about patients on the
bed side of the unit. The same holds true for nurses working in the emergency room. 83 With regard to
the coordinating between the team leader as well as the coordinating nurse and the emergency physician,
face-to-face communication dominates. Despite the above quote stating the emergency room nurse “[…]
would usually call the emergency physician, but since she was on the way anyway to the waiting room,
she could just tell the emergency physician,” calling the emergency physician happens usually during
times with a high influx of patients or when the emergency physician is not present in the command
room. A nurse states:
“[The emergency physician] sits with us [in the command room—bed side of the unit].
If you want to create this ‘sparring environment,’ there is a lot of learning going on.
[…] Sometimes there are things where I think ‘I have no clue what that is,’ so it is really
helpful to just say to the emergency physician, ‘What this here exactly?’ So we often sit
together and talk about the patients.” (1:3)
Telephones represent another tool used to coordinate. A nurse states:
“We talk a lot on the phone […]. A lot of communication happens over telephone.”
(1:12)
During several observations, I noted that external communication happens over telephones. The
coordinating nurse receives external calls from a number of actors such as previous patients or other

83
As nurses work on both sides of the unit during different shifts, they interact and talk about patients from either side.
However, these interactions do not serve as a coordinating mechanism in itself, but can be attributed to the fact that nurses
work on both sides of the unit and thus ask out of interest. Further, these interactions occur mostly during periods of time
when both the inflow of patients and the number of patients in the unit is low (freeing some time for a break).
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departments. For the coordinating nurse, using a telephone as a tool for coordination happens mostly
during patient admission. As outlined above, the medical secretary calls the coordinating nurse to inform
the nurse about a patient in the waiting room. The coordinating nurse then goes out to triage the patient
and afterward calls the emergency room nurse to inform the nurse that the patient is now ready to be
received in the emergency room.
Another tool used in coordination is the CLS. A number of different healthcare professionals during my
interviews and observations stated that the CLS is a tool they use to coordinate between one another as
well as between patient admission, treatment, and discharge or relocation. A nurse states:
“We are heavily dependent on the [CLS].” (1:12)
Another healthcare professionals adds:
“It is terrible when [the CLS] is down, because we don’t have an overview of what [is
going on].” (1:2)
During patient admission, treatment, and discharge or relocation, the CLS aids healthcare professionals
in tracking the progress of both their assigned patients, but also other healthcare professionals’ patients.
In addition, the CLS offers a go-to point facilitating personal interactions on both sides of the unit. The
CLS also offers a tool used to coordinate with other departments. During patient relocation, the CLS is
used to announce the demand of relocating a patient to a particular department. The CLS sends a
notification to the receiving department and awaits the answer indicating the receiving is ready to receive
the patient.
During the day, coordinating happens in a very structured way both between the different nurse roles as
well as between nurse roles and the emergency physician.
Information System
The integrated unit Information System consists of the CLS on desktop computers as well as on overview
screens hanging in different locations in the unit, the EPJ, the hospital’s communication system to receive
and make phone calls, and some additional specialty-specific computer programs used by the different
specialists from other departments when treating patients in the integrated unit. Some nurses use a penand-paper approach to note down information such as a patient’s temperature, dosage of medication, or
oxygen levels to be updated later on in the EPJ. Specifically for laboratory staff, the integrated unit has
a whiteboard hanging in the passage between the two sides of the unit close to the entrance to the unit
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from the staircase. Nurses write on the whiteboard the room number and whether an electrocardiogram
and/or blood tests are to be done. 84
The CLS is used throughout the patient’s time in the integrated unit. Once the pre-admission has
forwarded the patient information in the CLS and informed the unit about the patient on the way, a
patient’s digital administration begins (Figure 5.2 and Figure 6.1).
During shift change in the morning, nurses on both sides of the unit use the CLS to coordinate the shift
change by briefly going through the patients currently in the unit. Nurse roles belonging to the emergency
room gather in front of the screens hanging in the emergency room and go through the current patients
in the emergency room systematically as they are listed on the screens. The same happens for the nurse
roles on the bed side of the unit. The nurses gather in front of the screen displaying the CLS in the
command room and hand over the current patients. A nurse states:
“I just give such a handover to the next team leader that comes in and I would say you
do not go through all patients, you go through those which [have a more complicated
diagnosis]. And the [two] team leaders talk briefly about ‘How does it look’ and ‘How
did the [shift] go’ and ‘Do we have some special patients?’” (1:3)
The coordinating nurse from the previous night shift updates the CLS after having decided which nurses
will take over which patient on both sides and assigning the respective nurse to the respective patients.
During the morning conference held on the bed side of the unit, the emergency physician uses the CLS
to go through all current patients on the bed side of the unit and decide which physician (resident) goes
ward rounds for which patients. A physician states:
“[…] Then we update the picture of the respective physician [for each of the patients]
and their phone numbers, so we can always reach each other. All physicians are then
asked to use the [CLS] to update the [status bar] with ‘ward round’ and highlight it
blue, so that we know there are in the process of doing ward rounds, and highlight it
green once they completed the ward rounds for the respective patient.” (3:1)

84

I mention the whiteboard here since it is one of the main tools used to communicate with lab staff once the respective tests
have been ordered by a nurse in the EPJ. I will not go further into the influence of the whiteboard has on the use of the CLS,
since healthcare professionals use the CLS for showing this step in the treatment process. During a number of observations,
nurses told me the whiteboard is a “relic of previous non-digital times” and using this as communicating and ensuring that
the right person gets the right tests done is “simply easier due to the location of the screens as compared to the whiteboard
and the potential crowding up of the space in front of the screens.”
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The team leader participates in the morning conference and uses the information about expected
discharges when meeting for the capacity conference held in the specialized unit shortly after.
During patient admission, the medical secretary receives a notification in the CLS 85 from the preadmission that a patient is on the way. For the healthcare professionals on both sides of the unit, patients
to either side of the unit are listed under a tab indicating that the patient is to be expected in the integrated
unit showing basic information including an initial report of the patient’s condition. 86 Once the patient
arrives, the secretary admits the patient in the EPJ 87 and moves the patient from the list to the waiting
room in the CLS. After being informed by the medical secretary about the arrival of the patient, the
coordinating nurse triages the patient in the waiting room and updates triage color in the EPJ and
afterward in the CLS. The update of the triage color in the EPJ happens on the computer standing on the
admittance desk in the waiting room. The update of the triage color in the CLS can happen either on the
desktop computer on the admittance desk in the waiting room or on the screens hanging in the emergency
room. If a patient arrives by ambulance, instead of the medical secretary informing the coordinating
nurse, the coordinating nurse informs the secretary, who then proceeds as before. The medical secretary
then moves the patient from the waiting room to one of the beds in the emergency room in the CLS and
opens certain pre-defined treatment packages visible in the status bar for each of the patients.
As the triage color is visible on the screens of the CLS, healthcare professionals rely on the CLS in
determining in which sequence to see patients. The major tool to coordinate between the emergency
room nurse as well as the intake nurse and the emergency physician is either personal interaction or
impersonal interaction in the form of a phone call. The CLS aids in this coordination as a support for the
emergency physician in managing the sequence in which the physician see patients on both sides of the
unit.
During patient treatment, healthcare professionals on the emergency room side update the system when
time permits. Neither the update itself nor the frequency follows a particular pattern. The emergency
room nurse updates the progress of the treatment once in a while, but generally it is the individual nurse
or physician assigned to the patient that updates the progress of the treatment. An explanation for this
lies in the fast patient flow through the emergency room. As patients do not stay for extended periods of
time in the emergency room, the duration of the treatment process is rather short. A nurse describes:

85

Medical secretaries use the CLS on desktop computers while sitting it the office space behind the admittance desk in the
integrated unit.
86
The interfaces of the screens are described in Chapter 5.c, and respective screenshots can be found in Appendix F.
87
By doing this, the patient enters the hospital digitally in the EPJ.
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“In the emergency room, the patient flow is really fast. It is not sure that you manage to
[update the CLS] that a patient is over [at radiology] to get X-rays taken […]” (1:1)
The interaction with the CLS during treatment is mostly limited to reading upon the initial report of the
patient’s condition. During several observations, healthcare professionals mentioned that reading upon
the patient by using the initial report of the patient’s condition is simply faster than opening, logging into,
and reading upon the patient in the EPJ.88
On the bed side of the unit, updating the CLS follows a rather structured approach. As different healthcare
professionals work on one patient, updating the CLS in terms of how far the patient is in the treatment
process supports a regular patient flow with little interruptions. The CLS acts as a coordinating
mechanism in that it visualizes certain steps in the treatment process so other healthcare professionals
have the opportunity to adjust their work according to the treatment progress.
During patient relocation, the CLS serves as a coordination tool. Both coordinating roles send a
notification in the CLS to the receiving department requesting the transfer of a patient to the receiving
department. Once the receiving department is able to receive the patient, the receiving department accepts
the inquiry in the CLS. The notification field changes color, informing the coordinating nurse/team leader
that the patient can be moved. Once the patient is physically moved out of the department, the
coordinating nurse/team leader moves the patient digitally to the receiving department. The patient
overview on the CLS clears.
In patient discharge, the CLS supports the overview of when a patient is expected to be discharged. That
requires the update of the status bar to display expected time of discharge. During discharge, the
coordinating nurse updates all fields in the status bar and removes the patient from the CLS. The patient
overview clears.
The above analysis shows an overall perceived fit of the CLS with the sub-tasks found in the integrated
unit. In general, healthcare professionals in the integrated unit are able and willing to use the CLS in
performing the different sub-tasks. During several instances healthcare professionals expressed how
important the CLS is in performing the different sub-tasks. The environment of the emergency room,
however, offers rather little opportunity to use the CLS extensively as the patient throughput exhibit high
velocity. The willingness of healthcare professionals to use the CLS, but the ability to do so is inhibited

88

All extended documentation about patients happens in the EPJ.
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by a fast patient throughput. On the bed side, the use of the CLS follows a more structured approach due
to a lower velocity of patient throughput encouraging the use of the CLS throughout patient throughput.
From a people-centric view, perceived ease of use was high on the bed side of the unit. Using the CLS
throughout the treatment process was effort-free due to two factors. The locations of the screens offered
easy access and the interfaces themselves were easy to use 89. Perceived ease of use was lower on the
emergency room side due to the fast throughput of patients and thus little time to use the CLS as
compared to the bed side of the unit. However, healthcare professionals in the emergency room expressed
their satisfaction with the CLS on numerous occasions which resulted in the motivation to use the CLS.
Both sides of the unit exhibited a high level if usefulness of the CLS. As providing emergency department
services to patients is a team effort, healthcare professionals on both side of the unit were highly
motivated to use. This motivation acted as a driver of use.
From a social point of view, healthcare professionals use the CLS due to the dependencies of others on
being able to retrieve treatment process relevant information in order to both coordinate between one
another and decide not only which patient to treat next but also how to proceed in the treatment process.
Healthcare professionals on both sides expected colleagues to use the CLS in order for other healthcare
professionals to be to follow patients’ treatment progresses.
As a result, all three drivers to use the CLS were present during day shifts.
ii.

Analysis of Variations in System Usage across Shifts

The lower part of Figure 6.2 shows how work unfolds during the night. Changes are highlighted in red.
As depicted, major changes incorporate actors signifying a patient’s need for emergency department
services, the team leader on the bed side of the integrated unit, the emergency physician, ward rounds,
and relocation and discharge of patients. In the following, I elaborate on these differences and present
results regarding variations in the use of the CLS.
People
As depicted in Table 6. 1, the number of people at work during night shift reduces. During night shifts,
the integrated unit hosts four nurses occupying different roles. A single nurse assumes the role of the
coordinating nurse. The responsibilities of acquiring and maintaining an overview of the emergency
room and triaging newly arrived patient remain the same. As the role of the team leader on the bed side
89

Healthcare professionals on the bed side of the unit remarked occasionally that the command room offers rather little space
in front of the screen displaying the CLS as compared to the emergency room. However,
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of the unit disappears, the coordinating nurse on the emergency room side assumes some responsibilities
of the team leader during night shifts. A nurse states:
“But during nights, you are the coordinator for the entire unit […] We don’t really have
a team leader during nights […] so you have an expectation about that the coordinating
nurse has an ell-encompassing overview […] It is like standing on a chair and gaze out
over it all and see how the [integrated unit] functions.” (1:12)
Another nurse confirms:
“At night […] you are both the team leader and the coordinating nurse.” (1:3)
As the team leader also assumes the role of an intake nurse during day shifts, the coordinating nurse
incorporates the responsibilities of three roles during night shifts. The unit further employs two
emergency room nurses and one intake nurse during night shifts. As compared to day shifts, work during
nights can be classified as functional. The division of labor remains the same, as all nurses occupy
different roles 90 during both day and night shifts. During day shifts, the different nurses stay within their
side of the unit 91 as well as within their roles. However, during night shifts, the perception of division
between the emergency room side and bed side of the unit changes. Nurses perceive the unit as one big
unit instead of two sides within the same unit. A nurse states:
“During the night, you are not so divided. You help each other out […] and you may
have patients in both the [emergency room and the bed side] during nights. So, we are
just together and assist one another [with the different tasks].” (1:3)
Another nurses adds:
“During night shifts, we work closely together, because, first of all, we are not such a
big unit anyways and we are only the four of us at work […]” (1:12)

90

In general, all nurses work all shifts and assume different roles within their range of competencies. However, nurses that
have been working in the integrated unit for a relatively long time usually occupy the roles of coordinating nurse and team
leader, as these roles require a solid understanding of the workplace with its different work processes, procedures, routines,
and healthcare professionals. Additionally, some of the nurses in the emergency room underwent a supplemental education
enabling them to perform additional tasks such as ordering X-rays or stitching small wounds autonomously without consulting
or awaiting a physician first.
91
If one of the side of the integrated unit experiences a high influx of patients and works to its capacity, nurses from the other
side help out in order to manage the influx and ensure a regular and uninterrupted patient flow. The coordinating nurse/team
leader informs the team leader/coordinating nurse and asks for help.
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As described above, one role working across both units is the medical secretary. During night shifts, two
medical secretaries are responsible for writing patient journals. During day shifts, medical secretaries
write patient journal entries for the integrated unit, but during night shifts medical secretaries are
responsible for writing patient journal entries for the entire hospital. As a result, medical secretaries
prioritize writing patient journal entries for other departments than the integrated unit. A medical
secretary states:
“At night, our main responsibility is to write. […] We write journal entries for the entire
[hospital] and see what we can achieve for our [unit in terms of writing]. During some
nights, we just write and write and write.” (1:2)
The role of the emergency physician disappears. The emergency department hosts only one senior
physician/flowmaster, 92 who is responsible for seeing all high-priority patients in the entire emergency
department during night shifts.
Some healthcare professionals indicated difficulties working during night shifts. For example, a
coordinating nurse states that it is rather difficult to sleep during the day and be well-rested for a night
shift. The nurse states:
“For me, it is difficult to sleep during the day. It is difficult to come to work and be
fresh.” (1:7)
Another healthcare professionals confirms:
“[At night] it is hard. Because your body has automatically adapted to that it is night
time. For me it is particularly hard to sit in front of a screen during night shifts.” (1:2)
During my observations, nurses would casually comment on how they perceive night shifts as compared
to day shifts. An example shows:
“After the coordinating nurse has treated the patients, the nurse talks to the emergency
room nurse about their effectiveness during night shifts.” (Observation, coordinating
nurse, May 26, night shift)

92
I describe in more detail the role of the senior physician/flowmaster in subchapter 6.b. The reason for this is that the senior
physician/flowmaster is physically located in the specialized unit. Additionally, a number of residents and attending
physicians are on call in the integrated unit, so patients are seen usually by a resident first and, if required, by an attending
physician afterward. The on-call attending physicians, as during the day, are associated with other in-house departments.
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In their conversation, the two nurses discussed how they perceive working during night shifts related to
personal physical and mental impacts. Another observation shows the same pattern:
“The intake nurse agrees with the coordinating nurse to take a nap. We go over to the
break room and meet another nurse from the unit. The two nurses talk about the different
patients in the unit. The topic changes to the two needing some rest.” (Observation,
intake nurse, May 17, night shift)
Task
During night shifts, the overall task of the integrated unit to provide emergency department services to
patients remains the same. It still contributes with performing certain sub-tasks in order to provide
emergency department services by receiving certain kinds of patients. 93 The sub-tasks of patient
admission, patient treatment, and patient discharge and relocation remain as part of the overall task.
Every sub-task contains a number of steps taken to perform these sub-tasks as a whole contributing to
the overall task. However, the execution of these sub-tasks changes, and some sub-tasks are omitted by
postponing them to the next day shift.
The admission of the patient remains the same during night shifts. The pre-admission nurse forwards the
patient’s information to the unit and sends a text message informing the unit that the patient is on the
way. Since it is only the role of the coordinating nurse at work during the night shift, this role receives
all notifications about patients on the way to the unit. The same holds true for the calls once the patient
enters the waiting room and a medical secretary welcomes the patient. As the roles are not as strictly
divided during night shifts as during the day, it is not always the coordinating nurse that triages the newly
arrived patient during the night. Assigning intake/emergency room nurses and beds to newly arrived
patients is still done by the coordinating nurse; however, the nurses work more autonomously together
across the two sides of the unit in that they take on sub-tasks more independently as compared to day
shifts. A nurse states:
“I think the amazing thing to work at night is that we help each other all together,
whereas during the day, we stick to our tasks more or less.” (1:12)

93

I previously outlined the kinds of patients that the integrated unit receives. The emergency room side receives patient with
injuries, and the bed side receives patients suffering from a number of different illnesses in the categories of orthopedics,
urology, gynecology, and medical patients that are not received at the specialized unit. It is the pre-admission nurse deciding
to which unit medical patients go. As a rule of thumb, medical patients with a potential lighter progress of their illness go to
the integrated unit.
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As during day shifts, the emergency physician is responsible for seeing all high-priority patients. During
night shifts, the responsible emergency physician is physically located in the specialized unit and the
nurse triaging/receiving the newly arrived patient informs the emergency physician in case the patient
has a high-priority triage. 94 As during day shifts, a treatment plan is made for each patient. The nurses
attend to patients’ treatment to the extent it is necessary; however, the focus is on the patient being able
to rest and thus, extended treatment is pushed to the next day shift. A nurse states:
“Sometimes at night, if you think there is something that is less acute, you don’t initiate
something big [with regard to treatment].” (1:1)
During night shifts, the level of dependency in performing the different sub-tasks reduces. One reason is
the omission and postponement of some of the sub-tasks to the next day shift. The different nurses still
depend on one another in the admission of a patient, however, as the boundaries of the different roles are
not understood in such a strict manner, the different nurses perform sub-tasks that are specific to different
nurse roles. An example is the intake nurse triaging a newly arrived patient as well as receiving the same
patient. Another example is the coordinating nurse receiving a newly arrived patient in the emergency
room. In such, performing the different sub-tasks becomes more individual.
During night shifts, the bed side of the unit omits discharging and relocating patients. A nurse states:
“There is such a rule, that [we don’t relocate patients] after 11 p.m. Of course, if there
is [a patient] that needs to go to [the intensive care unit], then [the patient] has to [be
relocated].” (1:1)
Another physician adds:
“[…] There may be some […] patients who have been evaluated […] that they can be
discharged the following day and therefore they are not moved to the [another]
department if there is room in the emergency department.” (3:1)
During my observations, patients remained on the bed side of the unit during nights. Relocation as well
as discharge happened before the night shift began. If a patient arrived during night shifts, the patient
also remained on the bed side of the unit. One reason is the change in the execution of patient treatment
practices. As the previous quote, “if you think there is something that is less acute, you don’t initiate

94

During night shifts, a number of residents from different specialties are in the emergency room. Attending physicians are
on call and are consulted and called to the integrated unit if necessary.
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something big,” indicates, relocating patients does not take place, as it constitutes a major endeavor in
which not only are a number of healthcare professionals from the integrated unit involved, but also the
receiving department has to make sure that a bed is available, potentially meaning a relocation or
discharge of patients in the receiving departments.
The emergency room discharges some patients during night shifts. Once a patient is treated and ready to
be discharged, the patient usually leaves. One reason is the type of patients that the emergency department
receives. For example, a patient suffering a small wound that needs stitching does not remain in the
emergency room after the nurse 95 attends to the wound. Other factors are the actual time and the
occupancy rate of the emergency room.
Coordination
Some of the coordinating mechanisms change during night shifts. The integrated unit still employs the
role of a coordinating nurse responsible for organizing nurse colleagues and their respective tasks. As
the coordinating nurse incorporates the responsibilities of the roles of the intake nurse and the team leader
during night shifts, nurse colleagues’ perception of the coordinating nurse changes and thus the way the
coordinating nurse organizes the different nurse roles changes. Instead of a top-down coordination
approach, coordination happens in a bottom-up fashion. A nurse states:
“[At night] it is more so that the [other nurses] come to me and say, ‘We could use some
help’ and then I ensure they receive the help they need with what they are doing.” (1:12)
As the quote indicates, during night shifts, nurses approach the coordinating nurse. During day shifts, it
is the coordinating nurse and/or the team leader that approaches the nurse if assistance is needed.
During night shifts, triage colors are still used to rank patients according to the severity of illness or injury
and thus the sequence in which healthcare professionals treat patients. Besides the triage color itself,
during night shifts other factors play a major role in determining the sequence in which patients are
treated. A nurse states:
“The time of day is [a crucial factor] in triaging patients. […] They often have been in
the process [through the out-of-hours GP] for a long time already once I take over. So

95

Only certain emergency room nurses are allowed to, for example, stitch wounds. The integrated unit strives to have a certain
person assigned to fill this demand during night shifts in order to avoid keeping patients that can be treated in a relatively
short period of time from taking spaces in the emergency room.
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their wait time has started a long time ago. So you can sometimes very well say ‘[These
patients] should be prioritized in line.’” (1:12)
During patient admission, beside the triage color of a patient, triaging nurses pay particular attention to
a number of non-illness- or -injury-related factors. A nurse states:
“[At night], I push [the patient] faster through the process. I give [the patient] a higher
priority indicated by the triage color. There are many factors that determine this.”
(1:12)
The previous quotes regarding triage color show that triage colors are assigned not only based on the
illness or injury. With regard to the emergency physician, who is physically located in the specialized
unit during night shifts and responsible for seeing all high-priority triage patients, the triage color
becomes a strategic tool for triaging nurses in the integrated unit. As the emergency physician has to see
all high-priority triage patients, triaging nurses indicate a high-priority triage, requiring the emergency
physician to come to the integrated unit. During night shifts, the emergency physician prioritizes highpriority triage patients in the specialized unit over these in the integrated unit. 96 By accumulating more
high-priority triage patients, the triaging nurses in the integrated unit signal a greater need for the
emergency physician to come to the integrated unit.
During patient treatment, the conference held before ward rounds begin is omitted. This is a result of
both the change in discharge and relocation practices as well as reduction in number of healthcare
professionals at work and their physical location. 97
Another change in coordination mechanisms is personal interactions. During night shifts, personal
interaction as a means of coordinating sub-tasks is more frequent than during the day.
“On the way back to the command room, the intake nurse meets the team leader and
informs the team leader about the patient’s condition the intake nurse just had seen do
triage the patient. […] The intake then speaks to the physician in the team room about
the newly arrived patient and they decide to order blood tests. […] On the way back to

96

High-priority triage patients need to be seen by the emergency physician within a certain time period. The emergency
physician is usually aware of how much time has passed since the arrival of the high-priority triage patients (visible on the
screens displaying the CLS hanging in the specialized unit) and prioritizes high-priority triage patients in the specialized unit
before going to the integrated unit to see high-priority triage patients there keeping the required time periods. High-priority
triage patients in the integrated unit wait longer for the emergency physician than the ones in the specialized unit.
97
In particular, the physical location of the attending physicians on call and the senior physician responsible for the treatment
of patients in the entire emergency department. I elaborate upon responsibilities of this role in sub-chapter 6.b.
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the command room she meets one of the pre-admission nurses, who tells the intake that
one of the patients went home.” (Observation, intake nurse, May 17, night shift)
The reduction in the number of healthcare professionals leads to an increase in personal interaction. The
interaction between the different healthcare professionals is less structured as compared to day shifts and
spans over both sides of the unit. As the execution of some parts of patient treatment, such as discharge
and relocation, change or the sub-tasks are omitted and postponed to the next day shift, the need for a
structured coordination is reduced.
During the night shifts, coordinating happens in a less structured way, both between the different nurse
roles and between nurse roles and the emergency physician. The CLS and telephones are still tools used
in order to coordinate between healthcare professionals during the different phases through which a
patient travels.
Information system
During night shifts, the Information System in the integrated unit, with the CLS on both desktop
computers and screens hanging in different locations, the EPJ, the hospital’s communication system for
phone calls, the specific computer programs used by specialist, and the whiteboard remain the same. In
particular, the CLS does not change in term of interface on the screens hanging in the different locations
and the desktop computers. However, the use of the CLS by healthcare professionals changes.
During night shifts, patient admission in the CLS proceeds as previously described. The pre-admission
forwards the patient profile in the CLS to the integrated unit where the patient is listed on the CLS. Once
the patient arrives in the waiting room, the medical secretary informs the coordinating nurse. As role
boundaries merge, the decision of who triages the patient and receives the patient is made more ad hoc.
The medical secretary registers the patient in the EPJ and then moves the patient digitally in the CLS to
one of the rooms or a bed in the emergency room. In addition, the medical secretary opens the respective
pre-defined treatment packages shown in the status bar. Once this step is complete, the further use of the
CLS changes.
As described previously, due to the vibrant environment with a fast patient flow in the emergency room,
healthcare professionals already use the CLS in a rather spare, less-structured manner. The bed side of
the unit uses the CLS in a rather structural manner, so changes in the use of the CLS during night shifts
are more evident and prevalent on the bed side of the unit. The below describes changes in the use of the
CLS, however, relates to both sides of the unit.
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As some of the sub-tasks are postponed to the next day shift, healthcare professionals change to use the
CLS or omit to use it for a number of reasons. First, since some sub-tasks are postponed to the next day
shift, the need to use the CLS in order to coordinate between healthcare professionals is reduced. The
reduction in the need to coordinate leads to update delays or even update omission. Another reason is the
change in role boundaries and the resulting approach to perform certain sub-tasks. As work becomes
more individual, the need for using the CLS is reduced. This connects to the previous point, that the need
for coordination between healthcare professionals is reduced.
The actual use of the CLS during night shifts is a routine task that has been carried over from the day
shift. Healthcare professionals use the CLS more out of habit 98 than out of actual need to retain an
overview of current patients and their process in the treatment process. A nurse states:
“It is very different how much you use [the CLS]. During nights, you are actually not as
good [updating the CLS as compared to day shifts]. I don’t know, somehow the pace [in
the unit] goes down. […] I think it is the difference in personnel.” (1:1)
A note during my observation indicates:
“It seems like the CLS is only being used since it is there most of the time updates are
made after everything has happened. As compared to other shifts (day shifts), it seems
more compliance-driven: Update for the sake of updating.” (Observation, coordinating
nurse, May 16, night shift)
Updates happen more spontaneously and do not follow a structural approach, but follow a batch approach
during which a larger number of updates happen at the same time. During several observations, I
observed healthcare professionals update the entire screens by going through all the patients currently in
the unit and updating their status bars. The most prominent time to batch update is right before the next
day shift begins. An observation shows:
“The coordinating nurse goes over to the screen in the command room and updates the
status bar and highlights all activities green in one go. She then continues to update the
different nurses from the next day shift.” (Observation, coordinating nurse, May 19,
night shift)

98

Generally, healthcare professionals agree that the CLS is an indispensable tool during all work shifts. Some are aware that
the use changes, though the rationale behind it is often not apperceived.
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With regard to the triage color as a tool for coordination, healthcare professionals regularly update the
color of high-priority triage patients in the CLS, for two reasons. First, it give the healthcare professionals
not only a tool to determine in which sequence to attend to patients, but also a tool supporting healthcare
professionals in being particularly aware of patients in need of more intense care. The visualization on
the CLS supports this. The second reason is to signal to the emergency physician, who is physically
located in the specialized unit during night shifts and is able to see all patients in the integrated unit on
the CLS, that a patient awaits initial treatment. As the update of the high-priority trial color on the CLS
is visible to the emergency physician, the CLS becomes a strategic tool for healthcare professionals in
the integrated unit.
Comparting day and night shifts from the perspective of the drivers outline in chapter 2, one main driver
remains. From an organization-centric point of view, the above outline of the use of the CLS shows a
perceived overall fit between the CLS and the individual sub-tasks of patient admission, patient
treatment, and patient discharge and relocation. Healthcare professionals emphasized on numerous
occasions that the CLS supports their everyday work to a great extent. An example shows:
“[The CLS] is a very useful working tool.” (1:9)
Healthcare professionals are willing and able to use the CLS as it not only supports the individual subtasks, but also the coordination between them by offering healthcare professionals to closely follow the
progress of the individual patients and the healthcare professionals involved. The change in the use of
the CLS during night shifts shows a weakening of the fit between the CLS and individual sub-tasks. The
functionality of the CLS remains, however, in some instances usage becomes obsolete due to contextual
factors dominating how work unfolds during night shifts. The importance for patients to obtain
uninterrupted rest dominates the logic underlying organization-centric models outlined in chapter 2. The
use of an information system is then not exclusively a matter of the fit between the tasks in the
organization and the level or representation of these tasks in the information system, but also contextual
factors that pertain to different work shifts. The change in the perception of the CLS among healthcare
professionals results from organization-centered factors, such as staffing decisions. Healthcare
professionals using the CLS in a strategic manner shows the change. Contextual factors leading to the
omission and postponement of certain sub-tasks lead to a reduced objective fit. The reduced objective fit
explains the change in the use of the CLS during night shifts.
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From a people-centric perspective, motivation to use the CLS changes. As work becomes more
individual, using the CLS is a matter of self-coordination rather than a dependency on other the healthcare
professionals. As the perception of the CLS changes to being a strategic tool, healthcare professionals
are motivated to use the CSL in order to achieve a certain goal that lies outside the initial goal of the CLS
providing an overview of the patient’s progress in the treatment process.
From a social perspective, the use of the CLS is not dependent any longer on the dependency of other
the healthcare professionals within the same night shift, but rather the next day shift. Batch-updating
practices at the end of night shifts show these dependencies. As healthcare professionals generally work
all work shifts, they are highly motivated to use the CLS as expectations among one another are high.
In the following, I answer my research question based on the findings from the integrated unit in how
the healthcare professionals use the CLS in providing emergency department services to patients. I
distinguish between day and night to show the shift work aspect of my research question. I abstract from
the CLS to information system. Table 6. 4 gives an overview.
Table 6. 4 Answering the research question – integrated unit.
Shift
Results
Day
The information system support all phases of patient throughout.
Use of the information system is low already one side of the unit.
Each nurse stays within the assigned role when performing the different task and uses the
information system.
Each nurse role is typically involved in a certain number of tasks.
Healthcare professionals use the information system usually in a structured manner.
Night
General tendency of reduced use or even non-use.
Functionality of the information system remains to support all phases of patient
throughput.
Number of tasks for each nurse role is involved in varies.
Actual use of the information system occurs at a particular point in time.
Certain tasks are omitted or postpone to next work shift.
As the Table 6. 4 shows, during day shifts the information system supports all phases a patient travels
through ranging from patient admission, patient treatment, through patient relocation and discharge. The
use of the information system is low already on one side of the unit, indicating a deviation from
prescribed use. Each nurse role is typically involved in a certain number of task and remain within the
particular role during day shifts to perform these tasks. The use of the information system in supporting
task execution generally follows a structured manner with frequent and structured updates.
During night shifts, the functionality to perform the different tasks remains. As some tasks are, however,
omitted or postponed to the next work shift, the use of the information system reduces. The reduction
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mostly relates to these omitted or postponed task. In some instance use is completely omitted. The
number of tasks of each nurse role to perform increases during night shifts. Actual use of the information
system occurs mostly at a particular point in time, right before shift change, and is temporally detached
from the actual task execution. Specialized Unit
In the following, I present the results obtained from my analysis of the specialized unit. I follow the same
logic as before for the integrated unit and start by outlining a patient’s way through the specialized unit.
I then present results for each individual component of my integrated model. After this, I present
variations in the use of the CLS in day and night shifts.
Figure 6. 3 outlines the specialized unit and shows a patient’s way through the unit during both day and
night. As before, for the sake of readability and maintaining a coherent picture of the unit, I present the
figure here and refer back to it in the course of the analysis.
Figure 6. 3 Patients’ path through the specialized unit, day and night

As depicted in the figure, once the pre-admission has forwarded the patient’s information to the
specialized unit, a coordinating nurse assigns the patient an intake nurse, a room, and a bed. The medical
secretary supplies the patient’s information to the intake nurse. Upon the patient’s arrival, the intake
nurse triages the patient. Depending on the triage color, a physician sees the patient. If a patient remains
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in the integrated unit, the patient awaits ward rounds. An emergency physician conducts the ward rounds.
If the patient’s illness demands further treatment, the patient is relocated to the appropriate in-house
department. If the treatment process is completed, the patient is discharged.
i.

Analysis of System Usage based on Integrated Model

The presentation of the results for each of the components of my analytical model follows the same logic
as before for the integrated unit. Table 6. 5 summarizes the results for each of the individual components
and shows their relationship with regard to the CLS.
Table 6. 5 Differences between day and night shift in the specialized unit.
Component

Result
Reduction in number.
Team and role
People
boundaries merge.
Responsibilities
integrate.
Admission Remains the same
Triage and initial
consultation.
Treatment
Extended treatment
Task
postponed.
Discharge Omitted/postponed to
Relocation next day shift.
Conferences omitted,
Happens in a bottom-up
Coordination
fashion,
Personal interaction
between teams increases.
CLS, print-out 99, EPJ,
telephones, screen
IS
displaying all patients in
the hospital.

Relationship

The execution of tasks
change:
• Tasks do not remain in
the realm of a
particular role.
• Execution more
individual, perception
of one big team.

Using the CLS to
coordinate different subtasks changes due to:
• Omission of certain
sub-tasks.
• Visualization/signaling
for senior physician.

The use of the
CLS changes:
• Updates
follow ad
hoc
approach,
though
print-outs
“updated”.
• Use
rendered
redundant in
some
instances.

In the following, I present the individual components of my integrated model for the integrated unit and
outline in more detail the results shown in Table 6. 5.
People

99
Pint-outs are still used during nights, however, the act of actually printing the CLS from a desktop computer is sometimes
omitted as no structure/routine is set during night shifts. The medical secretary, who prints during the day, is physically located
in the integrated unit and can therefore not print.
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During day shifts, the specialized unit employs one coordinating nurse. The role’s main responsibility
lies in creating and maintaining a patient flow through the specialized unit by ensuring healthcare
professionals 100 perform the respective work processes in such way that patients move through the
specialized unit in a steady and continuous manner. A nurse states:
“[The] coordinator [...] sits in the [command room] and decided who receives [the next
patient] and calls [the intake nurses] and says ‘[...] can you receive a new patient now?
A patient has just arrived by ambulance and is in room 19. Can you receive there?’ and
then [the intake nurse] says ‘Yes, I can definitely do that’” (2:2)
The coordinating nurse remains in the command room and manages the patient flow through the
specialized unit. A nurse states:
“At all times, [the] coordinator keeps track of who received a patient last and whose
turn is it next [to receive a patient] and who has the least patients now. [There are]
many many many many considerations regarding [the patients]. [The coordinating
nurse] prioritizes and considers [how to process] throughout the entire process. So there
are many considerations behind it, and get everything to flow as smooth as possible.”
(2:2)
In addition, the coordinating nurse is responsible for the morning conference held among nurses from
different departments, during which nurses report the expected number of discharges so that both the
integrated and the specialized unit can plan how many patients to relocate to the individual in-house
departments.
Besides the coordinating nurse, the specialized unit employs five primary nurses during day shifts. The
main responsibility of the primary nurse is to treat already admitted patients. In addition to the five
primary nurses, the specialized unit hosts the same number of intake nurses during day shifts. An intake
nurse’s responsibility is to receive and triage newly arrived patients and follow them throughout the
treatment process.

100
The coordinating nurse is responsible for nurse colleagues. Physicians work more independently with regard to the
responsibility of patient flow. Formally, the flowmaster in the specialized unit has the overall responsibility of patient flow
through the entire emergency department.
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A nurse states:
“When you are [in the role of the intake nurse], you also receive new patients that
arrive.” (2:7)
The intake nurse and primary nurses work in teams, so that an intake nurse and a primary nurse work in
pairs and are jointly responsible for a certain number of patients 101 in the specialized unit. Besides
receiving and triaging newly arrived patients, the intake nurse supports the primary nurse in the daily
treatment of the already admitted patients. A nurse states:
“When I meet for work in the morning and I am [the intake nurse] in the team, I am, you
might call it, ‘the errand boy.’ So, I am the one who does the things that [the primary]
needs to be done, and what she needs I do.” (2:7)
During day shifts, three medical secretaries work in the specialized unit. Their main responsibilities are
to write admission journals for new patients and to admit patients to the specialized unit by entering
patients’ data into the EPJ. One of the medical secretaries is located in the command room of the
specialized unit.
As depicted in Table 6. 1, two emergency physicians work during day shifts in the specialized unit. The
emergency physician’s main responsibility is to conduct ward rounds and treat newly arriving patients
with a low-priority triage. 102 The differences between the two emergency physicians are the type of
patients 103 they treat and who is responsible for conducting ward rounds.
Task
As outline above, the overall task of the integrated unit is to provide emergency department services to
patients. The specialized unit represents the second unit of the emergency department. The unit
contributes to accomplishing the overall task by performing certain sub-tasks in order to provide

101

A primary nurse and an intake nurse share the overall responsibility for already admitted patients and patients arriving
during the shift. The coordinating nurse decides at the beginning of the shift, if the previous coordinating nurse from the night
shift has not already assigned the nurses to current patients, which primary nurse is responsible for which patient.
102
Residents help the emergency physician with conducting ward rounds and treating low-priority triage patients as a part of
their medical training. In practice, it is the resident who either treats low-priority patients (consulting with the emergency
physician if necessary) or follows the emergency physician when treating a patient. The resident always reports back to the
emergency physician.
103
The specialized unit tries to make a distinction between medical and surgical patients, with one emergency physician for
each of the two types of patients. Due to the responsibility of one of the emergency physicians of conducting ward rounds,
the distinction does not hold constantly.
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emergency department services by receiving certain kinds of patients. 104 As before, the overall task is
divided into sub-tasks: patient admission, patient treatment, and patient discharge and relocation.
Once a patient places the demand for emergency department services, the pre-admission nurse accepts
the demand and collects all relevant information about the patient. The pre-admission nurse then initiates
the next step in patient admission by forwarding the demand with the information of the patient to the
specialized unit. In the specialized unit, the coordinating nurse is notified about the patient on the way.
Depending on the illness, the coordinating nurse then decides which intake nurse receives the new
patient. Once the patient arrives at the specialized unit, the medical secretary located in the command
room welcomes the patient and informs the coordinating nurse about the arrival. 105 If the patient arrives
by ambulance, the coordinating nurse or the secretary informs the paramedics of the patient’s assigned
room. The coordinating nurse then informs the intake nurse about the new patient and in which room the
patient is located. The intake nurse meets and triages the patient. If the patient walks into the specialized
unit, he or she waits for the intake nurse in the waiting area. The intake nurse then follows the patient to
the assigned room. A nurse states:
“A regular receiving process […] we have some standard procedures we go through.
For example, we always measure [a patient’s] blood pressure, pulse, temperature, and
oxygen saturation […] And then it depends on what [the patients] come with […]. It is
us, the [intake] nurses, that triage [the patients] depending on [these things] and the
level of consciousness.” (2:7)
Once the intake nurse has triaged the new patients, the nurse informs the appropriate physician about the
patient. If the patient has a high-priority triage, the flowmaster sees the patient and conducts an initial
consultation in order to diagnose the patient. After this, the flowmaster creates a treatment plan. If the
patient has a low-priority triage, one of the two emergency physicians or a resident sees the patient,
makes a diagnosis, and creates a treatment plan. Once the emergency physician/resident has created a
treatment plan for the patient, the physician informs the intake nurse of how to proceed with treatment.
The patient enters the stage of patient treatment after the intake nurse has been informed about the plan.
Each patient receives an individual treatment plan that depends on a number of factors such as the illness
of the patient, pre-existing conditions, or pre-prescribed medications. Patients are categorized according

104
The specialized unit receives medical and surgical patients. The pre-admission nurse decides to which unit medical patients
go. As a rule of thumb, medical patients with a potential lighter progress of their illness go to the integrated unit.
105
As both roles sit in the command room, once a new patient arrives, both roles often recognize and communicate about the
patient directly upon arrival.
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to their illness, and depending on the categorization, an overall treatment procedure supports the actual
treatment in that it offers guidelines, recommendations, and an overall framework for how to proceed.
On a lower level, however, each treatment plan is individually tailored to the patient. The severity of the
patient’s illness requires the emergency physician or intake nurse to follow up on and evaluate the
patient’s conditions within certain time intervals. 106
Patients who have been admitted to the specialized unit on an earlier date await ward rounds. Ward
rounds are conducted by one of the emergency physicians with the help of residents. Residents work
under direct or indirect supervision of the emergency physician and report back to the emergency
physician on a continuous basis. During ward rounds, the emergency physician/resident follows up on
the patient and either creates a plan outlining steps to be taken in order to discharge the patient, or updates
the treatment plan with respect to how to proceed in treating the patient. The primary nurse continues
with the treatment of the already admitted patients. A nurse states:
“I read it all [in the EPJ about the patients and their previous treatment], because I
need to know, with what [the patients] arrived and how far we are in the process with
test results and so on, if I can get them home and such things […] And then [I] follow
up on and see what medicine to give […] and then I go out and take a look at the patients
and talk to them.” (2:3)
During the day, the primary nurse receives support from the intake nurse in treating patients. A nurse
states:
“[I] delegate to my [teammate], […] depending on how we divided [the work] between
us.” (2:3)
Once the treatment process is complete, the patient is discharged from the specialized unit. If the
treatment process is to be continued in another department, the patient is relocated. The decision to
relocate the patient is made by the emergency physician or the flowmaster. If the treatment process can
be completed within 48 hours of admission, 107 the patient stays within the specialized unit. If the

106

See footnotes 94 and 95. TOKS is also used in the specialized unit to evaluate patients. Depending on the triage color, time
intervals are defined. High-priority triage patients’ time intervals for evaluation are shorter than for patients with a low-priority
triage.
107
Patients awaiting surgery are relocated to the medical surgery department and, if necessary, relocated from there to the
appropriate in-house department. Patients usually do not return to the specialized unit (or emergency department in general).
In rare cases, patients are move out of the specialized unit in order to free up beds for newly arriving patients.
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emergency physician/flowmaster believes the treatment process requires a longer stay, the patient is
relocated to the respective in-house department for further treatment.
During day shifts, the way work unfolds follows a structural division. Healthcare professionals in their
different roles remain in the assigned role while executing the different sub-tasks of patient admission,
patient treatment, and patient discharge and relocation. Team members remain in their teams. Within
each team, work can be characterized structurally divided. Not only are the different roles highly
dependent on one another, but so are team members as they work to provide emergency department
services to patients. An example is the coordinating nurse, who is highly dependent on the pre-admission
nurse during patient admission. In order to create and maintain a steady and continuous patient flow
through the specialized unit, the coordinating nurse relies on the pre-admission nurse to forward relevant
information about patients on the way. Another dependency shows in the intake nurse, who awaits
notification from the coordinating nurse or medical secretary about newly arrived patients. The treatment
process can first commence once the intake nurse has triaged the patient. As for the primary nurse, the
nurse awaits an updated treatment plan after the conduction of ward rounds before being able to continue
with the treatment of the patient.
Coordination
The specialized unit employs a number of coordinating mechanisms in order to ensure a fluent course of
providing healthcare services to patients. As previously outlined, the overall task is divided into subtasks of patient admission, patient treatment, and patient discharge or relocation. A coordination
mechanism is to assign healthcare professionals to certain roles they occupy during a particular work
shift. The individual roles determine who is responsible for which sub-tasks and support healthcare
professionals in both distinguishing between different responsibilities and staying within the boundaries
of a particular role. For each role, a formal description is available, outlining the respective
responsibilities.
The work schedule serves as another coordination mechanism. At the beginning of the work shift, a
schedule shows which healthcare professional occupies which role during the work shift. This supports
healthcare professionals in deciding whom to interact with, talk to, and relate to during the process of
providing healthcare services.
During patient admission, the specialized unit employs two coordinating mechanisms. The first
mechanism is the employment of the pre-admission. As outlined previously, the pre-admission is the first
point of contact of the patient with the hospital. The pre-admission nurse coordinates the inflow of
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patients by determining to which unit the patient goes. As the pre-admission regulates which patients
enter the specialized unit, it contributes to an uninterrupted inflow as well as patient flow through the
specialized unit. Another coordination mechanism is the employment of the role of the coordinating
nurse. As this role is responsible for managing the patient flow through the unit by assigning nurse
colleagues to patients, the coordinating nurse is a pivotal element in patient admission.
In order to manage and coordinate the treatment processes of a high number of patients, 108 nurses work
in teams of two. A physician is associated with each team. The teams are composed of a primary and an
intake nurse and assigned to either surgical or medical patients. A nurse states:
“When I meet for work in the morning, the first thing I do is take a look at the [CLS] to
see which patients I am assigned to. […] There I can see I am in a team with the surgical
nurse or surgical patients.” (2:4)
The distinction between surgical and medical patients supports healthcare professionals in focusing on a
certain type of patients and coordinating between one another in the team. In addition, it supports
coordination between the team members and the physician. A nurse states:
“It is a bit dependent on how many surgical patients [are in the specialized unit],
sometimes the group [of patients] can be rather small. Other times you can have a lot
of patients, because they have decided to gather all surgical patients in one group.”
(2:4)
Gathering one type of patient and assigning them to a particular team 109 supports healthcare professionals
to determine who to consult, interact with, and talk to.
A prominent coordination mechanism in patient treatment is the triage color. The triage color supports
healthcare professionals in determining the sequence in which they treat patients as well as which
physician is responsible for each patient. As outlined previously, whereas the flowmaster treats all highpriority triage patients, it is the emergency physician, with the help of residents, who treats low-priority
triage patients.
During day shifts, the specialized unit hosts a number of morning conferences aimed at gaining an

108

As outlined previously, the specialized has 31 beds hosting patients suffering medical and surgical illnesses.
The number of teams assigned to the different types of patients depend on the number of patients. Additionally, factors
such as care intensity and overall number of patients in the specialized unit determine how patients are distributed among the
different teams.
109
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overview of patients and healthcare professionals at work. In addition, during morning conferences,
healthcare professionals meet and coordinate who is assigned to which patients and who works in which
team. One common morning conference is held in the specialized unit during which the emergency
physician from the integrated unit is present. The flowmaster directs the conference, during which the
workload (based on the care intensity) is divided among physicians. A physician states:
“[During the] morning conference at 8:00 a.m. in the [integrated unit], all the
emergency department's younger and specialist [physicians] gather [and distribute]
today's work.” (3:1)
In addition to the different physician roles, the coordinating nurse joins the conference in order to acquire
an overview of which physicians are responsible for which patients.
Another morning conference is held among nurse from other in-house departments and the coordinating
nurse from the specialized unit. The team leader from the integrated unit joins the conference. 110 During
this conference, nurses from other in-house departments report the anticipated number of patients to be
discharged in the course of the day shift. A nurse states:
“[During the morning conference] you note down [the number of patients] and how
many [anticipated] discharges.” (2:5)
During different stages of patient admission, treatment, and discharge and relocation, the specialized unit
employs a number of tools to aid coordination. Personal interaction, telephones, the CLS, and printouts
of the CLS are used to coordinate a patient’s way through the specialized unit.
Healthcare professionals are highly mobile and move around for the greater part of the day in order to
provide emergency department services to patients. This offers ample opportunity to personally interact
and coordinate. Personal interactions to coordinate the different sub-tasks are prevalent in the different
stages of patient admission, patient treatment, and patient relocation and discharge. Several observations
confirm face-to-face interaction as a prominent way for exchanging information. An observations shows:
“The primary nurse meets her teammate in one of the office rooms and talks about the
patients on their printouts. They update each other on what is going on with their
patients.” (Observation, primary nurse, January 11, day shift)

110

In the previous sub-chapter, I state that the team leader is part of the morning conference held among nurses from other inhouse departments.
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Personals interactions with regard to patient information stay mostly within each team. In-depth patientrelated information is exchanged between the primary and the intake nurse of each team when
opportunities to do so arise. Information a particular team’s patients is shared with the responsible
physician on a more deliberate basis. 111
Telephones are another tool used to coordinate between both different roles as well as stages a patient
travels through. An example during patient admission is the coordinating nurse calling the respective
intake nurse to inform of the arrival of the new patient. During patient treatment, the phones are mostly
used to call the respective physician to see the patient. Within teams, telephones are used to call and ask
for help when a situation arises in which a nurse requires assistance with treating a patient. During patient
relocation, the coordinating nurse calls the receiving department to inform about the need to move a
patient.
Healthcare professionals use the CLS during all stages a patient travels through. The CLS supports
healthcare professionals in tracking the process of each patient to which they are assigned as well as other
healthcare professionals’ patients. As previously noted, the command can be seen as the power center of
the unit and thus, a go-to point. It facilitates the interaction between healthcare professionals. The screens
of the CLS hang in the command room, offering a visual tool to coordinate and follow how work unfolds.
During relocation of patients, the CLS is used to coordinate and communicate with the receiving
department. The receiving department receives a notification in the CLS requesting the transfer of the
patient. The receiving department answers in the CLS indicating that the receiving department is ready
to receive the patient.
During the day, coordinating happens in a structure way both within each team as well as outside the
team. The same holds true for the coordination of the different sub-tasks between the teams and the
respective physicians.
Information System
In the specialized unit, Information Systems consists of the CLS both on screens hanging in the command
room and on desktop computers, printouts of the CLS, the EPJ, the hospital’s communication system to
receive and make phone calls, a screen giving an overview of the number of all patients in the hospital,
and some additional computer programs used by different physicians depending on their specialty.
Besides the printouts of the CLS, some nurses follow a pen-and-paper approach, noting down short

111

Due to the employment of teams, nurses in a team seek each other out and have a strong sense of affiliation to the team.
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information. An example is the coordinating nurse noting intake nurses’ names and the number of
patients assigned to the individual intake nurses. 112 This supports the coordinating nurse in deciding
which intake nurse receives the next arriving patient.
The CLS is used throughout all stages a patient travels through in the specialized unit. Once the preadmission has forwarded the patient information in the CLS, a patient’s digital administration begins
(Figure 5. 1 and Figure 6. 1).
During shift change in the morning, healthcare professionals from the night and day shift use the CLS to
coordinate the change by briefly going through the patients currently admitted to the specialized unit. At
the same time, nurses see which role they will occupy for the day and who is in their team. A nurse states:
“When I come into work, I go over to [the CLS] and can see which patients I am
assigned to.” (2:4)
The coordinating nurse from the previous night shift assigns nurses from the day shift to patients in the
specialized unit right before the shift change and updates the CLS accordingly. A nurse states:
“The one who has been sitting as [coordinating nurse] at night has chosen [which
nurses take care of which patients].” (2:4)
During the morning conference among the physicians, printouts of the CLS support physicians in going
through current patients in the specialized unit and coordinate how to continue with the treatment of the
individual patients and which physicians see which patients during ward rounds.
During the conference held among nurses from other in-house departments, the CLS helps anticipate
how many patients will move from the specialized unit to other in-house departments and how many
current patients in other in-house departments will be discharged. The CLS provides data on the number
of all patients in the hospital and displays these on a separate screen. A nurse states:

112

I do not go into further detail about the pen-and-paper approach, since all nurses receive a printout of the patients they are
responsible for. The primary nurses print a list of their patients at the beginning of the shift. Intake nurses receive a printout
of the initial report of the patient’s condition from the coordinating nurse once the patient arrives in the specialized unit.
Relevant information about the patients is noted on these printouts, and another piece of paper is only used in case a nurse
forgets the printout at a desktop computer. The coordinating nurse uses a pen-and-paper approach on a more frequent basis in
order to have a quicker overview of the workload of the individual nurses. The approach is a support in using the CLS and
does not replace the use of the CLS in deciding which nurse receives the next patient.
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“Then [the patients] will appear on the list of the screen under 'Discharge.' And [the
current number of patients in the respective departments], it draws it automatically. It
should fit with the number of patients they have on their [CLS].” (2:5)
During patient admission, the medical secretary receives a notification in the CLS 113 from the preadmission informing them about a patient on the way to the specialized unit. At the same time, the patient
appears under a tab on the screen in the command room displaying the CLS. Information comprises basic
notes, including the initial report of the patient’s condition. 114 Once the patient arrives, the intake nurse
receives a printout of the initial report of the patient’s condition and continues to triage the patient. A
nurse states:
”Well, we always read the [initial report of patient’s condition]. I actually receive a
little piece of paper the secretary placed on the coordinating nurse’s desk, a printout.
And [the information on the printout] is the same as on [the CLS screen].” (2:2)
A medical secretary confirms:
“It is such a print screen from [the CLS]. That is what we do when patients are [on the
way to the specialized unit and listed in the CLS], so we print out [an overview of the
patient from the CLS containing the initial report of the patient’s condition] and then
put them over to coordinating nurse.” (2:8)
The medical secretary moves the patient from the list into the assigned room and bed and opens certain
pre-defined treatment packages visible in the status bar of the CLS for each patient. The secretary then
admits the patient in the EPJ. Once the intake nurse has triaged the patient, the nurse updates the CLS
with the respective triage color.
During patient treatment, the primary nurse notes treatment-relevant information such as doses of
medication administered with time stamps or values acquired from the required regular evaluations of
the patient’s condition on the printout of the CLS. The same holds true for the emergency physician.
Possible explanations for both the printouts and using these to write down treatment-relevant information
lie in the location of the screens displaying the CLS, the work space of the emergency physician, and the
size of the unit. Healthcare professionals mentioned during several observations that the location of the

113
Even though the medical secretary is placed right next to the screens displaying the CLS, the secretary uses a desktop
computer with the CLS open (besides other work-relevant programs).
114
The interfaces of the screens are described in Chapter 5.c, and respective screenshots can be found in Appendix F.
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screens displaying the CLS make it useful to have printouts and to note down treatment-relevant
information. As the unit is rather large in size, walking back and forth after treating each patient is
cumbersome and interrupts the flow of treating patients. A nurse states:
“When I am all the way down at the other end of the [unit], I simply write things down
on [the printout].” (2:1)
During patient relocation, the CLS is used as a coordination tool. The coordinating nurse sends a
notification in the CLS to the receiving department requesting the transfer of a patient. Once the receiving
department is ready for the patient, it accepts the request in the CLS, which is then visible on the screens
in the command room of the specialized unit. The notification field changes color, informing the
coordinating nurse that the receiving department awaits the patient. Once the patient is physically moved
out of the specialized unit, the coordinating nurse moves the patient digitally to the receiving department.
The patient overview on the CLS clears.
During patient discharge, the CLS supports the overview of the expected time of discharge for a patient.
That requires the update of the status bar for other healthcare professionals visible. During discharge, the
coordinating nurse updates all fields in the status bar and removes the patient from the CLS. The patient
overview clears.
From the perspective of the drivers of use, as outline in chapter 2, all three drivers were present in the
specialized unit during day shifts. The above analysis shows a perceived fit of the CLS with the sub-tasks
found in the specialized unit during day shifts. As outlined in chapter 2, this fit leads to the willingness
and ability to use the CLS. Healthcare professionals continuously stated their satisfaction with the CLS.
Also, the ability to use the CLS was perceived as high due to both the location of the CLS as well as the
possibility to print out patient-specific information relevant in the treatment process.
From a people-centric perspective, healthcare professionals were highly motivated to use the CLS, since
it offered them a tool to coordinate between one another.
From a social perspective, working in teams increase the motivation to use the CLS in order to keep track
of the progress of the patients assigned to the respective team.
ii.

Analysis of Variations in System Usage across Shifts

The bottom part of Figure 6. 3 shows a patient’s way through the specialized unit during night shifts.
Changes are highlighted in red. Major changes include actors signifying a patient’s need for emergency
department services, the coordinating nurse, the emergency physician, ward rounds, and relocation and
127
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discharge of patients. In the following, I outline these differences in more detail and present results
regarding variations in the use of the CLS in the specialized unit.
People
As outlined in Table 6. 1, the number of people occupying different roles is reduced during night shifts.
Due to the reduction in numbers, the task/responsibilities of some roles change. A single nurse occupies
the role of the coordinating nurse. The nurse is now part of one of the two teams receiving and treating
patients. 115 With regard to the tasks/responsibilities, the coordinating nurse takes over the responsibilities
of either the intake nurse or the primary nurse. A nurse describes:
“As the coordinating nurse in the night I am part of a team. […] There are not too many
tasks to coordinate […] I still need to get an overview over the patients when I arrive
[for the shift]. Of course I need to have an overview over the patients on the way [and]
how the distribution [of admitted patients] is in the two teams. As coordinating nurse in
the night, you are either an intake nurse or a primary nurse.” (2:5)
Another nurse describes:
“During night shifts, I am not a lot in the [command room].” (2:1)
Teamwork continues during the night, with two teams present. As during day shifts, a team consists of a
primary and an intake nurse. However, the boundaries of the team as well as the roles loosen and nurses
are not exclusively responsible for the same pool of patients. 116 A nurse states:
“Not that I don’t think it good a good team work during [day shifts], but it is a whole
different [way of working in the night].” (2:7)
Another example of a change in roles/responsibilities is the role of medical secretary. As compared to
the day shift, medical secretaries write patient journals for the entire hospital during night shifts. The
primary work place of the medical secretary moves to the integrated unit, so that the specialized unit does
not physically host a medical secretary. A medical secretary states:
“Well, [during the night] it is very different, because I show up at [the integrated unit].
All our night shifts are at [the integrated unit], so it is a very different [work space] and
115
116

See Table 6. 1, red boxes.
An example: the intake nurse from Team 1 might be responsible for patients that are assigned to a primary nurse in Team

2.
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some other routines and other colleagues […]. We write journals for the entire
hospital.” (2:9)
Another medical secretary confirms:
“Everyone calls us in the night and says, ‘Can you discharge this patient or admit this
patient?’” (2:8)
Only one senior physician 117 is present in the emergency department during night shifts. This role
combines the responsibilities of the flowmaster and the emergency physician. The role is responsible for
patients in both the integrated as well as the specialized unit. A physician states:
“[My main responsibilities are]: one, the patients who come in are received, treated
and diagnosed correctly. And two, those patients already in the emergency department,
their condition does not worsen […]. And three, that the things that are needed to
proceed quickly the next day are in place and agreed upon.” (3:3)
Task
During night shifts, the tasks in the specialized unit remain the same. The unit still contributes to the
overall task of providing emergency department services to patients by receiving certain kinds of
patients 118 and performing certain sub-tasks such as patient admission, patient treatment, and patient
relocation and discharge. However, the execution of some of these tasks changes during night shifts.
Patient admission remains the same. Once a patient has placed the demand for emergency department
services, the pre-admission nurse informs the unit about the patient on the way by forwarding the
patient’s information and sending a text message to the coordinating nurse. As the responsibilities of the
roles are not as clear-cut as during the day, the decision about who receives the patient is made on a more
ad hoc basis than a beforehand planned decision. Any of the nurses may receive and triage the newly

117

I distinguish between flowmaster, emergency physician, and senior physician in order to indicate that these three roles are
different depending on the work shift. Using either flowmaster or emergency physician leads to confusion as to which role is
present during which work shift. In addition, the senior physician is, in some cases, from another department with which the
emergency department has a collaboration agreement.
118
The specialized unit receives medical and surgical patients.
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arriving patient. 119 The same holds true for the decision of allocating the patient to a room and a bed.120
A nurse states:
”So it is meant that the roles really should be the same [at night]. But I think that you
help each other a little more at night. […] I talk a lot more with my [nurse colleagues]
"What about these blood tests?" […], because there are not so many [physicians] at
night like during the day.” (2:7)
Once the respective nurse has triaged the patient, the nurse informs the appropriate physician about the
patient. In case of a high-priority triage, the senior physician sees the patient and conducts an initial
consultation in order to diagnose the patient. After that the physician creates a treatment plan. If the
patient has a low-priority triage, a resident attends to the patient. Extended treatment of the patient is
postponed to the next day shift. Patients are still treated to the extent necessary; however, if the patient’s
condition permits, the patient waits for the next day shift for further treatment and ward rounds. A
physician states:
“[During nights] it is exclusively about acute admissions. That is red and orange
[high-priority] patients that come in, make sure they are admitted and a treatment
plan is made. But that is all during nights. All the other things have to wait until ward
rounds the next day.” (3:3)
The above quote indicates that ward rounds are omitted during night shifts. Patient admitted in the course
of day await ward rounds the next morning. As with ward rounds, the sub-tasks of patient relocation and
patient discharge are omitted and postponed to the next day shift. One nurse states:
“At the moment, at any rate, we don’t relocate [patients] during the night. We aim to
have everyone relocated until 10 p.m.” (2:6)
Several observations confirmed that patients were neither moved to other departments nor discharged
from the specialized unit during night shifts. During observations, healthcare professionals were
particularly focused on allowing patients to rest. On several occasions, nurses emphasized that patients
needed to rest in order to recover from their illness.

119

The nurses are still a part of one of the two teams; however, team boundaries as well as role boundaries loosen and thus,
any of the nurses receives and triages patients.
120
The specialized unit has a number of single-bed rooms that are used particularly during night shifts to receive new patients.
That way, patients in other multi-bed rooms remain undisturbed. The patient is usually moved to a multi-bed room later, if
space allows.
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During night shifts, work unfolds in a more amorphous way than the structural division during day shifts.
Boundaries of nurse roles as well as team boundaries become more blurred and open, allowing healthcare
professionals to interact more across teams and perform tasks more openly. Even though two teams cover
night shifts, in practice the four nurses form one bigger team and support one another in performing the
different sub-task by assuming responsibilities of the different roles. As compared to day shifts,
healthcare professionals are less dependent on one another as role boundaries blur and nurses assume
responsibilities of the different roles. One reason is the omission and postponement of some of the subtasks to the following day shift. An example is the coordinating nurse that assumes the responsibilities
of either the intake or primary nurse. Once a new patient arrives, the coordinating nurse decided to attend
to the patient. The nurse assigns the patient to a room and bed and triages the patient. As patients await
extended treatment the following day, the coordinating nurse finishes attending to the patient after the
appropriate physician has created a treatment plan. 121
Coordination
During night shifts, some of the coordination mechanisms change. As compared to day shifts the
specialized unit still employs the role of the coordinating nurse who is responsible for creating and
maintaining a patient flow through the unit. As the coordinating nurse now is part of one of the two teams
and additionally assumes responsibilities of either an intake or a primary nurse, the perception of both
the healthcare professionals as well as nurse colleagues toward that role changes. Instead of delegating
the reception to nurse colleagues, indicating a top-down approach, the coordinating nurse now attends to
patients and is actively involved in patient throughput. Due to this change, coordination happens in a
more bottom-up or joint fashion. A nurse states:
“[…] it is a whole different [way of working in the night]. […]” (2:7)
Team work remains during night shifts; however, the perception of team boundaries as well as role
boundaries changes. Whereas nurses in a team stay within the boundaries of their team and report to each
other during the day, team work during night shifts is characterized by a more blurred, open delineation
of who is a part of which team. From observations, it seems rather that all four nurses work in one team
and all responsibilities are shared to some extent. The distinction between teams attending to either
surgical or medical patients vanishes.

121
Patients are monitored and evaluated frequently deepening on the severity of their illness. Nurses continue to attend to the
patients if the patient’s condition requires further immediate treatment. If the condition permits, nurses encourage patients to
sleep during night shifts and try to interrupt as little as possible.
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Conferences held in order to coordinate patient treatment are omitted. This is a result of both the change
in discharge and relocation practices as well as the reduction in the number of healthcare professionals
at work.
Personal interaction as a coordination mechanisms changes during night shifts. Whereas during day shifts
personal interaction remains mostly within each team, 122 night shifts are characterized by personal
interaction between teams. This results from the change in how healthcare professionals perceive
teamwork. As stated above, during night shifts, nurse perceives being a part of one big team incorporating
all four nurses at work. Further, the omission of the distinction between surgical and medical teams leads
to more personal interaction among all healthcare professionals.
Telephones as a tool to coordinate are still used during night shifts; however, usage is kept to a minimum.
On several occasions during observations, healthcare professionals emphasized the importance of silence
in the unit during night shifts. During patient admission, the coordinating nurse only called the respective
nurse to receive the new patient if none of the other nurses were either physically present in the command
room and therefore could not be assigned to the new patient, or if the coordinating nurse could not leave
the command room to inform one of the nurses about the new patient.
During night shifts, coordination occurs in a more ad hoc and less structures way than during day shifts.
The CLS is still used as a tool to coordinate between different healthcare professionals during the
different phases a patient travels through.
Information System
During night shifts, Information System in the specialized unit consists still of the CLS both on desktop
computers and on the screens hanging in the command room, the EPJ, the hospital’s communication
system for phone calls, and the screen showing the total number of patients in the hospital remain the
same. The interface or functionality of the CLS does not change. However, the use of the CLS changes.
Patient admission in the CLS remains the same. The pre-admission nurse forwards the patient
information in the CLS to the specialized unit where the patient appears on a list indicating that the
patient is on the way and to be expected in the specialized unit. As the medical secretary is no longer
physically present in the specialized unit, the printouts for each patient are no longer provided and only

122

Healthcare professionals also use personal interaction to coordinate between teams. However, regarding patient throughput,
personal interaction stays within the boundaries of the team during day shifts.
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printed infrequently. 123 The medical secretary, however, still admits the patient in the EPJ. The
coordinating nurse calls the medical secretary sitting in the integrated unit information about the new
patient. The medical secretary is able to see the new patient in the CLS and admit the patient.
In general, updates in the CLS follow an ad hoc approach during night shifts. This is attributed to several
reasons. The change in how healthcare professionals perform the different sub-tasks results in a lower
need for coordination between one another. Updates are more directed at keeping track of one’s own
patients. The omission of certain sub-tasks renders the use of the CLS redundant. Thus the need to use
the CLS to coordinate reduces. This reduction leads to a delay or even omission of updates. The use of
the CLS is carried over from day shifts and can be characterized as a routine task. Retaining an overview
of how long patients are in the treatment process moves to the background 124 and healthcare professionals
use the CLS more out of habit. As the triage colors support healthcare professionals in ranking the
sequence in which they see patients, triage colors represent the only frequently updates feature in the
CLS during night shifts. In addition, the triage colors support coordination between nurses and the senior
physician/residents and aids as a signaling tool. The visualization in the CLS supports the signaling.
Updating other features follows a more spontaneous approach in which a large number of updates happen
at the same time. Most updates happen right before the shift change to the next day shift.
With regard to the drivers for use outlined in chapter 2, one out of several drivers of use remained during
night shifts.
From an organization-centric perspective, the perceived fit between the CLS and the different sub-tasks
reduces. One reason is the omission and postponement of some of the sub-tasks such as (extended)
treatment, relocation and discharge. The CLS offers the functionality to support these sub-tasks, however,
utilization becomes redundant for these particular sub-tasks. The healthcare professionals continuously
stated their dependency on the CLS throughout day and night shifts, but also voiced their reduced use as
a result of the change in the number of sub-tasks during nights. Ability to use is not given in the sense
that sub-tasks are present any longer during that time frame. In addition, the change in the number of
healthcare professionals at work changes use patterns. As a result, perceived fit between the CLS and the
different sub-tasks

123

It depends on who occupies the role of the coordinating nurse. Some healthcare professionals follow up on that practice,
while others leave it to the respective nurse to print out by themselves.
124
Healthcare professionals stated the high perceived useful of the CLS is in carrying out the different sub-tasks.
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From a people-centric perspective, motivation to use the CLS reduced, since work became more
individual during night shifts. As nurse roles’ responsibilities merged and team boundaries loosened, the
perception of a ‘team-effort’ reduced. The reduction lowered motivation as the need to coordinate
between one another reduced.
From social point of view, the healthcare professionals in the specialized unit are mostly driven to use
the CLS by social dependencies. This social dependencies, however, relates to the expectation of the
healthcare professionals in the next day shift, rather than the healthcare professionals within the same
night shift. As use of the CLS was facilitated by the anticipated need of the healthcare professionals in
the next day shift, the dependencies on the use to provide emergency department services within the same
night shift no longer act as a motivating factor. Social dependencies remained the only factor motivating
the use of the CLS during night shifts.
In the following, I answer my research question based on the findings from the specialized unit in how
the healthcare professionals use the CLS in providing emergency department services to patients. As
before, I distinguish between day and night to show the shift work aspect of my research question. In
additional, I abstract from the CLS to information system. Table 6. 6 gives an overview.
Table 6. 6 Answering the research question within case analysis – specialized unit.
Shift
Results
Task execution happens on a structured basis.
Day
Use of information system follows structural approach.
Each nurse role performs a certain set of tasks
Task execution follows a more un-structured approach.
Night
Certain task are omitted or postponed to next work shift.
Use of the information system reduces or occasionally completely omitted.
As the Table 6. 6 shows, during day shifts the information system supports all phases a patient travels
through ranging from patient admission, patient treatment, through patient relocation and discharge.
Healthcare professionals use the information system in a structure approach, meaning that updates
happens frequently and swiftly after execution the different tasks. Each nurse role performs a certain set
of tasks that is pertains to the particular responsibilities of that nurse role.
During night shifts, the functionality do to so remains, but healthcare professionals follow a more
unstructured way in executing tasks and using the information system. Some task are omitted or
postponed to the next work shift. The use of the information system follows and reduces accordingly.
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Use of the information system pertains no longer to the execution of tasks as updates happen at mostly
at one particular point in time, namely right before shift change.
c. Cross-Case Analysis
In the following, I compare the two units. In the first part, I briefly compare the two units during day
shifts using the integrated model with the four components. The second part focuses particularly on the
use of the CLS during night shifts in the two units and compares how use unfolds. Table 6. 7 shows the
difference between day and night shifts across the two units.
Table 6. 7 Differences between day and night shift across the integrated and specialized unit.
Component
Result
Relationship
People

Number of people
reduces.
Role
responsibilities
merge.
Team
composition
changes.
Task
Admission Remains the same
Treatment Only initial
consultation and
treatment plan.
Extended
treatment
postponed to next
day shift.
Relocation
Omitted.
Discharge
Coordination
Reduction in
coordination
mechanisms.
From horizontal
command to
vertical
consultation.
Information System
Remains the
same: CLS, 125
EPJ, telephones,
personal
interactions.

125

From structural division to
functional.
Task execution changes:
• Ad hoc approach
• Omission/postponement
of some sub-tasks to next
day shift

Use of CLS changes:
• Batch-updating
• Routine
task/habitual
use carried
over from day
shift.

Need for coordination within night
shifts using the CLS reduces.

The CLS, as the focal point in my investigation, does not change.
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In the following, I present the individual components of my integrated model for the integrated unit and
outline in more detail the results shown in Table 6. 7.
i.

System Usage Based on Model

When comparing how work unfolds in the two units during day shifts, a number of similarities appear.
Both units offer emergency department services to patients and perform similar sub-tasks to achieve this.
As previously outlined, the two units share the pre-admission during day and night shifts. As the preadmission does not change the way it uses the CLS 126 depending on the work shift, both units face an
equal starting point once the patient crosses the digital entry point to the hospital.
People
During day shifts, a similarity between the integrated and specialized unit relates to the concept of roles
to which the healthcare professionals are assigned. Both units employ coordinating nurse roles that are
responsible for creating and maintaining a steady patient flow through the emergency department.
Further responsibilities vary so that the team leader on the bed side of the integrated unit functions as an
intake nurse and the coordinating nurse on the emergency room side triages newly arrived patients. Both
units employ specific roles responsible for receiving new patients and treating already admitted patients.
As with the coordinating roles, responsibilities vary slightly; however, the overall area of responsibility
stays within the same realm. The same holds true for roles working across both units. Medical secretaries
are physically present in both units during day shifts and are mainly responsible for digitally admitting
patients and typewriting patient journals. Both units employ physician roles. Whereas the integrated unit
only host one emergency physician during day shifts, the specialized unit additionally employs a
flowmaster. The responsibilities of the physician roles are similar. Differences relate to severity of
illness/injury of the patients and determine which physician sees which patient. Another difference is in
physician roles relate to the responsibility of conducting ward rounds.
Task
During day shifts, both units divide the overall task of providing emergency department services to
patients into distinct sub-tasks, namely patient admission, patient treatment, and patient relocation and
discharge. During patient admission, the coordinating roles assign intake nurses to the newly arrived
patients. A difference in patient admission is which nurse role triages the patient. Whereas the

126

The information provided in the CLS by the pre-admission remains the same and does not change depending on the work
shift.
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coordinating nurse 127 on the emergency room side of the integrated unit triages newly arrived patients,
on the bed side the intake nurse 128 does the triage. The same holds true for the intake nurse of the
specialized unit. Once the assigned nurses have received the new patient, they inform the respective
physician, who does an initial consultation to make a diagnosis and create a treatment plan. Once the
respective physician has created the treatment plan, the patient transitions into actual patient treatment.
As previously described, actual patient treatment is an individual process that depends on a variety of
factors, such as the initial reason of the patient to demand emergency department services, pre-existing
conditions, or pre-described medications. Thus, each treatment process is individually tailored to the
patient; however, some standard procedures are performed, such as follow-up on patients within a certain
time interval depending on the severity of the illness or injury. 129
During the day, both units follow a structural division of work. Healthcare professionals stay within their
assigned roles with the respective responsibilities as well their assigned teams/quasi-teams. Work can be
characterized as individual, but, to provide emergency department services, healthcare professionals in
their different roles are highly dependent on one another and perform the different sub-tasks conjointly.
Coordination
Both units employ a number of coordination mechanisms. During day shifts, the concept of roles supports
healthcare professionals in determining who works together and whom to consult, talk to, and interact
with during the different phases a patient travels through. Work schedules inform healthcare
professionals which roles they are assigned to for the shift. Both units provide formal role descriptions,
offering healthcare professionals the opportunity to both distinguish between different roles and stay
within the boundary of the role itself. In general, roles support the coordination between the different
healthcare professionals during all phases a patient travels through.
During patient admission, the two units share the pre-admission that determines to which unit the
individual patients go. The pre-admission serves as a hub that constitutes the first step in patient
admission and ensures a steady and uninterrupted inflow of patients to the emergency department. To
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An exception occurs when patients arrive by ambulance to the emergency room. Then the emergency room nurse triages
the patient.
128
The team leader assumes the role of an intake nurse in some instances. Therefore, it is not the team leader who triages the
newly arrived patients, but the intake nurse (possibly unified in the same healthcare professional during day shifts).
129
As previously stated, TOKS is a regulatory tool requiring healthcare professionals to follow up on patients within certain
time periods.
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ensure a steady and uninterrupted patient flow through the units, each unit employs the aforementioned
coordinating roles. All three coordinating roles assign nurse colleagues to newly arrived patients.
Another common coordinating mechanism is the application of triage colors indicating the severity of
each patient’s illness or injury. It supports healthcare professionals in determining the sequence in which
to see patients as well as which physician sees each patient. Both units follow the nationally determined
standard to determine the triage color for each patient. Whereas the bed side of the integrated unit and
the specialized unit use four triage colors, the emergency room uses an additional color 130 particularly
aimed at emergency room patients.
With regard to patient treatment, both units host a morning conference 131 to acquire an overview of
admitted patients awaiting ward rounds and to distribute these patients among the different healthcare
professionals. Another conference in the morning aims at acquiring an overview of all patients in the
hospital. The coordinating nurse of specialized unit hosts this conference, during which the team leader
of the bed side of the integrated unit as well as nurses from other in-house departments participate.
A particular difference during day shifts between the integrated and specialized unit is how healthcare
professionals organize work among them. Whereas the specialized unit formally forms teams, nurses in
the integrated unit do not follow a team approach. However, they remain on the side of the unit to which
they were initially assigned. Thus, the integrated unit forms quasi-teams on both sides of the unit. The
difference between the integrated and specialize unit then relates to the composition of the teams.
Whereas the specialized unit pairs two nurses and a physician, teams in the integrated unit consist of all
nurse roles 132 on the respective side of the unit. The emergency physician is affiliated with both quasiteams.
Both units employ personal interaction, telephones, and the CLS to coordinate work between one another
during all phases a patient travels through. Both units use personal interaction when the opportunity
arises. However, nurses interact personally within their teams. Outside-team personal interaction is used
to acquire additional support from other team members. Telephones support nurses in both units in

130

Blue (see Table 5. 1) indicates patients that are not critically ill, but suffered minor injuries. These patients usually remain
in the emergency room for a short period of time, since the injury can be attended to on the spot and does not require further
treatment.
131
Both units’ morning conference is particularly aimed at physicians. However, nurses from the bed side of the integrated
unit and the coordinating nurse from the specialized unit join the morning conferences in their unit.
132
The quasi-team on the bed side of the unit consists of the team leader and intake nurses. On the emergency room side, the
coordinating nurse and the emergency room nurses form a quasi-team.
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coordinating between one another and the different physicians at work. Both units use the CLS during
patient admission, patient treatment, and patient relocation and discharge.
Information System
During day shifts, Information System in both units consists of the CLS both on desktop computers and
large overview screens, the EPJ, the hospital’s communication system to receive and make phone calls,
and some additional computer programs used by the different physician roles. A difference lies in the
pen-and-paper approach by nurses in the integrated unit and the printouts of the CLS in the specialized
unit. Whereas the pen-and-paper approach signifies an extension supporting healthcare professionals in
performing the different sub-tasks, the printout 133 resembles a variation of intended use. Another
difference lies in the additional equipment used to capture information, such as the whiteboard in the
integrated unit informing laboratory staff about which patients await certain tests and the screen
displaying the capacity rate of the hospital in the specialized unit.
The CLS is used throughout all phases a patient travels through. Both units use the CLS during patient
admission, which represents the patient’s digital entry point to the hospital (Figures 5.2 and 6.1). Both
units use the CLS during shift change to acquire an overview of current patients and which healthcare
professionals are assigned to which patients. During patient treatment, healthcare professionals in both
units follow a structured approach in updating the CLS. A difference, however, lies in the actual
interactions 134 with the CLS. Whereas the emergency room side already uses the CLS to a lesser extent,
both the bed side of the integrated unit and the specialized unit use the CLS in a structured way. As
healthcare professionals depend on one another to provide emergency department services, updates in
the CLS are frequent. During patient relocation and discharge, the CLS supports healthcare professionals
in both units to coordinate both relocation as well as discharge by offering a communication tool with
other in-house departments. Use of the CLS is similar not only in terms of the structure approach in using
the CLS, but also in terms of which roles use the CLS for the different sub-tasks.
Looking at the aforementioned drivers of use, both units exhibit all three drivers during day shifts.
Comparing the two units from an organization-centric view, healthcare professionals in both units
perceive a fit between the sub-tasks and the CLS during day shifts. The presence of the perception of fit

133

Printouts are motivated by the location of the CLS on the overview screens. As the screens displaying the CLS hang only
in one location in the specialized unit and healthcare professionals are highly mobile, the printouts represent use of the CLS
in an analog manner.
134
Actual interaction relates to actively manipulate information in the CLS such as entering, updating, or removing
information.
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acts as a driver for using the CLS. In both units, they continuously emphasized the importance of the
CLS for their work. The already lesser use of the CLS in the emergency room, as compared to the bed
side of the unit as well as the specialized unit, results from the particular environment. The emergency
room’s patient throughput exhibits a high velocity, rendering extensive use of the CLS difficult. Little
opportunity to actively use the CLS, however, does not diminish the perception of fit between the CLS
and the sub-tasks in the emergency room, as healthcare professionals in the emergency room
continuously state the importance of the CLS. Due to the perceived fit, healthcare professionals in both
units are willing to use the CLS. As previously stated, the importance for patients to obtain uninterrupted
rest dominates the logic underlying organization-centric models. Use is then not exclusively driven by
the fit between the tasks found in the organization and the CLS, but also by contextual factors that pertain
to different work shifts.
From a people-centric view, comparing the use of the CLS in the two units, healthcare professionals are
highly motivated to use the CLS. The CLS offers a tool to coordinate between one another as well as
between the individual healthcare professional’s assigned sub-tasks. Perceived usefulness was high in
both units. Using the CLS throughout the patient’s way through the two units was perceived as effortfree, 135 since the interfaces offered easy access as well usability. Perceived ease of use was generally
high in both units. However, healthcare professionals in the emergency room sporadically mentioned
that the fast throughput of patients reduces ease of use, where ease 136 referred to opportunities to use in
daily work.
From a social view, both units exhibit a high degree of dependency among the roles to perform the
different sub-tasks. In both units, motivation to use the CLS stems from these dependencies among one
another and the expectation of use. These expectations and the pressure resulting from social
dependencies were high in both units and related to the dependencies among healthcare professionals
within day shifts.
ii.

Variations in System Usage Across Shifts

As the above analysis shows, during day shifts the two units resemble one another in a variety of aspects.
Differences relate primarily to the formal organization of work and the kind of patients with the

135

The printouts of the CLS in the specialized unit supported this perception. Thus, distance to the screens in the command
room was not considered an impediment.
136
Ease as in effort-free was still given in the emergency room, since the screens displaying the CLS were easy accessible
due to the location.
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associated treatment processes. In the following, I focus on night shifts and the use of the CLS across the
two units. As before, I start out by comparing the two units using the integrated model presented in
Chapter 3. I then focus particularly on the use of the CLS in the two units during night shifts.
People
During night shifts, both units reduce the number of healthcare professionals at work. In each unit, role
boundaries loosen and responsibilities of the individual roles integrate. Formally, both units still employ
the concept of distinct roles; however, healthcare professionals in both units follow a more ad hoc
approach with regard to performing the different sub-tasks and the assignment of these. A difference in
roles relates to the presence of some of the roles. For example, the specialized unit does not host medical
secretaries during night shifts. The role does not disappear, however, but is physically relocated to the
integrated unit. The physical absence of the role impacts how sub-tasks are performed. The same holds
true for the emergency physician in the integrated unit. During night shifts, the integrated unit does not
physically host an emergency physician, but has access to this role through the specialized unit, as the
senior physician 137 in the specialized unit incorporates the responsibilities of the emergency physician
during night shifts.
Task
The most prominent difference during night shifts in both units is the omission or postponement of some
of the sub-tasks to the next day shift. Both units remain to divide the overall task of providing emergency
department services to patient into distinct sub-tasks, but extended patient treatment and patient
relocation and discharge move to the next day shift. Morning conferences in both units are omitted and
ward rounds disappear. Admission of patients as well as initial treatment remain the same in both units,
but the execution of such changes. Whereas both units exhibit a structural division of work during day
shift, night shifts are characterized by a more ad hoc approach. Even though both units still employ the
concept of roles during night shifts, nurse do not necessarily stay within the assigned role, and thus task
execution does not follow a structural approach any longer. As a result, healthcare professionals’ degree
of dependencies among one another reduces and task execution becomes more individual.

137
As outlined above, I distinguish between flowmaster and senior physician for two reasons: first, as an indication as to
which work shift the role is present and second, to indicate the merger of the responsibilities of the flowmaster and the
emergency physician into one role.
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Coordination
During night shifts, both units employ similar coordination mechanisms. In order to coordinate among
one another, both units remain to employ the concept of roles. Role boundaries, however, merge in both
units and coordination changes. As some of the sub-tasks are omitted or postponed to the next day shift,
healthcare professionals’ need to coordinate reduces. The reduction is further enhanced due to the merger
of roles that leads to a more individual execution of sub-tasks. Due to the absence/reduction in numbers
of physicians at work, nurse roles in both units rely more on lateral consultation than vertical command.
This is particularly visible in the integrated unit, as the unit does not employ an emergency physician
during night shifts, but shares the senior physician with the specialized unit.
Team/quasi-team work changes during night shifts in both units. Both units still use teams or quasi-teams
to coordinate work among the different healthcare professionals, but in both units, team/quasi-team
boundaries loosen and the perception of healthcare professionals changes. Both units change to one team,
where the composition of the team consists of all healthcare professionals at work.
Triage colors are used in both units. They support healthcare professionals in determining the sequence
in which to see patients. Due to staffing decisions, one difference between the integrated and specialized
unit is in how triage colors are perceived. Whereas the specialized unit solely uses triage colors to
determine sequence, the integrated unit perceives the triage color as a strategic tool. As previously
described, healthcare professionals in the integrated unit signal to the senior physician that a patient
awaits the senior physician.
As ward rounds are omitted, the teams do not use morning conferences as a coordinating mechanism.
However, both units continue to use personal interaction, telephones, and the CLS to coordinate. The
use, however, of these coordination tools changes. In both units, personal interaction changes due to the
merge of role responsibilities, the absence/number of senior physicians at work, and the change in
team/quasi-team composition. Telephones are still used in both units during night shift. Use is limited to
urgent matters, as healthcare professionals strive for a quiet and calm environment during night shifts.
Both units use the CLS to coordinate during night shifts.
Information System
During night shifts, Information System remains the same in both units. It consists of the CLS on desktop
computers as well as overview screens hanging in strategic locations across the two units, the EPJ, the
hospital’s communication system to make and receive phone calls, and some additional computer
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programs for particular healthcare professionals. The difference in pen-and-paper approach by the
integrated unit and the printouts in the specialized unit remains.
During shift change, both units continue to use the CLS to acquire an overview of patients and which
healthcare professionals are assigned to which patient. The way healthcare professionals use the CLS
during night shifts changes. Both units reduce direct interaction with the CLS and follow a batch-update
approach. Toward the end of the night shift, healthcare professionals update all information, so that the
following day shift has all relevant information available. In both units, use of the CLS is more out of
habit than out of actual need during night shifts. The use became a routine task that has been carried over
from day to night shifts. The already lesser use of the CLS in the emergency department is carried over
to the night shift and adopted on the bed side of the unit. Healthcare professionals are used to interacting
with the CLS due to the level of dependencies among one another, as well as the need to coordinate
between the different sub-tasks. As the role boundaries merge and work becomes more individual, the
need to coordinate reduces and thus the use of the CLS diminishes. The reduction of use is further
enhanced due to the omission and postponement of some of the sub-tasks.
Comparing the two units using the drivers outlined in chapter 2, only a single driver remains.
From an organization-centric view, healthcare professionals’ perception of fit remains the same, but the
omission and postponement of some of the sub-tasks leads to a reduced objective fit. As some sub-tasks
are omitted or postponed, use is omitted accordingly. As the perceived fit remains, the motivation to use
the CLS in both healthcare professionals remains the same. Healthcare professionals in both units
continuously emphasize the importance of the CLS in performing the different sub-tasks. The perceived
fit acts as a driver of the use of the CLS, but the objective fit reduces the actual use.
From a people-centric approach, as the level of dependencies reduces, healthcare professionals in both
units are no longer driven to use the CLS by the need to coordinate between one another, but only between
one’s own assigned sub-tasks. Ease of use as well as perceived usefulness remains, but the level of
usefulness reduced. As task execution becomes more an individual effort in both units, healthcare
professionals’ perception of the level of support by the CLS reduces. As a result, the motivation to use
the CLS reduces and neither the level of dependencies among one another nor the level of support of the
CLS in executing sub-tasks acts as a driver any longer.
The only driver present during night shifts in both units is the social dependencies. As healthcare
professionals in the next day shift are highly dependent on healthcare professionals’ use of the CLS
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during night shifts, both units use the CLS out of this cross-shift dependency. The batch-updating
approach signifies this relationship between healthcare professionals in night and day shifts.
Table 6. 8 answers the research question from a cross-case perspective. The table is divided so that the
implications of the execution of task and the use of an information system relates to day and night shifts.
In that, the change in the use of the CLS becomes more visible. AS before, I abstract from the CLS to
information system.
Table 6. 8 Answering the research question - across cases.
Shift
Results
Task execution follows a structural division.
Day
Use of the information system generally unfolds in a structured manner.
Healthcare professionals are typically involved in a fixed number of tasks.
Task execution follows a more ad-hoc approach with certain tasks being omitted/postpone
to next work shift.
Use is categorically omitted/postponed for some tasks.
Use of the information system reduces more in one unit than the other.
Night
Use more a habit than actual intention.
Healthcare professionals are typically involved in a varying set of tasks.
The varying number of task generally encompasses more tasks in one of the units.
As Table 6. 8 shows, during day task execution follows a structural division in both units. Certain task
are performed by certain healthcare professionals. Healthcare professionals typically do not perform
tasks that are not associated with their immediate responsibilities and stay within their assigned roles.
The use of the information system follows this structural division of task execution and unfolds generally
in a structured manner. In particularly, updates happen generally often and frequently. In addition to this,
healthcare professionals are typically involved in a fixed number of tasks.
During night shifts, execution of tasks follows an ad-hoc approach in which healthcare professionals are
typically involved in a varying set of tasks. Certain task are omitted or postpone to the next work shift.
Healthcare professionals execute tasks outside their initial immediate responsibilities. The carrying
number of task generally encompasses more tasks in one unit than the other. For certain task, the use of
the information is categorically omitted or postponed. This holds particular true for the omitted or
postponed tasks. The use of the information system happens more out of habit than actual intention. The
use of the information system reduces more in one unit than the other.
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7. Discussion of Contributions
In Chapter 6, I presented the findings from my analysis of how healthcare professionals use an
information system during shift work by relying on my integrated model outlined in Chapter 4. For both
units, I followed the same logic and outlined the individual components and showed the change in
organization design and the change in the use of the information system from day to night shift. I
concluded each within-case analysis by a within-case synthesis focused on the theoretical models
outlined in Chapter 2 for the purpose of explaining and comparing the change in the way healthcare
professionals used the information system during day and night shifts. In the following, I discuss the
findings related to extant literature in Chapter 2 and to other literature that emerged as relevant to the
specific findings of my study. Besides literature on information system usage outlined in Chapter 2, I
apply literature on information system continuance theory and information system flexibility, and
literature concerned with relational contracts as a driver for information systems use during night shifts
in an attempt to account for and offer additional explanations for my findings. Literature on information
system use can only partly account for changes in the use of an information system in shift working
organizations. Drivers for use stem from other sources than fit, perceived usefulness, and ease of use,
and relate more to social constructs prevalent in shift working organizations. These drivers are not
accounted for in current models/theories aiming at explaining information system use.
As outlined in Chapters 1 and 2, Møllekær et al. (2014, 2018) inspired my endeavor in investigating the
use of an information system in a shift work setting as the authors showed that in several cases, the design
of an organization changed depending on the work shift. My analysis substantiates the findings by
Møllekær et al. (2014, 2018), and it shows that the design of the investigated emergency department with
its two units changes from day to night shift. I take this finding as the starting point in my discussion.
Organization design change and the concept of task-technology fit
In Chapter 2, I emphasized that the use of an information system is based on both organization-centric
(objective) and people-centric (subjective) measures predicting and anticipating to what extent people
use an information system in performing organizational tasks in order to reach a stated goal. Theories
revolving around objective measures postulate an underlying requirement not only for the success 138 of
the actual implementation effort, but also for subsequent use of the information system by organizational
members. The imperative prerequisite states that tasks found in the organization have to be adequately
138

As already pointed to in Chapter 2, success is individually defined; thus it depends on the individual organizations whether
an implementation is deemed a success.
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represented in the information system to serve as a motivation or driver for information systems use. The
previously outlined task-technology fit model by Goodhue and Thompson (1995) belongs to
organization-centric measures. One finding in my analysis relates to the reduction or omission of use of
the information system during night shifts. The model by Goodhue and Thompson (1995) supports me
in explaining the reduction in or omission of the use of the CLS by the healthcare professionals in the
two emergency department units during night shifts. As some sub-tasks are omitted or postponed from
the night to the next day shift, using the CLS to support task execution becomes less important or even
redundant for these sub-tasks. The overall fit between tasks in the organization and the ones in the CLS
reduces, thus the motivation to use the CLS decreases accordingly. As a result, task omission or
postponement from night to day shift constitutes an apparent explanation for the reduction in use of the
CLS. When omitting/postponing certain sub-tasks from night to day shift, a misfit between the tasks
found in the two emergency department units and the ones present in the CLS emerges. However, this
misfit does not stem from an inadequate functionality of the information system, as it continues to offer
support in task execution, but rather from an organizational understanding of how work unfolds during
night shifts. An important observation relates to the deliberate decision by the organization to omit or
postpone some sub-tasks. A point to discuss is whether these sub-tasks do not exist any longer during
night shifts, or whether it is merely the execution that is omitted or postponed. In case these sub-tasks in
themselves still exist during night shift and it is the execution that is omitted or postponed, the
information system would continue to adequately represent the sub-tasks. The explanation for a reduced
use would then not result from a purely mechanical misfit, but rather a quasi- or procedural 139 misfit
induced by other contextual considerations than solely the representation of organizational tasks in the
information system. As my analysis showed, both emergency department units considered the need for
patients to rest during night shifts as more important than completing the overall treatment process during
night shifts. Thus, contextual factors dominate the concept of fit between tasks found in the organization
and the ones represented in the information system. The deliberate decision of the organization to omit
or postpone the execution of certain sub-tasks serves as explanation for the reduction of fit and resulting
reduction in use and suggests the quasi- or procedural misfit. The emergency room constitutes a special
case. As indicated in my analysis, the emergency room omits or postpones certain sub-tasks from the
night to the next day shift on a more occasional basis than the bed side of the integrated unit. An
organization-related explanation lies in the type of patients that the emergency room receives. As the
139
I use “mechanical” and “quasi- or procedural” as terms to distinguish between the underlying reason a misfit emerges.
Whereas “mechanical” relates to a more general and perfunctory reasoning, “quasi- or procedural” refers to a more nuanced
and differentiated one.
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emergency room treats mostly injuries, and the majority of these injuries are minor in nature, the
healthcare professionals in the emergency room have the opportunity to complete the entire treatment
process of a patient in a relatively short period of time. 140 Instances during which the emergency room
postpones certain sub-tasks occur more out of necessity than out of a general understanding of how work
unfolds during night shifts. For example, if a certain physician is not promptly available, the treatment
process may be postponed to a later point in time. From the perspective of task-technology fit (Goodhue
and Thompson 1995), the reduction in use of the CLS in the emergency room during night shifts can
then not be explained through an emergent misfit. Tasks as well as task execution are not categorically
omitted or postponed to the next day shift, so that either a mechanical or quasi- or procedural misfit
emerges. As outlined in my analysis, the emergency room constitutes an environment with a high velocity
in patient throughput. As a result, the use of the CLS is already relatively 141 low during day shifts 142 as
attending to a patient requires less time and fewer handovers between healthcare professionals.143
Healthcare professionals, in particular the emergency room nurse, physically stay with a patient for the
time it takes to complete the treatment process so the patient is discharged relatively quickly again. Due
to this, the opportunity to use the CLS is limited. Limited opportunities for use result in lesser use. As
outlined in my analysis, the use of the CLS in the emergency room reduces further. From a pure tasktechnology-fit perspective (Goodhue and Thompson 1995), the further reduction cannot be explained.
Below I outline other organizational factors that serve as explanations for why the use of the CLS further
reduces during night shifts.
On a more general level, people engaging in shift work, in particular in a healthcare setting, may face
similar redundancies due to the omission or postponement of certain tasks. The overall (mechanical) fit
between the individual tasks and the information system may hold during all work shifts, but healthcare
professionals may not perform certain tasks during particular shifts due to organization-specific
considerations dominating the concept of fit. This does not imply that these tasks are no longer present
during particular shifts—healthcare professionals have the opportunity to still perform these tasks—
however, factors that do not relate to the rationale of producing a certain product or offering a particular
service in an efficient and effective manner dominate. A different matter arises once organizational tasks
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As outline in Chapter 5, the emergency room nurse completed additional education and is therefore allowed to treat the
particular kind of patients arriving at the emergency room. The nurse is allowed to perform additional treatment-related
procedures, such as putting stitches in a wound, which expedites the treatment and subsequent discharge process.
141
As compared to the bed side of the integrated unit.
142
As outlined in Chapter 5, the CLS matches day shifts in terms of tasks and processes.
143
The time a patient remains in the emergency room is significantly shorter as compared to the bed side of the unit. The
emergency room operates more on an “in-out” basis.
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do not exist or change to other tasks during particular shifts. In this case, the information system no
longer represents organizational tasks present in these particular shifts, and thus, the task-technology fit
model by Goodhue and Thompson (1995) supports the explanation for reduced use of even the omission
of such. Considerations with regard to the emergency room can be transferred to other emergency rooms.
In general, the environmental consideration regarding a high-velocity throughput of patients holds
presumably for other emergency rooms and gives healthcare professionals little opportunity to actively
seek and use an information system. 144 Relating these considerations to other shift working organizations,
in particular to production organizations, 145 similar instances may occur. With a high velocity in
throughout, organizational members may have little opportunity to use an information system in the
process. 146
On a more technical level, the functionality of the CLS does not require a certain path-dependent
execution of the individual sub-tasks. 147 A challenging situation may arise once an information system
incorporates certain dependencies between the individual tasks so that a secondary task cannot be
performed in the information system before the primary task is completed. 148 As the two emergency
department units omit or postpone sub-tasks that relate to the back end of the process of treating patients
during nights shifts, these dependencies do not show. The only path-dependency in the CLS represents
the digital entry point of the patient. This dependency, however, is not solely prevalent during night
shifts, but pertains to all work shifts. The pre-admission has to enter the patient into the CLS and forward
the record to the respective unit, digitally moving the patient to the location in which the patient resides.
Any digital administration can first occur once these steps are fulfilled. In other organizations these
dependencies may become challenging once a mechanical misfit between the organizational tasks and
the representation of these in the information system occur during particular shifts. Presumably, the
information system offers more functionality than needed and path-dependent task performance hinders
organizational members in using the information system. A similar situation occurs with a quasi- or

144
This generalization is based on the particular kind of information system the CLS represents (outlined in Chapter 5).
Information systems supporting the same purpose may face the same issues as the CLS.
145
This refers back to my integrated model for which I used Leavitt (1965) as the underlying model. Originally, Leavitt (1965)
focused on production organizations.
146
I am aware that this consideration sparks another discussion as to the purpose of implementing an information system in
these organizational contexts when little opportunity to use the information system exists. I add these considerations for
completeness purposes.
147
The functionality of the CLS allows the healthcare professionals to use the CLS for patient discharge without having to
complete treatment—in the CLS, that is to first create the activity of “patient treatment” and then update it to “complete”
(shown in green on the screen).
148
An example shows: Task A is omitted. Task B is to be performed in the information system; however, task A has to be
completed before task B can be performed in the information system. Using the information system then becomes impossible.
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procedural misfit. Organizational members then have the opportunity to perform omitted tasks, but
abstain from doing so due to other dominant factors dictating non-performance.
With regard to the change in organization design from day to night shifts, a topic in the literature revolves
around information system flexibility. The concept of information system flexibility builds on the
assumption that change is a constant phenomenon. In the following, I discuss my findings from the
perspective of information system flexibility and outline that the concept does not offer a sophisticated
explanation for my findings. Instead, I introduce a novel type of change, namely “cyclic change.”
Organization design change and information system flexibility
Literature revolving around information systems flexibility offers two perspectives on flexibility, namely
an outside perspective in which the need for an information system to be flexible stems from factors
outside the organization. This part of the literature generally assumes that an essential quality of an
information system is the potential of it to adapt to changes in customer demands, environmental changes,
or technological advancements. As Ramaraj (2010, p. 1) states, “information system must be flexible
enough to satisfy user requirements, particularly in changing environments. […] The information system
has to constantly deal with volatility nature of the business requirements.” The second perspective
focuses on factors inside the organization such as the users of the information system themselves and the
particular business processes with corresponding tasks that the information system supports. Applegate
and McFarland (1999) state that an essential requirement to an information system is for it to
accommodate a certain level of variation in the business processes it supports. Variations in the business
process can be understood as the extent to which organizational members perform the business process
related tasks with some variation. Generally, members perform tasks with an insignificant or slight
variation so that the execution of the same task is not always identical. In my analysis, I subscribe to the
second perspective. Looking at my findings through the lens of information system flexibility, the change
in the use of the CLS by healthcare professionals cannot be fully accounted for. Both units follow a more
ad-hoc approach in using the information system and updates are usually batched during night shifts.
Mandelbaum and Buzacott (1990) offer a generic definition of what constitutes flexibility. The authors
define the concept as “a quality of a system which allows it to respond to change effectively and recently”
(p. 17). Following this generic definition, the CLS continues to support task execution irrespective of
day or night shift, so the change in the design of the organization is not represented in the CLS. The
healthcare professionals in the two units refrain from using the CLS to a large extent and mostly batchupdate right before the next day shift. A point to discuss is whether the CLS still offers the functionality
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to support task execution at night. Offering the same functionality at night supports the argument of the
CLS being flexible enough to accommodate organizational changes during night shift. However, as the
example emergency room showed, even in an environment in which some tasks are voluntarily omitted,
the use of the CLS is reduced or even omitted until right before the next day shift. The concept of
flexibility then does not account for the change in organization design, because even though the
information system still offers the functionality, use is reduced or omitted. On a more general level, an
organization may experience that the information system does not support task execution when the
organization changes. This happens when, for example, the information system is not flexible enough to
accommodate levels of variations in task execution as indicated by Applegate and McFarland (1999). As
a result, reduction or omission of use is a logical consequence, as task execution is no longer adequately
supported by the information system. An interesting aspect of the concept of flexibility is that the
literature on the topic assumes a time-bound direction of change, i.e., change is a constant phenomenon
that travels alongside time from an initial state to future state that incorporating changes in the design of
an organization. 149 Moran and Brightman (2001, p. 111) define change as “the process of continually
renewing an organization’s direction, structure, and capabilities to serve the ever-changing needs of
external and internal customers.” The definition speaks to the time aspect and change as a constant
phenomenon. Quattrone and Hopper (2001) support the time dimension change implicitly incorporates
as they discuss an assumed linear relationship between an initial state of the organization in terms of its
design to a future state. Looking at the literature on information system flexibility, the implicit time
dimension prevails in theories and models dealing with the concept of flexibility and the overall
assumption that information systems have to be able to accommodate changes in order not to become
outdated and thus obsolete within a short period of time after implementation. The information system
success model by DeLone and McLean (1992) includes the component of system quality. System quality
builds on Mahmood (1987) and Hamilton and Chervany (1981), who use information system flexibility
as one measure of system quality. As the model by DeLone and McLean (1992) theorizes actual use of
an information system, use is partly anchored in information system flexibility through system quality.
Relating both concepts to the findings of my analysis, the above statement of the change in use of the
CLS during nights in the emergency department holds. The reduction or omission cannot be explained
by just the flexibility of the information system with its underlying requirement of accommodating a
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An organization starts at t0 with a design A. As change unfolds, the organization reaches a state with a design B at t1 that
includes the change over time. As time continues, the organization travels from t1 to t2 and so forth adapting its design from
A, through B, to C alongside. Each tx incorporates changes brought about by the above outlined factors, such as changes in
customer demands, environmental changes, or technological changes.
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certain level of variation in how tasks are executed. One reason for the inability to explain reduction or
even omission in the use of the CLS by the healthcare professionals lies in the change of the organization
itself. My findings show that the two emergency units change their design from day to night shift. The
most prominent changes relate to the number of people at work, task execution, division of work, and
coordination mechanisms. During night shifts, the number of people reduces, some sub-tasks are
postponed or even omitted, task execution traverses from following a structural division during day shifts
to a more ad-hoc execution at nights, role boundaries and respective responsibilities merge, and the need
for coordination reduces. The interesting aspect in this change is the direction in which the change
unfolds. As previously outlined, traditionally change occurs as a natural and reoccurring event over time.
The change in organization design I contribute distinguishes itself from this traditional view on change.
First, the direction of change does not follow the time dimension. The two units change their design from
day to night shifts and return to the same design the previous day shift exhibited. The type of change I
contribute to an understanding of is cyclical in nature, and I therefore term it “cyclic change” of an
organization. 150 This type of change is not triggered by external market forces, but rather by internal
needs emerging from the particular organization of work into shifts. The organization continues to offer
the same product or service, but internal needs dictate how and when these products or services are
offered. Internal needs stem mostly from the impact of shift work on individuals, as outlined in Chapter
2, and the organization’s attempt 151 to minimize this impact.
The two emergency department units exhibit this “cyclic change.” As the majority of the healthcare
professionals worked both day and night shifts and showed different behaviors in terms of how they used
the CLS, an interesting perspective lies in motivational factors from a people-centric perspective as
outlined by Davis (1989). In the following, I discuss my findings from this perspective and show that the
model by Davis (1989) cannot fully explain the change in use of the CLS during night shifts.

150

An organization starts at t0 with a design A. During a very short period of time, the organization moves to design B in
t1.From there, the organization returns quickly to the initial A in t2. In this view, changes alongside time are not excluded and
happen in the same way as before where the organization moves from design A, to design B, to design C.
151
Attempts to minimize the impacts of shift work stem from a number of reasons. Examples include economic factors, as
employees working night shifts is more costly, employee-related factors such as willingness to work at night, and
organizational factors such as actual demand for employees during certain shifts.
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Organization design change and subjective measures to fit
Besides an objective fit, subjective measures predicting and anticipating to what extent people use an
information system in performing organizational tasks exist. As outlined in my analysis, the healthcare
professionals in both emergency department units repeatedly stated the importance of the CLS in
executing their work. I take this as a starting point in the discussion of my findings from a subjective
(people-centric) perspective of fit.
The technology-acceptance model by Davis (1989) posits two concepts that motivate or drive the use of
an information system, namely perceived ease of use and perceived usefulness. As previously outlined,
perceived ease of use refers to “the degree to which a person believes that using a particular system
would be free of effort” (p. 320) and perceived ease of use is the “belief that [an information system] will
help [users] perform their job better” (p. 320). My findings show that the healthcare professionals in the
two emergency department units continuously stated their satisfaction with the CLS both during day and
night shifts. In particular, nurses commented on the importance of the CLS for them in executing the
different sub-tasks of patient admission, patient treatment, and patient relocation and discharge. Looking
at the model by Davis (1989), perceived usefulness was high during both day and night shifts. At first
glance, high usefulness in both shifts may imply the same use pattern of the CLS during day and night
shifts. The change in how healthcare professionals use the CLS during night shifts renders this
implication ineffective. As outlined, work in both units becomes more individual, so the need to
coordinate between the different sub-tasks as well as between the different healthcare professionals
diminishes. As a result, the need to use the CLS for coordination purposes is also reduced. Due to the
reduced need to use the CLS to support coordination, the use of the CLS by the individual healthcare
professionals changes. In this case, the prediction by Davis (1989) as to why people use an information
system would not be able to fully explain the change in the use of the CLS during night shifts. The model
by Davis (1989) posits that the belief that an information system is useful to the person in performing
organizational tasks will prompt the person to use the information system. The healthcare professionals
in the investigated hospital department, however, repeatedly mentioned their satisfaction with the CLS
and that they considered the CLS useful in performing the different sub-tasks. From a strict causal point
of view, the model by Davis (1989) would then predict use of the information system to remain the same
during day and night shifts.
At a second glance, a high degree of perceived usefulness during both shifts may be a result of what the
healthcare professionals in the two units understand to be useful to them during particular work shifts.
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Through the change of the design of the two units, this perception of usefulness may change. The
individualization of work during night shifts offers an example to illustrate the change in perceived
usefulness. As work becomes more individualized, a certain nurse role executes some sub-tasks that are
not specific to this particular role the nurse occupies. However, since the understanding among healthcare
professionals allows for this merger of role responsibilities, the nurse is less dependent on nurse
colleagues to perform different sub-tasks that were performed by different nurse roles during day shifts.
As a result, the perception of whether the CLS is useful or not in performing these sub-tasks changes.
The need of the nurse to coordinate with other nurse during night shifts reduces and as such, the CLS is
not used any longer for coordination purposes among nurse colleagues. The nurse can choose to use the
CLS to coordinate the different additional sub-tasks pertaining to the role the nurse occupies; however,
nurses stated that this need diminishes due to the reduction in the overall number of sub-tasks performed
during night shifts. 152 From this point of view, the healthcare professionals experience a change in what
they perceive useful in terms of the CLS supporting them in performing the sub-tasks better.
Despite the change in perception of what the healthcare professionals consider useful in performing the
different sub-tasks, the finding of batch-updating practices right before the end of the night shift indicates
another motivation or driver of the use of the CLS outside the realm of the model by Davis (1989). The
previously outlined social dependencies between the different work shifts act as an additional motivation
or driver of information system use. I further outline these dependencies in the following subsection.
On a more general level, people engaged in shift work may experience a change in their perception of
what is useful to them depending on the shift work. If the information system offers the functionality to
support task execution, even though the design of the organization changes, people would not be aware
of the change in their perception of what is useful for them in executing organizational tasks. This
undetected change in perception may result in a change in the way people use an information system
during shift work. In this instance, the model by Davis (1989) cannot sufficiently explain changes in the
use of an information system. A different matter arises if the information system does not offer the
functionality any longer due to the change in the design of the organization or if people’s perception
changes so that the perceived usefulness of the information system changes.
A great body of literature discusses whether the use of an information system happens because people
believe that the information system affords them with the opportunity to perform a job better, or whether
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Nurses said they can easily remember how long the different patients are in the process, and as actual treatment and
relocation and discharge are postponed to the next day shift, the remaining sub-tasks do not require large coordination efforts.
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people use an information system out of habit as a routine task. In line with these are theories on the
continuation of information system use postulating a user’s intent to continue to use (de Guinea and
Markus 2009). My analysis shows that the healthcare professionals continue to use the CLS out of habit,
rather than actual intent to do so. In numerous instances, the healthcare professionals updated the CLS
simply because the opportunity arose. They did not seek the CLS to actively use and update it. The
change in use patterns supports my finding that the use of the CLS during night shift happens out of
habit. From the discussion above, the healthcare professionals continuously state their satisfaction with
and the importance of the CLS, indicating that they perceive the CLS to be highly useful in performing
their job, thus the individual sub-tasks, better. A reasonable expectation then lies in the continuation of
using/updating the CLS once the individual healthcare professional performed a sub-task. As this was
not the case, I came to the conclusion that the healthcare professionals used the CLS simply out of habit,
updating the CLS once in a while when the opportunity arose.
On a more general level, other shift working organization, in particular healthcare settings, might
experience the same behavior of organizational members. Once the organization experiences a change
in its design during certain work shifts, the information system’s use might become based on established
habits to use it rather than out of actual intention to use.
Relational contracts in information system use
As outlined throughout my discussion above, the change in use of the CLS by healthcare professionals
in the two units cannot fully be explained using the task-technology fit model by Goodhue and Thompson
(1995) and the technology-acceptance model by Davis (1989). In particular, the practice of batchupdating the CLS right at the end of a night shift indicates other motivational factors leading to the use
of the CLS. Burton et al. (2017) outline relational contracts. The authors define a relation contract as “a
contract whose effect is based upon a relationship of trust between the parties” (p. 5). The authors further
state that these contracts “are implicit terms and understandings which determine the behavior of the
parties” (p. 5). Relating the concept of relational contracts to my findings, the concepts support my
finding of social dependencies between the healthcare professionals across work shifts as a motivation
or driver to use the CLS. As the majority of healthcare professionals work all shifts, they implicitly
agreed upon the use of the CLS during night shifts in order for the healthcare professionals in the
following day shift to have all treatment-relevant information at hand. These dynamics of mutual
agreement to use the CLS during night shift is self-reinforcing through the work shift rotation by the
healthcare professionals. Receiving treatment-relevant information from the night shift is crucial for the
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healthcare professionals in the day shift as this information support the execution of the postponed subtasks of extended patient treatment. Without the information in the CLS, the healthcare professionals
would not be able to perform the different sub-tasks as efficiently as possible. The lack of treatmentrelevant information would result in an increase in the time it took to provide emergency department
services to patients.
On a more general level, other healthcare settings might experience the same phenomenon in which
organizational member rotate between different work shifts and in doing so, experience mutual
dependencies on one another to use an information system. Without this mutual agreement and selfreinforcing effect, the use of an information system might become completely redundant during certain
work shifts during which the organization experiences a change in its design.
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Contribution summary
The above discussion revolved around the motivation or drivers for the use of an information system in
a shift work context. In particular, I contributed to the understanding of why people use an information
system and extend established theories to a new context, namely shift work. Table 7. 1 lists my
contributions.
Table 7. 1 Overview of contributions.
#

Contribution

Description

1

Literature on information
systems use, in particular
motivation or drivers for use,
extended to a shift work
setting.

In Chapter 2, 153 I outlined two streams of literature central to
my project and identified areas of concern with regard to
information systems use in a shift work setting.

2

Empirical evidence of a new
type of change in
organizations—cyclic change.

3

Empirical evidence of how
healthcare professionals use an
information system in a shift
work setting.

4

Application of theories/models
to a new context offering
additional motivation/drivers
for use of an information
system.

5

Additional explanation as to
why people use an information
system.

6

Practical insights into the use
of an information system to
support task execution in shift
work.

I substantiated previous findings (Møllekær et al. 2014, 2018)
that a shift working organization’s design may vary. My
findings show one particular design during day shifts and
another design during night shifts. 154 I extended this finding to
the use of an information system in a shift work context.
My case study offers empirical evidence of how healthcare
professionals use an information system in a shift work setting.
I show the change in use to support task execution across shifts
and relate my findings to Goodhue and Thompson (1995) and
Davis (1989)
Goodhue and Thompson (1995) and Davis (1989) do not
represent the following:
• Shift work setting, as it becomes increasingly
important to meet market demands—in healthcare
setting, traditional way of providing services.
• Change in design not accounted for in explaining,
predicting, and anticipating use of an information
system.
• Social dependencies in shift work not reflected in
theoretical considerations as driver for use.
In relation to the particular context of shift work, I provide
additional explanations as to why people use an information
system that have not yet been connected to motivation/drivers
of use.
Through thick descriptions of how healthcare professionals
used an information system to provide services to patients, I
offer insights into rationales and drivers behind use and use
patterns.

155

Practical

Empirical and theoretical

Methodological

Category

153

As I outlined my review of the literature in Chapter 2, I do not repeat to discuss it in Chapter 7, but rather take it as the
underlying motivation for my project.
154
As previously stated, as the difference in designs between day and night shifts is greatest, I adhere to these two shifts. In
Chapter 8, I elaborate further with regard to future research possibilities.
155
I further outline practical implications in Chapter 8.
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My literature review in Chapter 2 revealed a gap between literature on shift work and the impacts this
type of work organization has on people engaged in shift work, and literature on the use of an information
system, in particular literature on predicting and anticipating information system use with two core
models by Goodhue and Thompson (1995) and Davis (1989). In combination with practical
considerations regarding how best to organize providing healthcare services to patients around the use
of an information system to supports work execution 24/7, I used this gap to argue for the need of further
research in a shift work context. In particular, I emphasized the need for exploration and additional
empirical and theoretical contributions. I concluded that no previous study has particularly focused on
the interplay between shift work and the use of an information system.
I contribute with empirical evidence for a new type of change in organizations and substantiated the
findings by Møllekær et al. (2014, 2018). As outlined in my discussion above, to the best of my
knowledge, the type of change I observed has not yet been empirically described to a large extent, but
only scattered evidence pointed in the direction of this new type. As discussed, this new type of change—
cyclic organization change—brings about new challenges with regard to theories concerned with
predicating and anticipating the use of an information system as it potentially creates a misfit between
the organization’s task and the information system. As a result, information system use is reduced or
even omitted. Cyclic organization change further challenges the notion of flexibility in information
systems research and represents a new way of the understanding of organization change. Information
system flexibility assumes time-bound and linear progression of change initiated by a variety of factors
such as market and customer demands or technological advancements, whereas cyclic organization
change relies on the return of the organization to a previous design.
In line with the rational of an exploratory case study approach, my study further offered practical insights
into the use of an information system to support task execution in a shift work setting. Through thick
descriptions, I contribute with evidence about underlying rationales and drivers for information system
use in the context of a healthcare setting.
From a theoretical perspective, my findings call for an extension of theories/models, in particular the
task-technology fit model by Goodhue and Thompson (1995), to account for shift work settings and the
resultant additional motivational factors or drivers for information system use. Changes in the design of
an organization are not accounted for in the model. The explanatory or predictive value of the model in
a shift work setting may be reduced due to particular contextual considerations as solely the appropriate
representation of organizational tasks in the information system seems not enough in explaining changes
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in use patterns. In my analysis, I show that another factor dominates both the concept of fit as advocated
in the task-technology fit model by Goodhue and Thompson (1995) and perceived usefulness as part of
the model by Davis (1989) and offer an explanation for why healthcare professionals continue to use the
CLS.
From a practical perspective, I contribute with practical insights into the use of an information system to
support task execution in shift work. As the example of EUH shows, my study revolves around a realworld problem of high relevance. Through thick descriptions of how healthcare professionals used an
information system to provide services to patients, I offered insights into rationales and drivers behind
use and use pattern and use these as a basis for further theoretical considerations.
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8. Implications and Limitations
In the previous chapter I discussed the contributions of my research both to theory and to practice. In the
following I present implications of my research for both theory and practice as well as limitations
imposed on my findings by certain choices I made with regard to my research design, the theoretical
approach I chose, and the case with its information system under investigation.
Theoretical implications
With regard to theoretical implications, my study extends existing models in the field of information
system management, especially theories aiming at predicting and anticipating the use of an information
system using both objective and subjective measures. In particular, my study offers three theoretical
implications.
First, my findings call for the extension of established models predicting and anticipating the use of an
information system to fit a shift work setting. In particular, the task-technology model by Goodhue and
Thompson (1995) as an organization-centric perspective on the motivation or drivers of information
system use and the technology-acceptance model by Davis (1989) as a people-centric perspective do not
account for a shift work setting. Accounting for a shift work setting in these two models supports a more
valid and accurate prediction and anticipation of use. The outlined possible “cyclic change” in
organizations requires researchers to look more closely into organization design change patterns when
using the two models to predict and anticipate the use of an information system.
Second, my findings further show that other contextual factors dominate the fit concept by Goodhue and
Thompson (1995) and the concept of perceived usefulness by Davis (1989) in predicating and
anticipating the use of an information system. As extending the two models to the one particular
organizational consideration of patients requiring rest during night shifts seems too case-setting-specific,
however, the underlying rationale of contextual factors dominating in predicting and anticipating the use
of an information system can be carried over to other shift working organizations. When using models
to predict and anticipate use, in particular using Goodhue and Thompson (1995) and Davis (1989), it is
worth considering and being open to the possibility of contextual factors serving as an explanation for
certain use patterns.
Third, my findings point to a motivational factor or driver for use that has not yet been captured in the
models by Goodhue and Thompson (1995) and Davis (1989), namely social dependencies between work
shifts. As outlined in my discussion, this factor acted as the main driver of use during night shifts.
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Extending the two models with this factor will give researchers the opportunity to better explain use
patterns in shift working organizations.
Practical implications
With regard to practical implications, a prominent implication lies in the design of the information
system. As the analysis and subsequent discussion showed, perception and resulting use patterns change
across work shifts. In order for the information system to support shift working employees in performing
their tasks in relation to the different work shifts and possible variations in the design of the organization,
information system designers need to take these aspects into account. As discussed, dependencies
between tasks in the information system might render use impossible once the design of the organization
changes and tasks are omitted or postponed to another work shift.
Another implication for practice is the motivation for shift working employees to continuously use the
information system. The analysis showed that motivational factors changed resulting in a different use
pattern. In order to realize the full potential of the information system, shift working organizations need
to be aware of two things in particular. First, the potential change in both work practices as well as the
underlying organization design rendering the support of the information system in performing the
different sub-tasks at random. Shift working organizations need to incentivize the use of an information
system that goes beyond initial motivating factors in order to receive a high return on investment.
A third implication lies in the organizational as well as social pressure (dependencies) to use the
implemented information system. As my study shows, organizational pressure to use the information
system was comparably low. Healthcare professionals used the EPJ as the main information system to
document treatment-relevant information. Data entered in the EPJ was the main source of information
for evaluation purposes. Thus, the particular type of information system is a determining factor in how
people use an information system, but so is the reoccurring demand for intergradation between different
information systems. Shift working organizations need to be aware of these dynamics between different
information systems in order to alleviate potential issues related to both non-use of a particular
information system and the underling motivation for actual use. As with the previous implication, without
paying attention to these issues, shift working organizations might face a low return on investment.
A fourth implication relates to the particular environment of an emergency room. I described the
emergency room in my case hospital as a special case in which the healthcare professionals did not get
the opportunity to use the CLS due to the high velocity in patient throughput. The implication relates to
other shift working organizations that experience a high velocity of work throughput in producing a
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product or offering a service. In order to increase the chance of people using the implemented information
system and therefore having a high return on investment, it is worth considering which type of
information system to implement. In my case hospital, the CLS supports the healthcare professionals in
keeping an overview of the patients’ treatment progress, but the fast patient throughput did leave much
time for updating treatment progress.
Limitations
One limitation regards how generalizable my findings are. I chose to conduct an exploratory embedded
case study focusing on two emergency department units within the same hospital. In doing so, I relied
on analytical generalization rather than statistical generalization. As Lee and Baskerville (2003) note,
“[…] a theory generalized from the empirical description in a particular case study has no
generalizability beyond the given case” (p. 236). As the authors further outline, this limitation does not
rule out a generalization from description to theory. They state: “[…] criticisms that case studies and
qualitative studies are not generalizable would be incorrectly ruling out the generalizability of empirical
descriptions to theory. Furthermore, such criticism could be incorrectly presuming that statistical
generalizability is the only form of generalizability” (p. 237). Eisenhardt (1989) describes the process of
theory building by using a case study approach and states: “[…] the intimate interaction with actual
evidence often produces theory which closely mirrors reality” (p. 547). In order to be able to generalize,
I followed the approach of pattern-matching by Yin (2014) in my analysis and used found patterns to
relate to the context of both shift work and hospitals. My claim to generalizability relies on the rigor of
my research process from design through analysis. Based on the detailed and thick descriptions, as
outlined by by Geertz (1973) and Walsham (1995), the reader can determine whether the same logic
applies to other organizations and shift working contexts.
Another limitation is choice of theoretical framework I used in order to analyze my data. My integrated
model is based on Leavitt (1965) and adapted to represent a more contemporary approach to designing
organizations, including Burton et al. (2015). Originally, the model by Leavitt (1965) was aimed at
production organizations in which technology referred to production machinery. The model treats the
organization as one “complex system” that can be viewed in the process of change from the angle of four
approaches. Applying Burton et al. (2015) to the Leavitt’s (1965) model gave me the opportunity to not
only adapt a temporary approach, but also to take a step away from a pure production-oriented model to
one that is applicable in a variety of settings. In addition, using Konsynski and Stohr (1992), who adapted
Leavitt (1965) in order to fit an IS context—in particular an information systems design context—
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supported me in aligning my integrated model to an IS context as well as a shift work context. In general,
hospitals can be viewed in a similar way as production organizations with Input, Throughout, and Output.
As such, the underlying model by Leavitt (1965) helps analyze my data from four conceptual viewpoints
and informs changes in the organization during shift work.
A contextual factor presenting a limitation is choice of roles to include in my study. As I chose to include
main users of the CLS, I did not consider how habitual users influence both the overall use patterns
among healthcare professionals as well as attitude toward the CLS. Among habitual users are residents
and physicians 156 from other in-house departments. There are several reasons to not include these roles.
First, residents stay in the emergency department for a limited period of time. After having completed
residency in the emergency department, these physicians move on to other departments. Second, as
residents stay in the emergency department for a short period of time, their use of the CLS might not be
representative 157 in the way that the CLS is generally used. Residents are not the main users of the CLS;
however, by investigating how they use the CLS, additional explanations as to how main user interact
with and use the CLS as well as variations in the use could occur.
The type of information system I chose to investigate constitutes another limitation. The design of the
CLS, as it allow healthcare professionals to follow a patient’s process through the emergency department,
bears a number of boundaries as to how to use the CLS. In the CLS itself, the status bar, the triage color,
and the field for additional comments are the fields that healthcare professional use most prominently.
Thus, the design of the CLS offers little possibility of actively diverting from common use in
functionality. In addition, the type of system the CLS represents adds another limitation. As the CLS is
mainly used as a logistics system that supports healthcare professionals in keeping track of patients and
their progression through the treatment process, the pressure to use it from an organizational standpoint
is rather low. In comparison, the EPJ constitutes a documentation system for which the organizational
pressure to use is higher. Documentation in the EPJ is crucial in the determination as to whether
healthcare professionals obeyed to certain rules and regulations in the treatment process and is the
dominant information system used by healthcare professionals.

156

As previously stated, the emergency department has cooperation agreements with other in-house departments to fill certain
physician roles. As I followed roles and not particular people, in some cases physicians from other in-house departments
occupied a certain physician role during a particular day of observation. In that way, I did not exclude physicians who by
cooperation agreement are part of the emergency department.
157
As I outlined in Chapter 7, including habitual users would, however, be interesting in investigating how healthcare
physicians appropriate the CLS over time. The influence of habitual users might be rather large, altering the main users’
behavior.
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In connection with the type of information system, the integration of the CLS with other information
systems such as the EPJ constitutes another contextual limitation. As the CLS is not integrated with any
of the other information systems in the emergency department, healthcare professionals are required to
enter and update information twice. An example is the triage color of the patient that is used as a
coordinating mechanism. The level of integration is but one factor influencing the use of the CLS in the
two units. However, as healthcare professionals are required to do some “double work,” the way they use
the CLS is presumably influenced.
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9. Conclusion
In the following, I conclude my PhD dissertation by summarizing the focus and methodological
considerations, the literature streams I reviewed, my theoretical approach and research design, the case
description and analyses, my contributions, implications and limitations of my research, and future
research opportunities.
My dissertation reports an exploratory embedded case study on how the execution of tasks is implicated
in the use of an information system in a shift work setting. I collected data in two emergency department
units that employed the same information system. I conducted interviews with different nurse and
physician roles and observed these roles during day, evening, and night shifts in order to understand how
tasks are executed with the support of the information system and how possible variations in the use of
the information system occur.
I anchored my research in engaged scholarship in which I investigate a real-world problem in that
hospitals face an ongoing challenge of how to best organize work around the use of an information system
so that the system supports the execution of providing healthcare services 24/7. The design of work and
the information system have to be aligned in order to achieve the objective of the organization. As
providing healthcare services is organized into work shifts, hospitals face an even greater challenge in
aligning information systems usage and work execution. The example outlined in Chapter 1 of EUH
moving healthcare professionals to RPH to counter two prominent issues related to shift work, namely
the under-representation of certain healthcare professionals during night shifts and the associated impacts
shift work has on individuals, demonstrates the underlying motivation of my project from a real-world
perspective. Literature revolving around the use of information systems, in particular literature predicting
and anticipating use (Davis 1989; Goodhue and Thompson 1995), and shift work appear to be complete
distinct form one another. A great part of literature on shift work concerns itself with the impact such
type of work has on people engaged in it. I position my research relative to this gap as well as the realworld phenomenon and posit that shift work affects the way people use an information system in a shift
work setting.
In order to investigate the use of an information system in a healthcare setting employing shift work and
to identify not only variations in the use of an information system, but also possible explanations as to
why these variations occur, I adopted an information processing view of the organization. I further relied
on established organizational theories and adapted them to the specifics of my research focus. In
particular, I relied on Leavitt (1965), Galbraith (1974), and Mintzberg (1983) and used more
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contemporary theories (Burton et al. 2015; Konsynski and Stohr 1992) to adapt my integrated model
outlined in Chapter 3 to match a more up-to-date understanding of particular the component of
technology as an information system and the particular context of shift work.
From a people-centric perspective, my findings shows that people’s motivation to use an information
system is not only dependent on how the information system is perceived and to what extent it supports
the execution of tasks, but also contextual factors that are specific to the organization. The analysis shows
that people in the two units perceived the CSL to be useful to their work, continuously stating its support
in carrying out the different sub-tasks; however, use patterns change and in some instances the CLS is
not used at all during night shifts. The continuation of the use of the CLS depended on two factors,
namely the use as a routine task healthcare professionals carried over from day to night shifts and the
dependencies of healthcare professionals in the following day shift on the use of the CLS by healthcare
professionals during the precedent night shift.
On a general level, my embedded case study contributes to existing research and streams of literature
revolving around factors predicting and anticipating the use of information systems. It further extends
state-of-the-art knowledge by not only offering a new perspective on how people interact with
information systems and their motivation to do so, but also taking into account the peculiarities of shift
work from an organizational perspective. It particularly pinpoints additional contextual factors that are
not accounted for in current theories of information system use such as the need of patients to rest during
night shifts. I further outlined that literature on information system use can only partly account for
changes in the use of an information system in shift working organization. Drivers for use stem from
other sources than (perceived) fit (Goodhue and Thompson 1995), perceived usefulness, and ease of use
(Davis 1989), but relate more to social constructs such as social dependencies prevalent in shift working
organizations. I call for an extension of these two models by Goodhue and Thompson (1995) and Davis
(1989) to incorporate social dependencies in a shift wok setting. I further suggest that researchers pay
particular attention to organization-specific factors that possibly dominate the concept of fit (Goodhue
and Thompson 1995) and the concept of perceived usefulness (Davis 1989).
From a practical perspective, I offer implications for both information system designers as well as shift
working organizations. I outline the need for information system designers to incorporate particularities
of shift work, with a special focus on social dependencies that motivate or drive the use of an information
system, as well as potential changes in design shift working organization may face so that the information
system is able to adequately represent organizational tasks.
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I conclude my dissertation with the discussion of some of the limitations of my study. These include the
choice of conducting an exploratory embedded case study, my theoretical background, and some
contextual factors such as the level of integration of a number of information systems, the particular type
of information system the CLS represents, and the roles included in my data collection process brought
about.
Future research opportunities include the extension to both additional healthcare settings and other shift
working organizations in order to further investigate motivational factors and drivers of use of
information systems. As an exploratory case study approach is particularly useful in investigating
phenomena that are at a stage in which understanding, discovering, and describing the phenomena is the
main concern, in particular in emerging areas (Bandara et al. 2005; Lee 1989; Stuart et al. 2002; Yin
2014), expanding the investigation to other settings could substantiate and potentially extend my
findings.
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Appendices
Appendix A: Overview of co-development of streams of literature.
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Appendix B: Literature Review Process

1. Search and inclusion criteria
This section describes the search process, the selection process, as well as the criteria I used for both
searching for and identifying relevant manuscripts and criteria for inclusion. I was inspired by Webster
and Watson (2002) on how to conduct a literature review in the field of information systems research.
The authors offer guidance on how to conduct a literature review and suggest that synthesizing and
reflecting on previous research builds a solid foundation for further advancements. I made use of their
example and carried over the process to a stream of literature I was not familiar with before conducting
the review. Following Webster and Watson (2002) gave me the opportunity to not only relate to a familiar
process and exploiting previous knowledge within the information systems research field, but also stay
on track in an unfamiliar research field.
Okoli and Schabram (2010) recommend documenting the process of searching the literature in order for
reliability and quality of the results to increase. I used their example throughout the review process and
tried to document meticulously the way I searched the literature.
Before commencing with the actual process of searching the literature, I decided to limit the literature
review to journal articles and conference papers (henceforth both types of manuscripts will be called
articles). I made this decision based on the assumption that these types of articles present and are
generally recognized as state-of-the-art knowledge. Search facilities included Web of Science, Scopus,
and Google Scholar. The search process itself was a two-step process. First, the searches aimed at
providing an overview and understanding of the literature in general within the different streams of
literature relevant to the project. Figure A.1-1 illustrates the initial search terms, which were used within
the two streams and applied to the three search facilities.
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Table B. 1: Search terms on tasks, shift work, and IS/IT
Initial search terms for both streams of literature
Literature on shift work
Literature on IS and tasks
“shift work*
“task*
OR
AND
shiftwork
process*
OR
OR
work* shift*
information technolog*
OR
OR
work* hour*
information system*”
AND
role*”
Articles’ abstracts were screened based on the inclusion criteria presented below. Table A.1-1 presents
the inclusion criteria for the literature on tasks and IS, whereas Table A.1-2 presents the inclusion criteria
for literature on shift work and IS. Table A.1-1 Inclusion criteria for the literature on shift work.
Table B. 2: Inclusion criteria for literature on shift work
1. Does the article concern the organization of work within a 24-hours period, all days of
the week?
IF
ACTION
Yes
Keep
No
Remove
2. Does the article concern the role of the organization of work within a 24-hours period, all
days of the week?
Yes
Keep
No
Remove
Table B. 3: Inclusion criteria for literature on tasks and IS
1. Does the article concern an information system in relation to tasks?
IF
Yes
No

ACTION
Keep
Remove

After having acquired an overview and initial understanding of the two streams of literature, the second
step consisted of grouping articles into themes. This was done by identifying overarching topics emerging
out of the pool of relevant articles. As a first step, articles were loosely sorted so that groups of articles
appeared that covered a rather large common area of interest. As a second step, these groups were
screened and articles sorted in a more meticulous manner, so that a more fine-grained picture of the
literature appeared. Themes were revised and every article was assigned to at least one theme. In some
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instances, an article was assigned to more than one theme. This happened when the article either focused
on two distinct issues, or the article’s results pointed in different directions. While grouping and finegraining themes, the pool of relevant articles was used for forward- and backward search to identify
additional relevant articles. At the same time, search terms were modified and combined in various ways
using the above named search facilities. The newly found articles went through the same processes as
the initially found ones and added to the individual themes.
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Appendix C: Case study protocol

Table C. 1 Case study protocol.
Section

#
1

A
Overview of
the study

Statement
Case study
questions,
hypotheses,
propositions

Research question:
How is the design of tasks and shift implicated in the
use of an information system in a hospital unit?
Adaptation of Burton et al. (2006) “Organization
Design framework”
 Focused on the relationships between
technology, task, people, and coordination.
 Theoretically based on information
processing view of organizations and
supplemented with other select sources.

2

Theoretical
framework

3

Role of protocol in
guiding the case
study investigator

Provides agenda for inquiry, conduction of case
study, and basis for data collection

Contact persons and
sites to be visited

Department management, head nurse of the two units
for agreeing on interview and observations dates and
interviewees and people to follow during
observations.
Two units within the emergency department.

Data collection plan

Acquiring internal documents such as descriptions of
tasks, roles, intended use of the information system,
work processes etc.
 Interview duration: 45-60 minutes
 Observations: covering different shifts during
a week, all permeant senior staff who are
main users of the information system

Analysis

Within-case analysis of the use of an information
system during different shifts. Unit-level synthesis
and comparison of the use of the information system
with regard to the different tasks and work shifts.
Cross-case analysis of patterns of the use of an
information system across tasks and shifts.

1

B
Data
collection
procedure
2

C
Case study
report

Comment

1
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Appendix D: Interview Guide

Interview #:
Interviewee:
Date/Time:
Additional notes by:
(Expected Duration: 45 – 60 minutes)
Introduction: Thank you for meeting us today – introducing oneself
(Explain in more detail what we are going to do and what the purpose of the interview is – small
presentation w/contact details in case person wants to get back in touch at a later point in time?)
Points to clarify before interview begins:
•

Repeat that the duration of the interview will be about an hour

•

The interview will be recorded for later transcription and analysis and the results will be
part of my PhD dissertation and you might be quoted anonymously.

•

The information provided will be kept confidential and not shared with any other party
not involved in this research project – however, information will be passed on among
project collaborators

•

Other members of staff will also be interviewed

•

Thank you for taking part in my PhD and taking time.

Do you have any questions or comments before we start our interview?

2 minutes
Begin of the Interview
(Explain what the first part of the interview is about)

1.

Work Shift
In order to get a holistic view of the everyday activities in the work environment.
a. How does a regular work shift look like for you in your role as ____________ in the
____________ shift?
b. What are your main responsibilities during the _____________ shift?
c. Are you working other shifts as well?
d. Can you tell me how your regular work shift in the other shifts look like?
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e. With whom do you work together during your ____________ shift and how does that
collaboration look like?
f. If you work other shifts, with whom do you work together during your other shifts and
how does this collaboration look like?
g. Are there situation(s) you need to deviate from your assigned role with its
responsibilities as _________________ during ____________ shift?
h. What are the differences in your responsibilities as ____________ during the different
shifts (day-night, weekend)?

(Explain what the second part of the interview is about)
Ca. 10 minutes

2.

Communication/Coordination
In order to understand which means of communication/coordination are available and how
communication/coordination takes place and for which purpose (who interacts with whom,
when, and why?)

a. How do you gather relevant information needed in order to fulfill your responsibilities
as ________________ during _____________ shift?
b. Which means of communication can be found in the department
From writing physical notes/messages on sheets of paper, whiteboard, etc.to
phones, computers (e-mail or other messaging applications/programs), electronic
screens etc.?
c. Which means of communication do you generally use during __________ shift in order
to fulfill your responsibilities as _________?
d. How is your way of communicating/coordinating with others?
e. Do you have a preferred means of communication – both for gathering information and
communication/coordination with your colleagues?
f. How do you communicate/coordinate as ______________ during ____________ shift
with colleagues outside of the department?
g. Are there situation(s) in which would you differ from your preferred means of
communication/coordination on order to both gather information and communicate with
colleagues within and outside the department?
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h. How do you handle situation(s) in which the means of communication/collaboration
does not work? Do you have back-up systems? Is there a procedure in place in case
relevant information cannot be retrieved or the available means of
communication/coordination are not available?
i. To whom do you talk? And how do you do this and when?
Ca. 15 minutes
(Explain what the third part of the interview is about)

3.

Use of system and interaction with other systems
In this sense, information can also be used as a synonym for data.

a. How do you generally use the Cetrea system as ____________ during ____________
shift?
b. How does the Cetrea system help you acquire relevant information in order to fulfill
your responsibilities as ____________ during __________?
c. How do you compile or update relevant information as ______________during
______________ shift?
d. How do you generally use the Cetrea system as ____________ during ____________
shift?
e. At what point in time do you actively use the Cetrea system? (interact with the Cetrea
system either by actively typing/updating information in(to) the system)
f. How do you use the Cetrea system as __________ during ___________ shift?
g. When are information typed into the system(s) and where does this happen?
h. In which situation(s) do you differ from the everyday use of the Cetrea system?
i. How is the procedure to acquire a patient’s data? (which standards are applied)
j. How does the collaboration of using the Cetrea system with your colleagues look like?
k. The way you use Cetrea, is there anything you think would be helpful to make your
work easier?
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Appendix E: Layout of both units 158

Figure D. 1 Layout of the integrated unit.

AMBULANCE

Emergency
physician

158

*

Please note, the screens on which the information system is being displayed, are highlighted in red across all layouts.
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Figure D. 2 Command room of integrated unit.
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Figure D. 3 Layout of the specialized unit.

Emergency
physician

Coordinating nurse and
flowmaster (senior
physician)
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Figure D. 4 Command room of specialized unit.

Coordinating nurse

Flowmaster
(Senior physician)
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Appendix F Interfaces of the CLS

Figure E. 1 Interface hanging in the command room of integrated unit.
Part E.1-1

Part E.1-2

Part E.1-4

Part E.1-3
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Figure E. 2 Example of patient overview.
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Figure E. 3 Interfaces hanging in the emergency room area.
Part E.3-1
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Part E.3-3
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Writing and
administration function
Part E.3-4
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Part E.3-6
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Figure E. 4 Interfaces hanging in the command room of specialized unit
Part E. 4-1

Part E. 4-4

Part E. 4-2

Part E. 4-3
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Part E. 4-5
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Part E. 4-6
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Appendix G Overview of interviews
Table F. 1 Interviews in the two units.
Unit

Month

Day
18
20
21
April 2016
25
29
02
May 2016
02
10
Specialized
17
June 2016
22
29
April 2016
28
10
16
June 2016
24
30
6
July 2016
8
3
4
May 2016
19
23
23
Integrated
10
14
15
June 2016
16
16
17
18
July 2016
01
14
October 2015
15161
Management
November 2015 10
July 2016
9

Role 159
Coordinating nurse
Primary nurse – medical
Primary nurse – surgical
Coordinating nurse
Primary nurse - medical
Primary nurse – surgical
Head nurse
Intake nurse – specialized unit
Medical secretary
Medical secretary
Intake nurse – specialized unit

Flowmaster /Emergency physicians/Senior physician

Intake nurse – integrated unit
Pre-admission nurse
Pre-admission nurse
Intake nurse – integrated unit
Head nurse
Coordinating nurse (ER)
Emergency room nurse
Coordinating nurse (ER)
Coordinating nurse (ER)
Emergency room nurse
Team leader
Emergency room nurse
Team leader
Information system 160
Head physician

159

Role descriptions can be found in subchapter 4.b.
The purpose was to get an introduction to the information system in the two units.
161
Both informal interview and observation. Aimed at understanding the CLS.
160
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Appendix H Transcription Guide
The transcription guide was used by both transcribers. Both transcribers signed a none-discloser
agreement in order to protect the identities of the interviewees and people named during the interview.
Before the actual transcription process, these criteria were tested for their applicability by transcribing
test interviews. Afterwards, adjustments were made in order for the transcription process to be more
fluent and the resulting text more analysis-friendly.

Table G. 1 Transcription guide
Categories

Specification

Margin

Number of interview, Name of the interviewee, role that was to be
investigated, date of interview
Left: 2cm; right: 3cm

Headline

Times New Roman, 16, bold

Text

Times New Roman, 12, justify, spacing: 1,5;

Interviewer

HK

Interviewee

Initial of first name

What was said is inaudible
Interviewee
rephrases
or
discontinues speech
Noteworthy pause in speech
(x=time in s)
Discontinuation of speech
Filler words
e.g., øh, øhm

(())

Filename

Numbers
Time intervals
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Are included in the text and written out in the position they occur
in the sentence.
Are written out as complete words. Hyphenation is used for
numbers between twenty-one and ninety-nine.
Length of interview written out about every 10 minutes.
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Appendix I Overview of observations
Table H. 1 Observations in the two units
Unit

Specialized

Integrated

Across

Management

Date
November 18, 2015
December 8, 2015
December 9, 2015
January 11, 2016
February 18, 2016
February 19, 2016
February 22, 2016
February 23, 2016
February 26, 2016
February 29, 2016
May 24, 2016
May 3, 2016
May 4, 2016
May 5, 2016
May 6, 2016
May 16, 2016
May 17, 2016
May 19, 2016
May 25, 2016
May 27, 2016
May 29, 2016
May 31, 2016
June 4, 2016
June 5, 2016
November 24, 2015

Work shift 162
Day
Evening
Night
Day
Day
Day
Day
Day
Day
Day
Night
Day
Day
Day
Day
Night
Night
Night
Night
Day
Day
Day
Night
Night
Day

Role
Coordinating nurse
Coordinating nurse
Coordinating nurse
Primary nurse
Flowmaster
Emergency physician
Flowmaster
Emergency physician
Intake nurse – specialized unit
Primary nurse
Senior physician
Intake nurse – integrated unit
Pre-admission nurse
Emergency room nurse
Coordinating nurse (ER)
Coordinating nurse (ER)
Intake nurse – integrated unit
Team leader
Senior physician
Senior physician A1
Senior physician
Senior physician A1
Senior physician
Senior physician
Information System 163

162

Please note, the non-stationary hospital environment and the subsequent agility of healthcare professionals, in addition to
the stationary screens of the information system (as one part of the information system), gave me the opportunity to also
observe other roles and their interactions and use of the information system.
163
On that day, I had the chance to follow a patient through the information system from the patient’s arrival to discharge.
This gave me the opportunity to understand a patient’s digital pathway through the hospital. Please note, there are other
possible digital pathways through the hospital, however, as this was in the beginning of my data collection, it made it possible
for me to understand the information system’s use by the healthcare professional when moving patients digitally and
eventually physical either within the two units, to another unit or hospital, or as patients are discharged.
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Appendix J List of codes
Table I. 1 All codes used for data analysis 164
Components

1st layer
Cetrea

Information system

EPJ
Other IS
Previous IS*

Nurses
People
Physicians
Secretary*

Process

Task

Practice

Integrated
Organizational unit

Work shift

Coordination

Specialized
Other departments*
Day
Evening
Night
Within unit
Across unit
Shift change*
Information gathering*

2nd layer
Offline usage
Desktop*
/
Coordinating nurse
Primary nurse
Emergency room nurse
Visitation nurse
Intake nurse
Team leader
Flowmaster
Senior physician
Other physician*
/
Patient admission
Patient treatment
Patient allocation
Patient discharge
Other work processes*
Information retrieval*
Patient admission
Patient treatment
Patient allocation
Other work processes
Patient discharge
Information retrieval*
Emergency room
Bed side
/
/

/

164

Emerging codes are highlighted with an asterisk. The remaining codes are start codes inspired by my research questions
as well as the theoretical model developed in chapter 3.
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